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ABSTRACT
A working model of the message exchange system is designed and developed for 
the AS/400 systems, a type of mid-range computer developed by IB M , thus enabling 
the Message Routing between the A S/400 Token Ring Network and the Internet. The 
routing system accommodates the in-built messaging function in the midrange com­
puter, hence providing a common familiar interface to the user. The message system 
typically includes a router and an intermediate host system connected to a computer 
which provides the access to the Internet (technically referred as Internet Gateway). 
The router becomes the bridging unit between the Internet and the midrange host. 
The router uses two different protocols to communicate with the midrange host and 
the Internet. However the message exchanges are never affected by these differences 
in the protocol, since they are accomplished at a higher level of communication.
I l l
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PREFACE
Internet working with midrange computers like AS/400 essentially becomes an 
inevitable issue in the midrange computer based business community due to the com­
pelling Internet world. AS/400 is the most rugged product of the IB M  which boasts 
a large number of clients. This midrange component in the system application ar- 
chitecture(SAA) facilitating both upward and downward communication is a true 
distributed processing between micros, midranges and main frames. These machines 
inherit a lot of facilities from their IBM  systems 36/38 family, however, they are truly 
state-of-art and new in their working concepts.
Even though these machines can be networked to form a corporate network to 
provide sharing of data and system resources, they lack the direct link to Internet. 
This is increasingly becoming a major issue as already several commercial real world 
users have started using Internet ais their major link.
Thus Internet working with midrange computer becomes an important issue and 
also an objective of this project.
The objective of this project is to create a link to the Internet. Due to the vast 
nature of the chosen topic this project is limited to the creation of a successful working 
model of a link applied to Electronic messaging. This project involves a design and 
development of a router dedicated to the electronic messages to and from the Internet 
community. This router is essentially a dedicated hardware running the router soft­
ware with an asynchronous serial communication link to an Internet gateway. .Also
V I11
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this machine is connected to the midrange computer through TO K E N  R ING  network 
topology which is supported inherently by the midrange computer.
Every message from the midrange host has a separate header carrying the Internet 
address of the destination, which is being sent to the router, which then strips the 
Internet address and sends it to the destination through the asynchronous serial link 
via the Internet gateway. W hile receiving a message the router strips the “To:” address 
and corresponding user as a local LAN message encapsulating the Internet message.
This project provides a cost-effective solution to Internet Ei-mail messaging from 
the stand alone midraxige machine like AS/400. This project does not require a dedic­
ated T l / E l  communication channel as it employs a simple modem with a phone line. 
Since the router is running on an X86 processor based system with Microsoft Windows 
as operating system, it does not demand costly hardware or software. Moreover, the 
software can be ported to any operating system which supports Windows API.
1 wish to acknowledge the advice and guidance provided by Dr. Shahram Latifi in 
the successful completion of this project. 1 want to express my special thanks to all 
my committee members for their support 1 would also like to thank my colleagues in 
US .Assist, Inc. for their great suggestions during the execution of this project. My  
sincere thanks to all.
IX
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Chapter 1
OVERVIEW OF LAN
In this chapter, general structure of different Local Area Networks are discussed. The 
main differences in their procedures and physical lim itations are also briefly explained.
GENERAL LAN ARCHITECTURE:
Today the LA N ’s (LO C A L A R EA  NETW O R KS) have a wide area of application. 
There are a number of definitions of a LAN, according to whether it is desired to 
integrate speech and image traffic in it. Furthermore, L.AN is often used as as common 
term for data networks such as Ethernet and Token Ring and also for PBXs to certain 
extent.
L.AN’s can be defined as systems for high performance information transfer which 
provide a high quality partnership oriented message transfer service based on a fast 
transmission medium to a number of equally authorized users in a spatially restricted 
area.
The characterizing factors here are spatial restriction and fast data transmission 
with a low error rate. One possibility is the implementation of LAN as a diffusion 
network in which a common transmission medium (for example, a bus) supports 
all subscribers and every transmission is direct from the source to the destination.
1
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Another possibility is the implementation of a ring which links the nodes in a store- 
and-forward technology. In modern cabling technology, these topology differences axe 
mostly relativistic so that we also talk of loop-free LA N ’s (bus type, tree type, star 
type) and LA N ’s with loops (ring type).
.A LAN usually has a maximum physical area coverage lim it, although there are 
networks with far large coverage. However, this is not a direct restriction, since there 
is now a tendency to construct LANs from LAN sub-system structures interconnected 
by bridges, routers or backbone networks, rather than from a single subsystem, which 
is not only a hot area in the field of computer networking but also becomes the theme 
of this project.
1.1 SPEED OF DATA TRANSFER
Speed of data transfer has been the driving force in interconnecting computer sys­
tems. A L.AN, in general, can achieve a transmission rate of 4 to 20 MBPS, but 
may also be able to provide certain systems with rates of 50 MBPS (network systems. 
H Y PE R  channels), 100 MBPS (F D D l) or 275 M BPS (Network systems data pipe). 
However, these subsystems are intended for backbone area or for direct coupling of 
high performance computer systems.
1.2 LAN MEDIA AND BASIC LAN TYPES
L.ANs are transport subsystems within a network architecture. Differences from other 
network types are only found in the lower layers of the OSI model. .Above layer 4 (at 
the latest) no distinction can be drawn since uniformity and the end-to-end’ argument 
are mandatory for higher layers.
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Transmission m edia communication technology
The same transmission media axe available to LANs as to other message transfer 
systems. In general, twisted pairs of various designs, coaxial cable and optical fibers 
are common. The simplest form of the twisted pair is the telephone cable, which is 
however inappropriate for the fast trzinsmission speeds needed in LANs. There are, 
in fact, three types in twisted pair itself.
•  Star quad, the normal telephone cable in which four wires are inter-wired and 
usually heis a low tremsmission capacity. Strictly, these are not twisted pairs 
but “twisted quartets” of wires.
•  Unshielded Twisted Pair (U TP ) in which two pairs of wires are each twisted.
•  Shielded Twisted Pairs (STP) are constructed like U T P ’s but each pair of wires 
is shielded.
These are some most common physical medium for carrying data but inefficient 
in terms of capacity.
The better medium available for L.AN technology is coaxial-axial with high band­
width, however fiber optic and plastic optic fibers are the most promising technologies.
1.3 LAN TYPES
L.AN’s may be classified according to the control algorithms. The following control 
procedures are widely used:
•  C S M A /C D  (Caxrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detection, for buses and 
trees)
•  C S M A /C A  (Carrier Sense Multiple Access/ Collision .Avoidance, for buses)
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•  Token péissing (This involves the handing on of a physical (for rings) or logical 
(for buses/trees) authorization to send.
The C S M A /C A  is clearly preferable over C S M A /C D  since throughput falls below 
reasonable limits for C S M A /C D  for faster LA N . Since the LAN speed is a demanding 
factor in modern-day LANs. The most important elements of the data link layer are 
the access control methods for shared, sequential, and mutually exclusive access to 
the bus or ring medium.
1.3.1 Procedures using Token-passing principle
The token passing control procedure for implementing mutually exclusive access to a 
fast communication medium is based on the fact that a station, which has completed 
an emission, pzisses the authorization to send on to a (physical or logical) successor. 
I f  the later wishes to send, it has a certain time within which to do so and must 
then pass on the authorization to send. I f  the recipient of the token has nothing to 
send, it passes the token directly to its successor. Assuming that the emission time is 
limited and that no stations are omitted, when the token is passed on, the procedure is 
fair, since every station has a turn after a finite waiting time of predictable maximum 
duration. Due to this nature of token passing control it has an obvious limitation on 
its operating speeds.
1.3.2 CSM A control procedure
CSMA is an abbreviation for Carrier Sense Multiple Access, which means that the 
stations are synchronized by the fact that a station, that is ready to send, first listens 
into the chajinel before it sends.
In the CSM .A/CD procedure, a station may send when the medium is not occupied 
by another station. I f  the medium is occupied the station waits until the medium is
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free and then sends. The station finds out the state of the medium by listening in.
When several stations are waiting to send messages over LAN, several stations may 
send the data to the medium simultaneously. In this case, a collision occurs which is 
detected as a burst (noise) signal due to the overlap of the individual messages.
To remove collisions, every station involved in a collision waits for an interval 
corresponding to a value generated by a random number and then attempts to send 
the data over the medium again. I f  the attempt to retransmit results in another 
collision, the station waits for a period equal to twice the previous interval value. 
After a fixed number of attempts to access the medium, the procedure is aborted, and 
the application is informed that the medium is unavailable.
1.4 CLASSIFICATION OF LLC
IEEE 802 provides three different layers of procedures —  Token ring, Token Bus and 
C S M A /C D , which are supported by number of systems based on different techno­
logies. .All these various network types are then uniformly bound together under a 
so-called logical link control so that a uniform L.AN transport system exists above the 
upper boundary layer 2.
The logical link controls provide one or more of the following three services, ac­
cording to the implementation:
• LLC 0 is an unconfirmed connectionless service. It  provides assistance to enable 
network connections to exchange data units without having to establish a layer 2 
logical link. Datagrams may be point to point, point to multi-point or broadcast. 
Receipt confirmation signals are not expected.
•  LLC 1 is a confirmed connectionless service, it is like the above except that 
receipt confirmation signals are expected in the data link layer.
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•  LLC 2 is a connection-oriented service. This provides assistance for the estab­
lishment, use amd termination of layer 2 links. For this, there are Link Service 
Access Points (LSAPs) to which the link adapts. The connection establishment 
service enables a network entity to request a logical link to remote LSAP. The 
connection oriented data transport services enables a network entity to request 
a logical link to remote LSAP. The connection oriented data transport services 
enables a network entity to send and receive layer 2 LLC protocol data units 
(LPDUs). This service aJso provides for sequencing, flow control and restart 
after the error. The RESET facility may be used to reset links to an initial 
state. The termination service terminates a connection in response to a specific 
request. There is also a timer for flow control, the quality of the connection- 
oriented service corresponds to that of HDLC or SDLC. Thus a user may decide 
whether to use a simple protocol procedure (LLC 0) or LLC 2 depending upon 
the environment.
In this chapter, the common LAN standards and procedures were discussed. The 
.AS/400 uses only Token Ring protocol as a standard which is discussed in the next 
chapter.
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Chapter 2
FUNDAMENTALS OF TOKEN 
RING TOPOLOGY
In this chapter, general principles o f Token Ring procedures are discussed. Also, its 
mapping in ISO /O SI protocol hierarchy is discussed. Functions of each layer are also 
explained.
2.1 MOVEMENT OF DATA
The IB M  Token Ring network is a star-wired ring. For reasons of security, fault 
tolerance and redundancy, the network is composed of a number of star structures 
interconnected in a ring shape and logically it behaves like a ring. This facilitates the 
connection of new terminals and admits simple diagnosis, control and test facilities.
.Access to the shared ring is via the procedure described by ISO. Data transmission 
in the ring is unidirectional. .At any given time, there is only one token or frame 
(single-token procedure, 4 Mbps) in the ring or one token and several frames from 
different end systems (single-token procedure, early token release, 16 Mbps). Each 
terminal connected to the ring regenerates the incoming signal (intermediate storage
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of at least one bit of the data stream in each attached terminal) and forwards the 
information to the next station. Token Ring interfaces operate in duplex mode (send 
and receive simultaneously to minimize delays), unlike in F D D l (half duplex) where the 
high transmission speed of 100 Mbps would make duplex transmission too expensive. 
Thus, there is no direct link between senders and recipients as in other LAN protocols.
The token passing is a simple procedure of passing token to the next station in the 
ring, the station which gets the token starts a communication or simply passes it to 
the next station if  it does not wish to communicate.
In the token-passing procedure, outage of a station should not. of course lead to 
interruption of the overall data flow. Here the protocol, the mechanics of the IBM  
multi-station access units and the duplicated, redundant cabling in the ring provide 
appropriate mechanisms. In addition to the stations, passive repeaters also boost the 
signai flow if large distances are involved. All the usual transmission media may be 
used (copper cable, coaxial cable, fiber-optic cable) and mixed.
2.1.1 An overlay on ISO /O SI protocol hierarchy
The bfisis of the procedure in the standard protocol stack is described with more 
detail.
The Token Ring protocol is a very simple and very reliable procedure. Unlike 
Ethernet and the Token Bus it is based on the presence of a monitor and includes 
procedures for the lowest layer and part of the second layer of the IS O /O S I reference 
model (see Figure 2.1 ).
The Logical Link Control (LLC) layer is supported by all three standardized L.ANs. 
IB M  describes these lowest two layers as the Data Link Control layer.
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Network
Layer
Data link
Laver
Physical
Layer
LLC NMT
Logical Link Control
MAC Network
Medium Access Control Management
PHY
Physical layer
Figure 2.1 The Token Ring protocol elements and their relation to OSI layers
Token Ring networks may inter-work closely with SNA systems. In an SN.A net­
work, the otherwise usual data link control layer may be replaced by the Token Ring 
L.AN data link control layer. This permits a secure exchange of data between the LLC 
layer éind the path control layer in an SN.A network node.
In the following discussion, several terms from the ISO and SN.A worlds are ex­
plained.
•  L in k  .A link is a logical connection between two link stations which is used for 
data exchange. A link includes end-to-end control mechanisms.
•  L in k  station A link station is a protocol machine in an SNA node, which 
manages procedure elements for the data exchange with the neighboring link 
station.
•  L P D U  The message unit which is exchanged between link stations in different 
nodes is called an LPDU (LLC Protocol Data Unit). It contains the address of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
10
its own service access point and that of the desired destination, together with 
the control information and the data.
•  S A P  Service Access Points (SAPs) may be described as fixed addresses (ports) 
which applications of the underlying service layer use to request services. In the 
case of Token Ring, this is the DLC LAN described below. Several links may 
pass through a single SAP. In practice, SAPs enable one or more programs to 
communicate with other systems via the network interface card in the PC. Thus, 
in any system, different applications (system B) may establish simultaneous 
connections with a number of systems (A aad C) over different SAPs (Figure 
2.2).
System] System!
LLC
ApplkitioD 
SAP b
B C
MAC
LLC
MAC
H iid w u t H iid w iit
»  I
SAP I * *  I
LLC
MAC
Figure 2.2 Communications between applications via SAPs
2.1.2 A typ ical scenario
Let us assume that a user at an O S/2 workstation requires an interactive connection 
with a mainframe (to call up data there), a connection to the Office Vision Server (to 
send and receive mail) and a connection to a file server with a database application (to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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obtain data for report generation from different systems, process it further and forward 
it to colleagues who require this data). In addition, he/she maintains a connection to 
a non-IBM system based on a standardized ISO application (for example. FTA M ). 
This scenario is illustrated in Figure 2.3
LANfiiktiiitmt2
I-------------------------------
ISOipfiicUNXYZ
LAN lilt «ilk RKt I
I f
r 3270 ------
I
I Emiluioi*iik 
' G«e»iy
L̂DU
LAN Serrer I
upu
I
3270 E m oiition
|ile * ij
LinkSu.
A
Link Sul 
B
SAPforNeifiios
X ’FO’
p i
Link Sin.
c
SAP for ISO
X'FE"
TOKEN UNO Aiipierwerkomoi
L o p c ilL u k
N1 N2
LinkSiuionA
— 5, Oilier 3270 men 
in ike Token Kin;
LinkSuiionX LinkSuiion Y
SAPfwNelfiios
TW
TOKEN KING Adiyrer Serrer
‘  N I .N 2 N e tf iio iN u u i
Figure 2.3 Token ring connections between PCs and mednframes
The workstation requires a total of two SAPs, one for the ISO application and one 
for the NetBios applications. If  the 3270 application does not go through a gateway 
server, but, for example, is implemented directly through a local IB M  Establishment
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Controller (3270 controller) a further SAP is needed (address X ’04’). We shall discuss 
the addresses and their meeinings in what follows.
For the NetBios SAP with the address X ’FO ’. in our example, there are two link 
stations in the workstation, since the workstation maintains NetBios connections to 
two different systems. It  is easy to see that, for this reason, a gateway server may 
maintain considerably more link stations per SAP, namely at least as many as it 
requires to manage different terminals in the LAN simultaneously. For example, there 
may be up to 255 link stations in the case of OS/2 servers or gateways.
NetBios itself determines who can use which services, again based on the assign­
ment of predefined names. Since in our example the gateway server and the file server 
represent the same system, different names must be used in the workstation to dis­
tinguish between the services. A link between two identical NetBios names which 
is established via an SAP and connects two link stations is called a session. In our 
example, there are two different NetBios sessions between the workstation and the 
server.
Entries such aa the number of SAPs, link stations, etc. are important in the config­
uration and establishment of larger PC L.4Ns, when different applications communic­
ating with different target systems are used in the terminals. Should these parameters 
be wrongly set, heavy use may suddenly lead to the inability to implement further 
connections or to a degradation of the network performance, because, for example, 
the buffer areas for the data areas were chosen to be too small or unnecessary storage 
in the workstation was allocated when the number of parameters (for example, the 
number of link stations) was too large. Figure 2.4 shows a hypothetical example of a 
system with typical practical applications.
Thus, when PCs and workstations are used, correct design and configuration of a 
L.AN is non-trivial and requires detailed knowledge of the system and applications in
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the LAN. The necessary system parameters are at different points depending on the 
operating system. In DOS and OS/2 systems the parameters of the so-called LAN 
driver in the file CO NFIG .SYS are automatically picked up on system start-up and are 
used to load driver programs and system parameters. The corresponding LAN drivers 
for Token Ring are called (see Figure 2.5) D X M A O M O D .SYS , DXM C M O D.SYS and 
D XM TO M O D .SYS.
Woitautioo 
Op«mi; Spurn 
Kettoik Suppiit
APPC 3270 Woikiaioo TCP/IP X.MO
LU 62 eaiOiiiDo pntiia FTAM
U12
lOIS
Figure 2.4 Examples of interfaces and application programs on Token Ring
A pplication
'
D X M T O M O D ! N etB io s  D riv e r
1
D X M T  (C O /C  1 ) M O D  L L C  D riv e r
T oken  R ing adapter M A C
Figure 2.5 LAN drivers for DOS PCs and their interplay
The interrupt arbitrator (DXM .AOMOD.SYS) reloads the DOS interrupt X ’5C’ 
and thus permits virtual access to a network device. This means that the user may
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access the device as if  it were directly in or attached to his PC. It is mandatory 
and requires around 1 Kbytes storage. In the device driver for the LLC layer, the 
predefined and worldwide unique adapter address may be altered and another storage 
area (shared R A M ) selected for common use by the adapter and the PC.
2.2 LOW LEVEL PROTOCOLS
The details of the IB M  Token Ring environment is discussed in detail here.
In an IB M  S N A /S A A  environment, every node in a Token Ring network must 
have a Token Ring data link control layer (DLC .LA N for short), otherwise it cannot 
communicate with other ( IB M ) systems in the LAN.
2.2.1 D ata Link Control Layer
The DLC.LAN is further subdivided into the DLC LAN manager (DLC.L.A.N.MGR), 
the logical link control (LLC) sublayer and the medium access control (M AC) sublayer 
(see Figure 2.6).
DLC LAN 
M tniger
LLC (unction
Link lU tion
LLC inbliyer
Cbinnel access control
MAC function MAC sublayer L_ Medium access control j
Figure 2.6 Token Ring data link control layer
The D L C .L A N .M G R  is functionally responsible for both the LLC and the MAC  
sublayer. It  monitors the operations of the DLC.LAN, the data flow between the LLC
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and the M AC sublayer and connection establishment. It  controls access of stations 
to the ring and their removal from it. As far as the transmission of data or informa­
tion. for other control layers is concerned, the L A N .M G R  behaves transparently. It 
activates or deactivates ring and link stations on request from an application.
In an SNA environment, connection establishment and release are provided for 
by the physical unit (PU ) which is contained in each SNA terminal in various guises 
(PU 1-PU 5). PCs and workstations in Token Ring normally use PU 2 or PU 2.1 for 
communication with other systems in the SNA Token Ring.
2.2.2 D etails o f LLC data transfer
Within the LLC, there are three different ways of monitoring a communication between 
two link stations.
IB M  supports connection-oriented data transfer (type 3) and connectionless mode 
data transfer (user datagram service, type 1). Connectionless mode data transfer with 
acknowledgment of each individual message unit (type 2) is not supported.
Connectionless mode data transfer does not involve the establishment of fixed 
logical links (link, link station). As soon zls an SAP is activated, communications 
with other SAPs also operating in connectionless mode may be parsed through the 
new SAP. The LLC layer has no involvement with link status information or flow 
control. In this case, this falls to the layer above.
Connectionless mode data transfer recognizes only three LPDU formats:
•  X ID  Command/ response (exchange identifier)
•  TEST Command/ response
•  U I Unnumbered information command
Each command must contain the sender address, the destination addresses and
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possibly routing information. This procedure does not provide error detection or 
removal. Datagram services are based on this form of data transfer.
In its own applications IB M  uses connection-oriented data trzmsfer. This form of 
data transfer is known from H D LC  and SDLC in public and IBM  networks, respect­
ively. The data transfer approximately corresponds to H D LC  ABM for the exchange of 
LP D U ’s. Connection-oriented data transfer requires logical links between the partners 
(link stations). Errors ^ e  detected and removed by the protocol.
The so-called LLC frames which are transmitted in Token Ring are of variable 
length. Figure 2.7 shows the corresponding LPDU format.
DSAP SSAP Control Information
address address field field
Figure 2.7 LPDU format
The DSAP address (Destination Service Access Point) indicates the destination SAP 
for which the LP D U  is intended (Figure 2.8).
The DS.AP address consists of six address bits (.4) and a bit which indicates that 
the address is defined by the user itself (U ). When the address is specified by IEEE, 
the U-bit is set to T ’.
The last bit ( I /G )  indicates whether the destination address is an individual ad­
dress ( ’O’) or a group address ( T ’).
A A A A A A U I/G
Figure 2.8 Structure of the DS.AP address
Structure of the DSAP The most important SAPs specified to date are:
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•  Zero SAP  (X ’OO’). This is used when no SAP has been activated. The SAP 
only supports connectionless mode data transfer (TEST, X ID  L P D U ’s).
•  DoD Internet protocol SAP (X ’06’). This SAP is reserved for T C P /IP  zis defined 
by the US DoD.
•  ISO network layer SAP (X ’F E ’). This is reserved for use by the ISO network 
layer.
•  Global SAP (X ’F F ’). Every SAP contains a copy of this LPDU.
•  SNA path control SAP (X ’04’). This is a standard SAP address for SNA nodes 
(for example, local cluster controllers). When several links between two SNA 
nodes are established via the same adapter, only one link on each side (SNA  
nodes) may use this address (X ’04’), since links are uniquely defined by their 
destination and source addresses. Thus, in an SNA node, another SAP may 
have to be chosen (for example, 3270 workstation program with S.4P X ’08' in 
the PC. Other possible SAPs would be various X ’04’s).
•  LAN management SAP (X ’F4’). This is reserved for L.AN management func­
tions occurring at the LLC level.
•  NetBios SAP (X ’FQ’). This SAP is used by all LLC links which use NetBios 
emulation.
•  Application-specific SAPs (X ’8y’-X ’9C’ with y not equal to B ’x x lx ’ ). These are 
reserved for original applications.
Other SAPs have also been defined; however, they are not only beyond the scope 
of this project but also sparingly distinguished.
The source address (Figure 2.9) has a similar structure to the destination address.
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Figure 2.9 Structure of the source of SAP address
It again consists of the six source address bits (S) and the U-bit. The seventh bit 
(C /R ) indicates whether the LPDU is a comm<ind ( ’O’) or a response ( ’! ’).
The control field contains the commands which are required for connection-oriented 
data transfer.
As in S D LC /H D LC , the following formats are used:
•  Information transfer format ( I  format) for the transmission of data and informa­
tion, monitored by send and receive counters. The maximum window size is 128 
(in other words, up to 127 frames may be transmitted without acknowledgment).
•  Supervisory format for the transmission of control and monitoring information 
such as
R E J  (Reject)
R N R  (Receive not ready)
R R  (Receive ready)
•  Unnumbered formats for additional control information, with no facility for 
transmitting accompanying acknowledgment information:
S A B M E  (set asynchronous balanced mode extended) is used for connection 
establishment. A link station which receives a SABME replies with a —
U A  (unnumbered acknowledgment) when the connection can be established.
D IS C  (disconnect) indicates that a station wishes to clear a connection previ­
ously established using S.ABME. It  is confirmed by a U.A.
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D M  (disconnect mode response) is used to clear a connection established by 
the other station. It  can also be used to prevent a SA B M E (and with it, a 
connection establishment).
F R M R  (frame reject) is used by a link station if it receives an incorrect or 
unidentifiable LPDU format.
X I D  (exchange identification) is used to establish a connection. The sending 
(link) station tells the recipient its characteristics and waits for an X ID  
response to the X ID  from the remote link station. IE E E  802.2 prescribes 
the layout of the first three bytes in the information field of an X ID  LPDU  
(Figure 2.10). The value X ’81’ in byte 1 indicates that it is a standard IEEE  
X ID  information field. X ID  LPD U ’s may also be exchanged with an SNA- 
specific format. Byte 1 specifies whether the transmission is connectionless 
B ’OOOOr or connection oriented B ’OOOIT. Byte 2 specifies the maximum 
window size which mav be used between the two link stations.
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 c c c c c
w w w w w w w 0
Figure 2.10 Structure of an X ID  LPDU
TE S T  The test command is used to exchange test information with other link 
stations. It  contains an optional message field with information which is 
normally confirmed by the responding station. TEST and X ID  are used to 
establish a connection between link stations operating on different Token 
Ring LANs linked via bridges.
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Figure 2.11 gives a summary of the most important LLC commands.
Commands Commands /  Responses Responses
SABM E REJ UA
DISC RNR DM
TE S T RR TEST
X ID X ID
FR M R
Figure 2.11 LLC Commands
2.2.3 MAC sublayer
The M AC sublayer monitors the transmission of information between the physical and 
the LLC layers. A control field in the frame to be transmitted indicates in each case 
whether the frame is a M A C  frame or an LLC frame. This enables each protocol layer 
to determine whether or not it should interpret the frame. Within the M.AC protocol 
layer, functions such as
•  token management,
•  timing,
•  address recognition,
•  frame copying,
•  frame status generation and verification,
•  routing, and
•  priority management
are executed. The token protocol itself is executed in this layer.
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2.2.4 Actual Transmission
Finally, the physical transmission and bit detection taJce place in the physical layer. 
Connection of the stations to the ring involves the generation of a so-called pheintom 
voltage in the terminal which ensures that, if  faults arise, stations are automatically 
removed from the ring since this voltage drops immediately. The phantom voltage is 
in the range 3.9-5.2 volts with a maximum delay of 50 ms in the caae of faults.
Other functions of the physical layer include the generation of the master clock, the 
bit detection itself, detection of signal losses and code violations and the provision of 
an equalization buffer to compensate for small time differences between two stations.
M anchester coding procedures
Before the data is transmitted on the cable, the binary data must be converted into 
signal elements. In Token Ring, the so-called Manchester encoding procedure is used. 
This is a derivative of the Manchester coding procedure (Figure 2.12) which is used, 
for example, in Ethernet LANs.
! Bi6ue : Bitlmic B ifiu ie
Figure 2.12 Manchester coding procedure
These procedures have a number of advantages in the case of the LAN implement­
ation. They are relatively eeisy to implement, self- synchronizing, do not require a 
separate clock source and are DC free.
In the Manchester encoding procedure, the first half of the bit value contains the 
complemented value, while the second half contains the actual bit value. This ensures
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that even when binary data which may contain a consecutive sequence of several 
logical B ’O’or B T ’ is transmitted, DC signals cannot be formed (this would mean that 
clock synchronization could not be guaranteed).
Differential Manchester coding in Token Ring is based on the Manchester code. 
Unlike the Manchester code, it uses the code violation error condition for certain 
signal sequences, such éis the start and end byte of a frame or token. Here, code 
violation means that if there is no polcirity change in the middle of a bit, an artificial 
error condition arises which is used to detect a frame or a token. As before, no code 
violations should occur within a frame or token. The special bit patterns which are 
used, for example, in HDLC or Ethernet to detect a fréime or a token are now dropped. 
According to the previous bit state, the information unit shown symbolically in Figure 
2.13 may also be represented by its mirror image (Figure 2.14).
Lofic
ittlBcluie
Y__ .N_ -Y - -Y K Y.
I I I
Figure 2.13 Differential Manchester code.
Logic
stitus change
.Y.
I
.K Y N. . „Y
1 1 1 1
Figure 2.14 Differential Manchester coding (alternative representation)
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Generally for normal bits, there is a polarity change in the middle of the bit. 
Unlike the Manchester code, it is not the second half of the bit which determines the 
information content (B ’O’ or B T ’) but whether or not a polcirity change occurs at the 
beginning of the bit. The following rules may be identified from Figure 2.13:
•  Transmission of a 0: polarity change
•  Transmission of a 1: no polarity change
•  Transmission of J (positive code violation): no polarity change
•  Transmission of K (negative code violation): poleirity change
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Chapter 3
HOW DOES TOKEN RING 
WORK?
In this chapter, token-passing principle is explained in detail. This becomes important 
since the router uses two different protocols to communicate with the midrange host 
and the Internet. Issues like addressing, monitoring of token movement, routing and 
actual connection procedure are also discussed.
3.1 TOKEN MOVEMENT
Whenever a station wishes to send information over the ring, it must wait until it 
receives a free token -  the send authorization (Figure 3.1).
This token is generated and monitored by the active monitor in the ring. The 
monitor is usually automatically the first station to be actively connected to the ring. 
.All other stations are introduced to the ring as stand-by monitors, so that if  neces­
sary, should the actual monitor fail, these stations can take on its control functions 
immediately.
.As soon as a station receives a free token (a specific 3-byte bit pattern), it adds
24
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its own address, the address of the recipient and the information to be transmitted 
(the length of this is limited) to the token. The frame thus formed from the token 
is received and automatically forwarded by all subsequent stations in the ring even 
though these stations may themselves have data to treinsmit. They must wait until 
they receive a free token. Since each station may only transmit a single frame with a 
prescribed maximum length, it is very easy to determine the maximum waiting time 
before a station may begin to transmit data.
TOKEN
FREE
B
TOKEN
ALLOCATED
TOKEN FREE
•Token
P  P T M[R|RR
P = Priority (current)
T = Token bit (0 = free, 1 = allocated) 
M = Monitor bit 
R = Priority reservation
Figure 3.1 The Token Ring - Token Passing Procedure.
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The station for which the information wcis intended copies the information into its 
storage area and marks the frame eis having been copied. Thus, the recipient does 
not remove the frame from the ring, but again forwards it onwards. Amongst other 
things, this means that the transmission checksum (polynomial) does not have to be 
recalculated, since the field in which the copier bit is set is outside the area controlled 
by the checksum.
Thus, the sender of a message receives its own message back as the next message, 
removes it from the network and generates a new free token. The frame again becomes 
a token. This is for security reasons. It  enables the sender to determine directly 
whether its message has actually been fully transmitted by the ring. Should it receive 
a message other than its own, an error has occurred and the transmission must be 
repeated.
T R A I L E R
4 M b p s  T o k e n  R i n g  S ta n d a r d  
P r o t o c o l[ D A T A  < ID L E
H E A D E R
S E N D I N G  S T A T I O N
I D L E
16 M b p s  T o k e n  R i n g  std
 __ p r o t o c o l
D A T A
T R L R
H D R
S E N D I N G  S T A T I O N
Figure 3.2 Token Ring standard protocol for 4 Mbps and 16 Mbps.
This procedure, using a single token, is used in both 4 Mbps and 16 Mbps Token 
Rings. The difference between the two procedures is determined by the time at which 
a new token may be generated and whether or not more than one frame may circulate
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in the ring at the same time. In the c«ise of the 16 Mbps Token Ring, one speaks of 
the early token release procedure.
In example, four stations aire attached in one case to a 4 Mbps ring and in another 
case to a 16 Mbps ring. The message to be transmitted has the same length in both 
cases. The ring length is also the same in both cases. In the first case of the 4 Mbps 
ring, the message occupies almost the entire ring. The sending station only has to 
generate a few so-called idle characters, until it receives its own message back. As a 
rule it will even manage without idle characters and receive the same message back 
whilst it is still being sent. At first sight, this seems improbable, so we shall explain 
this below.
TOKEN
DATJ
BOR 16 llbp* Tokea Risg Earty Tekea ftkaw
‘̂C hdrDATA
SttRai u iiia i
Figure 3.3 16 Mbps Token Ring (early token release).
The storage capacity of a ring comprises the number of bits in the ring itself together 
with the number of bits of intermediate storage used in each active station to boost 
the signaJ. The number of bits in the ring at a given time N may be calculated using 
the following simplified formula
N  =
(D  X L) 
V
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where D is the data rate of the ring protocol (bps), L is the length of the ring in meters, 
and V  is the signal propagation rate in meters per second.
The early token release procedure is sensible in this case. This procedure admits 
several frames on to the ring, but operates, as before, with a single token. In Figure 
3.3 the first send station (bottom right) has transmitted a frame consisting of a header, 
a data part and a trailer. After a short waiting time (Idle I )  it generates a new free 
token. This free token is used immediately by the second send station (top right) to 
generate and transmit its own frame. Here too the station generates a free token after 
a brief waiting time. An instantaneous snapshot of this is given in Figure 3.3. Next, 
station 1 removes its message from the ring and regenerates the message from station 
2 which is then removed from the network by station 2. At any one time, there is at 
most one token in the ring and every send station receives its own message back in 
the next frame (provided no errors occur) for removal from the network.
3.1.1 Token and Frame structures
The addressing in Token Ring, a phenomenon of token and frame structures . are 
described in detail here.
A total of 6 bytes or 2 bytes are reserved for addressing at the M.<\C layer level. 
IB M  uses 6-byte addressing in all applications. The addressing takes place in the frame 
and not in the token since the token haa no knowledge of a particular destination. In 
Token Rings, distinction is drawn between
•  individual addresses, and
•  group addresses, 
and between
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•  unique addresses managed by the manufacturer (for example. IEEE globally 
unique addresses), tind
•  locally managed addresses (4000 ... ) corresponding to local schemes and ad­
apted to the company structure.
Also, it is very important to note that when two Token Rings are joined together, 
the occurrence of two identical addresses in the different LANs may give rise to errors 
which are not immediately identifiable. It  is not possible to introduce the second 
station with the same address into the ring. Generally, there is no error message.
In addition to these general addresses, there are also addresses with special follows
•  Zero address X ’OOOO 0000 0000’ or test address. This is 6 (IB M ) bytes or 
2 bytes long. A frame with this address may be sent but not received. The 
frame is removed from the ring by the send station when a free token is again 
generated.
•  Broadcast addresses X ’FFFF  F F F F  F F F F ’ and X ’CO O O  FFFF F F F F \ A 
frame with such an address is intended for all active stations in the ring. It 
is used, amongst other things, for all datagrzim communications. The extent to 
which a broadceist message may be forwarded over bridges to other subrings is 
determined in a special field in the frame (routing information).
Special addresses
In IB M  Token Rings, function-dependent addresses Eire used for particularly common 
applications. The addressing involves bit masks, where each bit of a mzisk is assigned 
to a particular function or application. A total of 31 different bit masks may be 
defined.
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Destination addresses, source addresses and function-dependent addresses have 
different structures.
B|lc2
n n n n
M  U fiUIü
Figure 3.4 Structure of destination addresses in Token Ring.
The destination address identifies the station which is intended to receive (copy) 
the frame. The destination address (Figure 3.4) is always 6 bytes long in IB M  LANs. 
B it 0 ( I/G  bit) in byte 0 is used to distinguish between an individual or a single 
address (B’O’) and a so-called group destination address (B ’T ) as used for broadccist 
messages. Bit 1 (U /L  bit) in byte 0 may be used to determine whether the destination 
address is universal (B ’O’) or local (B ’ l ’ ). Universal addresses are predefined by the 
factory and are unique worldwide (provided the factory adheres to the standard). I f  
bit 0 in byte 2 (FA I bit) is set to B’O’ the address is a function-dependent address. .All 
function-dependent addresses must be locally defined group addresses in accordance 
with the previous definitions (in byte 0, bit 0 ,1= B ’H ’). In certain circumstajices, they 
may denote several destinations (group) and do not correspond to addresses specified 
by the manufacturer of the interface card. A function-dependent address mask may be 
specified using the remaining 7 bits in byte 2 and the bits of the address bytes three, 
four and five. Thus, there is a total of 31 possible function-dependent addresses. 
Function-dependent addresses include the following:
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Active monitor 
Ring parameter server 
Ring error monitor
X ’COOO 0000 0001’ (byte 5, bit 7) 
X ’COOO 0000 0002’ (byte 5, bit 6) 
X ’COOO 0000 0008’ (byte 5, bit 4)
Configuration report server X ’COOO 0000 0010’ (byte 5, bit 3)
NetBios
Bridge
Free for applications
X ’COOO 0000 0080’ (byte 5, bit 0)
X ’COOO 0000 0100’ (byte 4, bit 7)
X ’COOO 0008 0000’ (byte 3, bits 0-4) 
up to
X ’COOO 4000 0000’ (byte 2, bits 1-7)
Stations in the ring may incorporate severed of these functions at the same time. If, for 
example, a certain user function heis the mask X ’COOO 0008 0000’ and another has 
the mask X ’COOO 4000 0000’ then the station in the ring which incorporates both 
these functions has the mask X ’COOO 4008 0000’.
Source address format
The source address (Figure 3.5) is only slightly different from the destination address. 
BytcO Byic2 B yttS
fl 1 2 3 < 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
I
U/L-bit
I/G-bit
u FAI bit
Figure 3.5 Structure of source addresses
Since a source address cannot be a group address, bit 0 of byte 0 is used for another 
purpose. I f  this bit is set to B ’l ’ then this frame contains routing information. The 
destination address refers to a station in another ring, which is linked to the subring of
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the send station via at lezist one bridge. This addressing may be used to define globally 
unique addresses. The addressing permits 12-character hexadecimal addresses. Local 
addresses may be recognized immediately, since they all begin with 4 ___
3.2 STRUCTURE OF TOKENS
The Token Ring protocol itself and its most important components, the token and 
the frame eue discussed here. The token (Figure 3.6) consists of two particular fields 
which identify the token (or frame) as far e is  a station is concerned, namely the starting 
delimiter field and the ending delimiter field, together with the access control field.
Starting Delimiter Access Control Ending Delimiter
1 Byte 1 Byte 1 Byte
Figure 3.6 The Token Format 
The abort delimiter (Figure 3.7) is of particular importance. This is generated by a 
station in the ring when it detects a faulty token or a removable or irremovable error 
in its own functioning. I f  the error is not removable, the station deactivates itself.
Starting Delimiter Ending Delimiter
1 Byte 1 Byte
Figure 3.7 The Abort Delimiter
The frame format (Figure 3.8) is used to transfer information in Token Ring. Like 
the token, the frame contains a starting and an ending delimiter field, the access control 
field (A C ) and the address fields as described previously together with additional 
control and information fields which we shall describe in detail later.
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SD AC FC Destin.
Address
Start
Address
Routing
Inf.
Data Frame
Check
Sequence
ED FS
I 1 I 6 6 Variable
length
Variable
length
4 1 1
Length in bytes
SD =  Starting Delimiter AC =  Access Control
SFS =  SD +  AC; Start of frame sequence FC =  Frame Control
D A  =  Destination Address (2 or 6 bytes) ED =  Ending Delimiter
FCS =  Frame check sequence FS =  Frame status
EFS =  ED  +  FS; End of frame sequence
Figure 3.8 The Frame Format
Starting delim iter and ending delimiter
The starting and the ending delimiter fields (Figures 3.9 and 3.10) contain the non­
coded information bits J and K (code violation) for the differential Manchester code. 
These bits only occur in these two fields and thus permit unique identification of a 
token or frame without the need for a special procedure (for example, bit stuffing in 
HDLC) to introduce artificial bits into the information to be transmitted in order to 
prevent the accidental occurrence of delimiter fields in the data part.
The ending delimiter field contains two additional information fields. Setting the 1- 
bit to B T ’ (intermediate frame bit) indicates that a frame is the first or nth frame of a 
logically connected group of several frames which are to be transmitted consecutively. 
Setting the bit to B ’O’ indicates that this is the last of the frames to be transmitted or 
a single frame.
The error-detected bit (El-bit) is always set to B ’O’ when a frame or a token is
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generated by a station. The first station to detect that the frame is faulty sets this bit 
to B T ’. Errors such as the occurrence of code violations (J, K bits) in the middle of 
a frame or outside the starting emd ending delimiters are detected in this way.
J K 0 J K 0 0 0
J =  Code violation 
K =  Code violation
Figure 3.9 Starting Delimiter
J K 1 J K 1 1 E
Figure 3.10 Ending Delimiter
3.2.1 AC B yte
The access control field (Figure 3.11) occurs both in a token and in a frame. Each 
station uses the token bit to determine whether it is dealing with a token ( T = B ’0’) or 
a frame ( T = B ’l ’). This field is also used for control purposes by the ring monitor. 
According to the token-passing procedure, each frame or token with additional priority 
information may only peiss each station once since the sender of the message (or 
priority information) removes it from the network. To prevent a message from going 
round the ring several times or even blocking the ring, when, due to an error in the 
send station, it cannot be removed from the ring, the monitor marks every message 
which passes with the monitor bit (M = B ’l ’). Should it now receive a frame in which 
the monitor bit is already set and the message has not been removed from the ring 
the monitor deletes all the information in the ring and generates a new token.
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p p p T M R R R
P =  Bits for access priority 
T  =  Token bit 
M  =  Monitor bit 
R =  Reservation bits
Figure 3.11 Access control field
In  the Token Ring protocol, access priorities may be allocated to control the access 
of each station to the ring. Generally, a station may only access the ring and turn 
a token into an information frame if  the priority allocated to it is greater than or 
equal to that of the token. The station can also allocate priorities to the individual 
applications. A total of eight priority levels may be defined.
Stations with high priority may use the reservation bits of tokens or frames which 
they have generated to specify that the next free token should be allocated the same 
high priority.
3.2.2 FC Byte
Just êis the token bit in the access control field is used to distinguish between frames 
(occupied) and tokens (free), the F-bit in the frame control field (Figure 3.12) is used 
to distinguish between an LLC frame (data frame) and a M AC frame (level 2 control 
information).
A t present the Z-bits only have a meaning for M.AC frames. When these bits 
are set to B ’O’ the M AC frame is treated normally (in other words, it is placed in 
intermediate storage and is processed in order or passed to the next higher protocol 
level). I f  the buffer areas are full, the next M A C  frames cannot be copied. Some of 
these frames must be processed as soon as possible. An express buffer is used for
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this. When this is used other frames are detected but not copied, while the processing 
of the preceding M AC frame continues. M A C  frames of this type include:
F  =  Frame-type bit 
B ’OO’ =  M A C  frame 
B ’Ol’ =  LLC frame 
BTO’ and B T l ’ not currently defined 
r =  Reserved 
Z =  Control bit
Figure 3.12 Frame control field
•  Remove ring station. The station must remove itself from the ring, for example, 
by commeind of the LAN manager.
•  Claim token. This is a procedure to determine the ring monitor.
•  Beacon. Here, a timer for the period in which a token should have reached a 
station has elapsed.
•  Active monitor present. This involves a functional test of the ring, the initiation 
of the NAUN procedure and a signal that an active monitor is present.
•  Stand-by monitor present. This is cleared by an active monitor present M A C  
frame.
•  Duplicate address test. This test involves introducing another station with the 
same address into the ring.
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•  Ring purge. This is activated by the monitor in the ca.se of token error and at 
the end of the token-claiming process.
These frames axe described in detail below.
3.2.3 Frame check sequence
This 4-byte field may be used in conjunction with the CRC procedure to determine 
whether or not the message to be transmitted is altered during the transmission itself. 
The procedure corresponds to the HD LC  and SDLC CRC procedures. However, a 
different check polynomial is used. Further discussion of this issue is beyond the scope 
of this project. The CRC procedure covers all fields except the frame status field and 
the ending delimiter.
3.2.4 FS Byte
Since the frame status field (Figure 3.13) is not covered by the normal CRC checksum, 
the two information fields A and C are each duplicated. They must also be identical, 
otherwise transmission errors may occur. It lies outside the coverage of the CRC  
checksum to prevent unnecessary delays in the copying procedure. Were this field to 
be covered by the CRC checksum, it would be necessary to recalculate the CRC field 
in each copy process.
A C r r A C r r
A =  .Address recognized bit 
C =  Frame copied bit 
r =  Reserved, function not currently defined
Figure 3.13 Frame status field
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Using the A-bits, the sender of a message can determine whether the destination 
station it addressed is present in the network. When the destination detects a frame 
addressed to it, it sets the A-bit to B ’l ’. This enables a station being introduced to a 
ring to determine whether there is already an active station in the ring with the same 
address. The new station sends a M AC frame with its own address as destination 
address to the ring. I f  the A-bit is set, there must be another station with the same 
address in the ring. I f  the C-bit remains unset (B ’O’) the destination station has not 
copied the data into its input buffer axea. When this bit is set to B ’l ’, the sender 
knows that the information has reached the recipient. The following axe valid bit 
combinations:
•  A C = B ’00’. There is no station present in the ring with the given destination 
address or no bridge which has forwarded this information.
•  .AC=B’i r .  A station in the ring has copied the frame intended for it or a bridge 
has transmitted the frame to a neighboring ring.
•  A C = B ’10’. The station detected the message intended for it but w e ls  unable to 
copy it (for example, because the bridge was overloaded).
•  .AC=B’O r. This combination is invalid.
3.3 ACTIVE MONITOR FOR THE TOKEN RING
Every Token Ring is composed of active interconnected stations, which intercommu­
nicate via a transmission medium which may also operate in sections with differing
transmission media. Every ring station may serve one or more terminals. Typical
representatives of these include the PC, the screen controller, the front-end processor, 
the .AS/400, the IB M  93xx or the IB M  U N IX  systems. Most recently, systems from
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other manufacturers (for example, Sun, Apple, Apollo) may now be directly attached 
to Token Ring. Normally, the token procedure operates without further intervention. 
However, when tokens axe lost, missing or duplicated, intervention by a particular 
fimctionaJ module, the monitor, is required.
3.3.1 Principle o f a monitor
Every ring has exactly one station which taJces on the functions of an active monitor. 
All other active stations in the ring take on the functions of the stand-by monitor. 
Any station may become the active monitor in the ring at any time. A ring always 
has a monitor.
Every ring interface has two modes: listen (copy) and send. In the listening mode, 
the token or frame is always regenerated. In the send mode, the interface interrupts 
the link between input and output and the station data comes off or goes on to the 
ring. To facilitate rapid switching, the send data is held in a special buffer area (duplex 
mode). This means that delays to the data flow in the ring at the individual stations 
are made small. Only 1 or 2 bits are placed in intermediate storage at any one station.
If  no station wishes to send the token circulates in the ring. Thus, the storage 
capacity of the ring must be at least as large as the token itself (24 bits). This has 
already been explained with an example. (For 4 Mbps and 10 stations, ring lengths of 
400 to 700 m are required to achieve a ring storage capacity of 3 bytes. I f  the storage 
capacity is insufficient the monitor axtificially increases the capacity by providing 
buffer areas. In addition to the 24-bit buffer area of the monitor the monitor also 
needs equalization buffer areas (for example, to compensate phase shifts) when, for 
example, all 260 possible stations in the ring are active. 27 bits of the buffer area are 
initialized and this is expanded or decreased according to signai speed and ring size. 
The station converts the free token into a frame by adding further check and control
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information and data as described in the last section. Each individual station may 
hold on to a token for a maximum of 10 ms for this purpose. A t the same time, 
the maximum possible frame size is predefined. Only one frame may be transmitted. 
The actual maximum fragment size is predefined by the application or the interface 
(NetBios, APPC, etc.) according to the size of the available buffer area on the interface 
card. It  generally depends on the choice of transmission speed and is axound 4000 
bytes for 4 Mbps and 18000 bytes for 16 Mbps. Some applications reduce the frame 
size even further. For example, the PC 3270 emulation program works with a frame 
size of only 256 bytes.
3.3.2 Duties o f active m onitor
The monitor monitors the timers and ensures that a valid token or frame is always 
present in the ring. I t  detects ring errors such as:
•  faulty or incomplete tokens.
•  frames and priority tokens parsing round the ring several times, and
•  more than one active monitor in the ring.
The monitor also
•  ensures that the ring has a minimum storage capacity of 3 bytes,
•  monitors the ring master clock,
•  controls the timing,
•  synchronizes all timers in the ring,
•  initiates the N A U N  procedure T (neighbour_notification) 7s,
•  monitors the N.AUN procedure.
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•  monitors the transmission of tokens and frames,
•  detects lost tokens or frames T(any token)=10 ms, and
•  clears the ring when faults occur and generates a new token.
3.3.3 Fault tolerance
In general, when faults arise the ring is cleared (the M AC frame ’ring purge’ is sent 
as a broadcast frame to all active stations in the ring). The following faults may occur 
in general —
1. Loss of a token or a frame. The monitor waits for the starting delimiter field of 
a token or frame for a fixed time interval (T(any token)). I f  this field does not 
arrive, the token is cleared and a free token generated. This timer is activated 
when a station takes on the monitor function and generates the first token.
2. Infinitely circulating priority token or frame. Normally, the message is removed 
from the network by the original sender. Thus, each frame must pass the monitor 
exactly once. In peissing the monitor, a marker is set in the frame or priority 
token (monitor bit in the access control field). I f  a frame or a priority token 
in which this bit is already set reaches the monitor, a transmission error must 
have occurred, since after removing its frame or token from the ring, the sender 
always generates a new token in which this bit is set to B ’O’. In this case the 
ring is cleared and a new token is generated.
3. Duplication of a token or a frame. Every sending station checks the source 
address of the next incoming frame. According to the transmission procedure, 
this address must be its own address. I f  this is not the case then a previous 
message has not been removed from the ring and there is an error.
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4. Monitor outage. When a monitor fails another station (chosen according to a 
fixed algorithm) takes on the monitor function. Every station may be or become 
a monitor.
3.3.4 An idea of additonal monitor
Every stand-by monitor (all other active stations in the ring) monitors the active 
monitor for error functions. Two timers are used for this, namely the timer T(good 
token) and the timer T(receive notification). The timer T(good token) is set at 2.6 s in 
an IB M  Token Ring network which is greater than the monitor’s timer T(any token) 
which monitors the network for error functions. Thus, it takes effect only when the 
active monitor fails. The timer is reset whenever a token or a frame passes the station.
When the Token Ring monitor fails, the token-claiming procedure determines 
which station next takes on the monitor function. The algorithm only applies to sta­
tions for which the corresponding option is set. The default value is ’non-participéint’. 
However, the station which detects the error state must always take part in the token- 
claiming procedure, regardless of whether the option is set or not. I f  several stations 
participate in the token-claiming procedure, the monitor is chosen based on the indi­
vidual addresses of each participating station. The station with the highest address 
wins the procedure.
The ’receive notification timer’ is used in a special monitor procedure, to notify the 
stations of the address of the current (monitor) station at regular intervals. Normally, 
this procedure is executed approximately every 7 seconds by the monitor. In this case, 
the timer in the station is reset. I f  more than 15 seconds pass without the monitor 
initiating this procedure, there must be an error. After the token-claiming procedure, 
the address of the new ring monitor is notified.
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3.3.5 Error detection schemes
The NAUN (Next Addressable Upstream Neighbor) procedure is initiated by the 
active monitor and is prim arily used for fast error detection and isolation (beaconing). 
The procedure is cleared by the timer T(neighbour_notification) which is set to 7 s. 
Should this expire, the monitor generates an active monitor present M A C  frame with 
the broadcast address X ’COOO FFFF  F F F F ’. The frame itself is given the highest 
priority (access control fie ld = X T O ’) to ensure that timers do not expire prematurely.
The first station to receive the active monitor present frzime copies this frame and 
sets the address recognized and frame copied bits in the frame status field to B T ’. The 
source address in the frame is its N A U N  address which it stores. After it has waited 
for the notification response timer to expire (20 ms) it itself generates a ’stand-by 
monitor present’ M A C  frame with frame status bits A and C set to B ’O’.
The next station in the ring lets the active monitor present M AC frame paas since 
both bits in the frame status field have already been set to B ’l ’. However, it copies the 
address of the following stand-by monitor present MAC frame as its N A U N  address 
and resets A and C to B ’l ’. It  also waits for the notification response timer to expire 
(20 ms) whereupon it generates its own stand-by monitor present M.4C frame with A 
and C set to B ’O’.
This procedure continues until the monitor receives a stand-by monitor present 
M AC frame with the address recognized and frame copied bits set to B ’O’. The station 
which sent this frame must be the station immediately before the monitor. Thus, the 
N A U N  procedure is complete.
Should the monitor receive its own frame back with .A and C set to B ’O’, it is the 
only active station in the network. If  the N A U N  procedure does not terminate within 
a predefined time, at least one station in the ring is defective. One possible cause of 
error is continual transmission of data over the ring without forwarding of the token
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(streaming).
3.4 NODAL PROCEDURES TO JOIN A TOKEN
RING
The procedure of connecting a station to the ring is subdivided into six sepeirate 
phases.
1. Firstly the functioning of the connecting cable (often also called the lobe cable) 
between the terminal and the ring (or MS AU ) is tested. A special M AC frame, 
the ’lobe test M A C ’, is generated for this purpose. The destination address is 
the zero address. I f  the station receives its own frame back over the bridged 
lobe cable, the connecting cable is assumed to be fault free (see Figure 3.14).
Next, the new station tests its own receiver logic by generating a duplicate ad­
dress MAC frame and checking whether it can detect frames which are intended 
for it.
This is followed by the actual connection to the ring via the MS.AU. when a 
phajitom voltage is transmitted over the lobe cable. This phantom voltage picks 
up a relay in the MS AU so that the data flow is now led through the station.
Lobe test
Fnme detection test
Station
Figure 3.14 Process of connecting a station to the ring. Phase 1.
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2. The station checks whether there is already an active monitor present in the ring. 
For this it sets off the T(attach) timer and waits for aji active monitor present, 
a stand-by monitor present or a ring purge M A C  frame. I f  the timer expires 
after 18 seconds in IB M  networks without an appropriate M A C  frame having 
been received the station assumes either that it is the first active station in the 
ring or that the monitor has been deactivated by the interruption of the ring. It 
starts up the token-claiming procedure and becomes the monitor, provided it is 
the first active station in the ring. I f  a monitor is detected, the station becomes 
a stand-by monitor and phase 3 begins (Figure 3.15).
StitioD
Application of
phantom voltage
Figure 3.15 Process of connecting a station to the ring. Phase 2.
This is the only phase which may make a recognizable contribution to the long 
waiting time before the station is taken into the ring. If  a monitor in the L.AN 
is detected immediately, the waiting time is reduced by the above 18 seconds.
3. In  phase 3, as in phase 1, a duplicate address M A C  frame is generated. This 
time however it is used to determine whether there is already another station in 
the ring with the same address. I f  this is the case, the station is immediately 
removed from the ring (the phantom voltage is dropped).
4. The station participates in the NAUN procedure
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5. Special ring parameters are requested from the ring parameter server (ring num­
ber, soft error report timer, etc.). I f  there is no ring parameter server, standard 
vadues are used. The functional address provided for this purpose (X ’COOO  
0000 0002’) is used for addressing.
6. The station may now be operated normally in the LAN. The application required 
by the user may now be started.
3.5 EXTERNAL ROUTING TECHNICS
Source routing is necessary when two or more Token Ring LANs are to be linked 
together. As with other LAN technologies, so-called bridges between the individual 
Token Ring LANs must be installed for this purpose. A bridge may only be implemen­
ted with the assistance of a dedicated PC. Likewise, it is normal to use ’real’ bridges, 
the hardware and software of which has been specifically developed to implement 
bridge functions.
Source routing is a procedure which, unlike the usual Ethernet spanning tree pro­
cedure, does not involve routing tables. The route describes the exact path information 
must follow so that it may be received by the destination station. The necessary in­
formation about the Token Ring LAN to which the destination station is attached and 
the bridges over which the information must be transmitted is sent within the frame in 
an optional field, the routing information field. It  is possible to determine whether or 
not this field is present from the first bit of byte 0 of the source address. I f  this bit is 
set to B ’ l ’, the frame contains source routing information; if it is set to B ’O’, the frame 
does not contain source routing information. Not all stations in Token Ring support 
source routing. For example, source routing is not supported by older versions of 
Novell’s network operating system. However, two stations may intercommunicate as
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3.5.1 Routing action
The necessary routing information is obtained by the sender of a message using a 
TEST or X ID  command LLC PD U  (LPD U). First an attempt is made to reach the 
destination station without an additional source information field. If  no station replies, 
the destination must be located in another Token Ring and a source routing field is 
added to the message. The message itself is sent as a broadcast communication over 
all reachable subnetworks. Whenever a destination station in one of the networks is 
reached with this address, it replies with a T E S T  or X ID  response LPDU. The zero 
SAP X ’O O ’ is used as destination SAP, since this allows a station to reply even when 
no connection exists. Thus, this is a connectionless-mode service of level 2. Since the 
broadcast communication may reach the receiving station over various paths, several 
replies may be generated (response LPDU’s), only one of which will be used by the 
sender for the subsequent logical link. Normally, the first response LPDU to return 
with the desired routing information is used for connection establishment, since it 
is assumed that this route represents the fastest connection at that time. .All other 
response L P D U ’s are ignored.
Source routing is particularly effective for very interlaced L.ANs (many ways of 
reaching the destination over bridges). It ensures that when there are several altern­
ative paths to a destination station, the most favorable route is selected as far as 
connection establishment is concerned. Should this route fail, another route is auto­
matically sought using the protocol and the logical link between the sender and the 
recipient is re-established. The rings themselves may be interconnected in every con­
ceivable way. Particular intelligence in the bridges (as in Ethernet) is not required for 
route determination. Two examples are shown in Figures 3.16 and 3.17.
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Us Doéim
Figure 3.16 Example 1: simple coupling of two tokens.
Figure 3.17 Example 1: more complex ring structure with several bridges.
In the second example, which haa a total of 6 rings and 9 bridges, including two 
bridges which are connected by a public network (remote bridge function), there are 
several possible routes which a logical link between a station in ring 4 and a station 
in ring 1 may follow. At least four routes are considered. Two of these routes are 
almost equivalent. In this case, the instantaneous load will determine which route is 
chosen:
RingA <4 B l  <4̂  Ring3 <->■ 5 2  Ring2 ^  5 3  ■<-> Ringl
and
RingA 5 1  RingS 5 2  <4 Ring2  5 4  Ringl
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3.6 STRUCTURE OF RI FIELD
The information needed for connection establishment and data tremsfer over bridges 
is contained in the frame routing information field (Figure 3.18).
Route Route Route ... Route
control field designation designation designation
2 bytes 2 bytes 2 bytes n x 2 bytes (n |=  4) 2 bytes
Figure 3.18 Routing Information Field (R I field)
There may be a maximum of eight 2-byte routing information fields, one field 
for control information emd up to seven fields for specification of the logical link. 
This also means that the number of bridges which may be crossed consecutively is 
limited to seven. Figure 3.19 shows the structure of the routing control field. The 
B-bits (broadcast indicators) indicate whether a logical link already exists or whether 
one must be established. I f  the first bit is set to B’O’ (B ’Oxx’=Non broadcast) a 
route for the frame to be transmitted already exists. I f  this bit is set to B ’l ’, the 
second bit indicates whether the frame is a true broadcast frame (B ’10x’= A ll routes 
broadcast) or whether the frame should only be transmitted over a few selected bridges 
(B ’l l x ’=Single-route broadcast). The third bit has no meaning.
Byte 0
B B B L L L L L
Byte 0
D F F F X X X X
Figure 3.19 Routing control field
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The length of the routing information field is given in the next five L-bits. In the 
case of a broadcast frame, this value is set to two, corresponding exactly to the length 
of the routing control field. The second bridge increzises this value by four (2 bytes 
for the first Token Ring segment and 2 bytes for the next segment) éind each further 
station increases the value by two.
For existing routes, this field contains the total length of the routing information 
field eind is not modified during the transmission of the frame. Every bridge checks 
this length field. I f  its value is less than two, odd or larger than 18, the frame is not 
forwarded by a bridge. The number Z of bridges to be crossed is calculated from the 
formula Z =  ((L  - 2)/2) -  1.
The D -bit (direction bit) enables the bridge to interpret a tramsmission frame 
correctly. I f  the bit is set to B ’O’ the routing information field is evaluated from left 
to right; if  it is set to B’l ’, the field is evaluated from right to left.
For example, in the case of a TEST response frame, in reply to a TE ST command 
frame, it is not necessary to reconstruct the whole of the routing information field 
since simply resetting the direction bit ensures that the reply to the command is also 
transmitted over the correct bridges (in reverse order).
The three F-bits (largest frame bits) indicate the maximum frame length (without 
control information) which may be transmitted between two stations. The following 
values are possible:
•  B ’OOO’ =  516 bytes. This is the smallest frame size according to ISO 8802/2 
LLC and ISO 8473 (connectionless mode).
•  B ’OOr =  1500 bytes corresponds to ISO 8802/3.
•  B ’OlO’ =  2052 bytes. This corresponds to the full screen data 3270 mode.
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•  B ’O ll ’ =  4472 bytes. This is the maximum frame size for F D D I and ISO 8802/5 
for T H T  =  9 ms.
•  BTOO’ =  8191 bytes corresponds to ISO 8802/4.
•  B T l l ’ is used in broadcast frames.
The actual specification of the route which a frzime should take for transmission 
to the destination station is given in the route designator field.
Every ring in a network consisting of several rings (segments) is allocated a unique 
ring number. In addition, every bridge is allocated a bridge number, which is not ne­
cessarily unique. If  several bridges are attached to a ring, it is advisable to enter sev­
eral bridge numbers; if  not otherwise specified, a redundant bridge should be provided.
The route designator field consists of bridge and ring numbers. In the case of a 
broadcast frame, every bridge adds its ring and bridge number (Figure 3.20).
Since the end of a route is always in a ring and is not a bridge, the bridge specific­
ation in the last component of the route designator field is always X ’O ’.
Bridging action
In this context, the most important aspect of the mode of operation of a bridge is the 
question as to when a frame is transmitted by the bridge.
The decision depends on the configuration parameters of the bridge. These include:
•  Ring numbers.
•  a Limited broadczist transmission.
•  Maximum number of bridges which may be crossed (hop count).
On the other hand, the decision depends on the values in the routing information field, 
and on the segment address in particular.
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1. In the case of a general broadccist frame (example, when a new link between two 
stations is to be established) when the bridge is not the first to transmit this 
frame, the bridge checks the segment numbers which have already been entered:
•  I f  one of these segment addresses agrees with the destination segment ad­
dress, the bridge does not copy the frame (the frame has already been in 
the other ring; this prevents a broadcast message from circulating in an 
endless loop).
•  If  one of the segment addresses agrees with the bridge's own segment ad­
dress, the bridge deletes the frame (the frame has already been forwarded).
•  I f  the ring number in the last entry of the routing information field does not 
agree with the bridge’s own ring number, the frame is also deleted (stray 
frame or defective information field).
•  If  none of the above cases apply, the bridge adds to the routing information 
field and transmits the frame to the next ring.
2. In the case of an information frame, the bridge checks the segment numbers:
•  I f  the source and destination of the segment numbers agree with the bridge’s 
own entries, the bridge transmits the frame to the next ring.
•  I f  the source address agrees but the destination address does not, the frame 
is deleted.
In general, frames are transmitted in temporal order. If a bridge is overloaded, it 
may no longer accept the frame (frame status field with ’address recognized’, ’frame 
not copied’ bits). I f  a LAN manager is installed, such situations will be logged. In 
this case, it is advisable to use two parallel bridges between the two rings to be linked.
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Chapter 4
The AS/400 PC SUPPORT AND 
MESSAGE FUNCTION
This chapter deals with the functional capabilities of the AS/400  P C  Support software. 
The router works in conjunction with this software and, in fact, uses one of the 
functions of this software, called message function, to send and receive the messages. 
The message function is also used fo r  receiving the message from the router. Since, 
the function of the router can he best understood with the knowledge of the operation 
of the AS/400  PC  Support software, stress is laid in explaining the software in detail. 
The support software is explained in  two sections. The first section deals with the 
overview of the AS/400 P C  Support software and the second section deals with the 
message function, which is used in this project.
4.1 AS/400  PC SUPPORT SOFTWARE
A personal computer can be attached to AS/400(/iost computers) and it can tap into 
the resources of the machine. The personal computer can then be used as if  it is a 
terminal attached to one of the host computers. The type of product that provides
53
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this function is called a device emvlator. Basically, a device emulator provides a way 
for one device (the PC in this case) to im itate the functions of another device (the 
host terminal in this case).
In the early days of device emulation, the host machine communicated with the 
emulated device in the very same way as it would if it were an attached terminal. This 
is often called dumb device emulation because the PC workstation is being used only 
as a host terminal rather than as an intelligent device being emulated tire typically 
no better than the real device. The workstation in this case is called a Non program­
mable Work Station (N P W ). As time progressed, the price of the personal computer 
decreased, whereas the number of applications available for it increzised. As a result, 
businesses had a combination of personal computers and host terminals. As more and 
more PCs entered the business world, it became more attractive to connect them to 
host systems so they could be used as both PCs and as host terminals.
With dumb device emulation, a personal computer can perform both PC operations 
and host terminal operations, albeit separately. In small networking environments, 
such as a few PCs connected to a single host AS/400 system, it is desirable to have 
the PCs do more than simply provide device emulation. The personal computers 
potentially should be able to share host system resources, such as processing time, 
external storage, and output devices. When this is the case, the workstation can be 
used as an intelligent device and is called a Programmable Work Stations (PW S). 
.As the environment grows to even larger network scenarios, it becomes increasingly 
important for PCs to share large system resources to optimize the use of hardware 
and share information needed.
This sharing of resources is accomplished through a relationship called client- 
server. The clientserver model describes the relationship between clients requesting 
a service from a server. The model has several variations. For instance, it can have
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many clients with one server, many clients with many servers, and one client with 
many servers.
Prognm PI
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a
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Figure 4.1 Single case client/server model.
In the computer environment, when information and resources need to be shared, 
the client/server model is used extensively because it provides the definitions and
protocols. This is shown in figure 4.1 between two programs residing in different
computers.
In this example. Program P i and Program A l,  communicate to each other to 
accomplish some task. I f  Program P i requests a service from Program .Al during
this communication, then Program P i is considered the client and Program .Al is
considered the server. This client/server relationship does not have to stay static. In 
other words, the programs can be designed such that they switch client/server roles. 
Therefore, the client/server model only signifies that one component is servicing a 
requesting component.
Because most computer systems allow multiple program components to be active 
at the same time, a more typical illustration of the client/server environment is shown 
in 4.2. Furthermore, the design of these programming components can be such that a
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server component can be requested by several clients from either the szime or different 
computer systems.
hopmPl FrepuFI
/
PCWotbUiM 2
m i
Figure 4.2 Multiple case client/server model.
Besides the client/server model, several other industry terms have evolved. These 
include cooperative processing, parallel processing, and distributed processing. In the 
most basic environment, cooperative processing means that several processes are be­
ing performed in cooperation to accomplish a single t«isk. These processes can be 
performed in cooperation to accomplish task. These processes are performed by the 
same or different processors. When the processes axe performed simultaneously, in 
parallel on different processors, the term parallel processing can be used to describe 
the environment. Furthermore, when these processes are distributed across on a net­
work, the term distributed processing cam be used to describe the environment.
Interestingly enough, no matter which environment is being modeled, whenever 
processes need to shzire information or resources, a notion of the client/server rela­
tionship still exists. The client/ server relationship describes the way the information 
or resources are shared. Therefore, regardless of whether the processes using the
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information are executing simultaneously or distributed across a network, the client 
server relationship exists.
AS/400 PC Support allows for multiple physical connection types to link PCs 
and AS/400s without requiring any new IB M  connectivity hardware. These con­
nection types include token-ring, twinaxial data link control (TD LC ), asynchronous 
(ASYNC), and synchronous data link control (SDLC). Only one type can be active 
at a time on a single PC.
AS/400 PC Support differs from the typical PC connectivity product in several 
ways. These differences include software architecture, available functions, networking 
capability, and software distribution and support. As these differences are elabor­
ated on, it will become apparent that AS/400 PC Support is designed as a platform  
for the future because of the application enablers it provides without dependency on 
connection type.
4.1.1 Architecture
Even though AS/400 PC Support provides device emulation as one of its functions, 
the PC (with PC Support running on it) is known by the .^S/400 system as a Pro­
grammable Work Station. This means that the host AS/400 does not communicate 
with the PC as though it is a dumb terminal but rather as am intelligent device that 
can receive information in a more generic format and operate on it as required. The 
.\S /400 PC Support functions pass information to their host counterparts by using 
IB M ’s Advanced Program-to-Program Communications/.^dvanced Peer-to-Peer Net­
working (A P P C /A P P N ) support. Figure 4.3 explains the communication between the 
PC programs of AS/400 PC Support and other partner prograjns or computers. The 
figure also shows the basic functions PC Support offers.
Besides the ready-to-use functions supplied with PC Support, several application
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programming interfaces (APIs) provided by PC Support allows us to enhance the PC 
workstation’s capability. To use these advanced programming interfaces, advanced 
programming skills may be required.
The Adapter Handler is the lowest level program component in the personal com­
puter. I t  manages the physical connection to the host AS/400. W ith a connectivity 
such as TD LC  (also called twinax), the link level command protocol has been applied 
in such a way as to majcimize connection performance. Because the data being sent 
and received is A P P C  information-and not dumb terminal data, the Adapter Handler’s 
function is merely to transport data between the AS/400 and the next higher level 
component known as the Router.
T tti Ai m i  
PC Soppen Off to iitr 
Work Sutioe FBaeâoo API
TA
WSF
API
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Reottr
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Figure 4.3 Structure of PC Support functions.
The Router receives the information from the .Adapter Handler, decodes the pack­
aging and address information, and gives it to the correct program in the PC. Con­
versely, the Router also takes information from the different programs in the PC, 
prepares it to be transmitted, «ind gives it to the Adapter Handler.
The last layer of the .AS/400 PC Support architecture is the application layer. This
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is where all of the PC Support application functions reside. .All AS/400 PC Support 
functions interface to the Router layer through an APPC  .Application Programming 
Interfaces. This APPC interface is used to develop client/server programs.
There are four clearly defined benefits that this architecture provides. First, the 
different application functions that AS/400 PC Support provides are isolated from 
the connection type. Consequently, other than performance characteristics induced 
by the speed of the physical connection, ail function provided by the AS/400 PC 
Support are the same no matter what connection type is configured. Because of this 
isolation between the physical connection and the PC Support application functions, 
new connectivities czin be added without changing the PC Support functions.
Second, IB M  publishes the Router’s APPC .Application Programming Interfaces 
so that the application functions can be developed to enhance the capability of the PC 
workstation. Even though the Router Application Programming Interfaces provides 
an APPC  interface to the AS/400, note that not all APPC functions are available. 
The set of .APPC services provided in this environment is sufficient to allow PC 
applications to maintain a basic conversation with a host partner program.
Third, dependencies between application functions are reduced because all ap­
plication functions can maintain their own conversations in this architecture. For 
example, although traditional emulation products may provide functions other than 
device emulation to their users, they depend on the device emulator to be active in 
order to operate. Thus, the emulation display session is temporarily used to provide 
the additional function and cannot be used as a display station (as it is intended) 
until the additional function is completed. .AS/400 PC Support does not have this de­
pendency and avoids inherent problems caused by such a design. Once we understand 
the functions needed for a given work environment, it becomes clear which functions 
should be used.
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Fourth, physical addressing is enhanced with the A P P C /A P P N  architecture be­
cause only one physical address is required to establish ail System Network Archi­
tecture (SNA) links and connections with different host systems. Once this is done, 
all application functions establish conversations over these connections. .\ conversa­
tion in this environment is basically equivalent to a physical address in a dependent 
workstation environment. A good illustration of this concept is the traditional device 
emulation support for the T D LC  connectivity.
A typical emulation product for the TDLC connectivity provides multiple depend­
ent device emulation sessions for a single PC. For each dependent emulation session 
provided by these products, however, a physical address is used. Only seven physical 
addresses are available per twinaxial port. Therefore, if a PC product of this type was 
configured for four devices, only three port addresses would remain. By using AS/400 
PC Support, only one physical address is used, and several application conversations 
share this physical address.
AS/400 PC Support Work Station Function (W SF) provides device emulation. 
Work Station Function can be configured such that a single address is used for a 
maximum of five concurrent device emulation sessions.
4.1.2 Functions
AS/400 PC Support can be thought of as a collection of functions and services that 
can be configured and used as required. IBM  has provided several functions in this 
collection, as well as published Application Programming Interfaces to provide the 
ability to develop functions of our own design. Following is a list of the major functions 
IB M  provides with the AS/400 PC Support product:
W o rk  S tation  Fun ction  (W S F )  provides display and printer emulation. Up to 
five sessions of different types can be configured for use. An .Application Pro-
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gramming Interface exists that allows us to write DOS programs to control the 
operation of the display sessions. This can be useful when tailoring or automat­
ing the workstation environment.
5250 Session M a n a g e r (S M )  provides the text windowing and mouse support for 
Work Station Function. It  allows some or all of the device emulation sessions to 
be viewed concurrently. This function also allows mark and copy of information 
between the display sessions and most DOS applications.
P C  S u p p o rt O rg a n ize r (P C O )  integrates PC applications on a single menu and 
helps to customize this menu. This function is also required to use the word 
processor called Text Assist (TA ), which is provided with AS/400 PC Support.
Shared Folders (S F ) allows us to access PC information stored in folders on the 
.AS/400 system. .AS/400 Office uses folders to store information. These folders 
can be assigned to a PC drive such that PC programs and data can be stored 
on the AS/400 in a folder. Because the host AS/400 can be shared by many 
people, this disk space can be defined cis a shared resource.
V ir tu a l P r in te r  ( V P )  allows us to use printers attached to the .AS/400 system as 
though they are directly attached to the personal computer. The PC data can 
be printed on any host printer that is connected to the network.
T rans fer Function  ( T F )  allows us to transfer data between the .AS/400 system 
and the personal computer. .A documented .Application Programming Interface 
exists that allows DOS applications to interface with AS/400 databaise files.
M essage Function  ( M F )  allows us to send and receive messages to and from other 
workstations in the network. This function becomes the primary function on 
which the router is based on. This function is explained in detail in the next
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section.
S u b m it R e m o te  C o m m an d  (S R C ) allows the PC to submit host Command Lan­
guage (C L) commands to remote host systems. This can be done from the 
DOS command line or from a DOS program using the documented .Application 
Programmers Interface(APl) function.
4.1.3 Networking capability
AS/400 PC Support makes use of a powerful networking capability. Every computer 
in the network is called a node and has a unique ID  called its system name. IB M  
provides a service called Advanced Peer-to-Peer Networking that allows participants 
in a computer network to access services available on other computers defined as 
APPC/.APPN nodes. To request services on other A P P C /A P P N  nodes, the system 
name to be accessed is required. Figure 4.4 shows an example of how computers could 
be networked together. In the figure any personal computer can execute .AS/400 PC 
Support functions on any AS/400 in the network.
Because of this powerful networking flexibility, the following operations can be 
performed:
1. .Assign folders on different .AS/400s with the Shared Folders function and copy 
data between the systems using the PC operating system commands.
2. Work with Work Station Function display sessions on the same or different 
AS/400s and maintain concurrent display sessions (separate full-screen views).
3. Assign virtual printers and print the PC output on printers from different sys­
tems attached to the network.
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Figure 4.4 Sample network scenario.
4.1.4 Distribution and support
.45/400 PC Support is an AS/400 system product and is shipped on an .45/400 folder 
names Q IW SFLR. An AS/400 folder is einalogous to a subdirectory on a personal 
computer. The folder is a holding place on an AS/400 disk for a set of objects that 
can be PC programs or data. .4ccess rights for the folder can be established by the 
AS/400 system administrator. This method of distribution is different from most other
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PC connectivity products, which axe shipped and supported totally on PC diskettes.
Even though all of AS/400 PC Support is shipped on the PC Support folder, the 
PC must have enough function available on it to access this folder so it can get to 
the rest of the product. Therefore, AS/400 PC Support aiso has installation diskettes 
that will assist in configuring and placing this starting function on the PC. Basically, 
the installation process does the following:
1. Makes a PC subdirectory on the disk that will be used to staxt the product.
2. Copies the needed software for the specified connectivity type and the Shared 
Folders function.
3. Updates the A U T O E X E C .B A T  and CONFIG.SYS files with the required PC 
Support entries.
4. Creates a PC batch file called STARTPCS.BAT. PC Support will automatically 
stzirt when it is run.
The installation program also gives the opportunity to add commands to the 
ST.4lRTPCS.BAT file so the .A.S/400 PC Support functions needed to be run often 
can be run automatically during startup. This program also assigns the 1 drive to the 
QIVVSFLR folder. . \ t  this time, the Q IW S FL R  folder can be accessed as the personal 
computer’s 1 drive. Thus, DOS commands can be issued on the 1 drive to access 
.AS/400 PC Support functions that reside on the QIVVSLR folder. In addition, the 
DOS copy command can be issued to copy the PC Support files from the Q IW SFLR  
folder (accessed as the personal computer’s I drive) to any drive on the PC for local 
execution. The PC Support Configuration program can also be used to copy the 
appropriate files to the PC.
Because .AS/400 PC Support is distributed on an AS/400 folder and has system 
product status, it is supported by the Program Temporary Fix (P T F ) process like
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other IB M  system products. The PC Support folder named Q IW S FLR  can be used 
and thus made available to all connected workstaions. The PC Support Update func­
tion (PCSUPDT.EXE) can be used to get the modified functions automatically.
AS/400 PC Support cleaxly uses the concept of sharing resources, as described 
in the client/server model. By understanding the ways in which .AS/400 PC Support 
differs from the typical PC connectivity product with regards to software, architec­
ture, available functions, networking capability, and software distribution and sup­
port, it becomes clear that AS/400 PC Support truly is a platform for the future of 
client/serving.
Now after having an overview of the “PC Support” , the message command function 
is explained below in detail.
4.2 MESSAGE FUNCTION
The AS/400 PC Support Message Function gives the ability to send and receive 
messages without using a Work Station display session. In the context of this function, 
a message is a short note.
Messages can be sent to anyone with a user ID  on the host system or to any 
workstation (PC or otherwise) connected to the host system. In addition, the Office- 
Vision/400 distribution lists can be used to create messages and sent to a group of 
people. Whenever a message is sent, it is marked with the date and time, to help the 
recipient in identifying the time the message was sent.
When the message is sent, it is placed in a message queue for a specific user ID  or 
workstation ID  so the message can be queried by the intended receiver. I f  a message 
is sent to an user who is not logged on to the system, the message will be saved in 
their message queue and can be received later, when the user signs on or uses the 
Message Function. The Message Function has four options to specify a recipient of
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the message.
•  The first method is by user ID  or user profile name. When this is specified, the 
message is sent to the message queue defined for that user ID  or user profile 
name.
•  The second method is to specify the name of the desired message queue. For 
instance, a message can be sent to the system operator queue. In this case, 
a specific user ID  is not needed. Predefined values can also be used to send 
messages to message queues of each active user ID  on the system or to the 
message queues of each active workstation ID.
•  Third method is to specify the workstation ID eis the receiver of the message. 
When messages are sent to workstation IDs, they are placed in the message 
queues defined for them. This method caji be used when several users share a 
workstation so that no specific user ID  need to be given.
•  The fourth method is to specify a distribution list for the receiver of the message. 
By specifying a distribution list, a message can conveniently sent to several users 
at the same time.
4.2.1 Configuring M essage Function
The Message Function can be configured using the interactive interface or the auto­
matic interface. However, when the interactive interface is used to configure the mes­
sage function, the configuration information is not saved. Hence automatic interface 
should be used for regular constant interface.
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In te rac tive  In te rfa c e
Work with messages option from the AS/400 PC Support Menu or the following com­
mands at the DOS command prompt can be used to configure the Message Function:
I:>  STARTM SG MSG.PCS
To change any of the configuration parameters, the Change action can be chosen. 
The following four parameters can be changed.
System  nam e: This parameter is used to specify the name of the system to which 
we are going to send messages or from which we would receive messages. The 
default value is the default system name.
Receive option: This parameter indicates the way in which the message arrival 
should be notified. Any one of the following options can be selected:
1. Notify
2. Immediate
3. Stopped
The default option is Notify. When the receive option parameter is set to this 
default option, the workstation beeps when the message is sent to the user.
If  the Immediate option is chosen, the workstation not only beeps but also auto­
matically displays a popnup window. When this option is chosen, the running 
application is suspended while a message is displayed. The message is displayed 
until the specified value of the message display time-out (explained below) para­
meter expires or until the Esc key is hit.
I f  the Stopped option is chosen, the workstation does not interrupt to inform the 
user that a message has been received. The user has to check periodically to see 
if any messages have been received.
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M essage rece ive  in te rva l: This parameter specifies the amount of time, from 1 to 
3600 seconds, to be passed before the Message Function queries the host system 
for messages.
The default value for this parameter is 60 seconds which means the Message 
Function is checking the host system every minute for the messages sent to the 
user.
M essage d isp lay  tim e -o u t: This parameter is used only when the receive option 
is Immediate and indicates the amount of time the message should be displayed 
in a pop-up window before the pop-up window is automatically removed. The 
permitted values are between I  and 3600.
Message function can be configured by running the program “startmsg.exe” . This 
program searches for the PC Support configuration file for the three identifiers con­
taining the message function information. The default configuration file is “msg.pcs” . 
The optimal message function identifiers are listed below:
M D E F ::  Identifies the system from which the messages have to be received and the 
way the user has to be notified of the received messages.
M T IM : :  Identities the display time-out in seconds. This is used only when the 
message receipt option is “Immediate”.
M M R I: :  Identifies the receive interval time, when the default is 60 sec.
The M D E F  identifier is used to specify the parameters. The first parameter is the 
name of the system from which messages have to be received and the second parameter 
is the way the user is notified of the messages.
The values for the receive options are the same as with the interactive interface. 
The value of the receive option is 1 for “notify”, 2 for “Immediate” axid 3 for “Stopped”, 
the default being set to 1.
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Chapter 5
MESSAGE ROUTER
This chapter discusses the existing communication services, their limitations, and the 
solutions. In the first section, the different messaging functions presently available 
in AS/400  are presented. The next section analyzes the available functions and the 
problems with the existing services and explains why it is not possible to incorporate 
the required services into the present system. The last section deals with the solu­
tion in detail, which is the core of this thesis. This chapter in particular deals with 
the operation of the router as well as the function of the intermediate UNIX host. 
It explains how the messages are composed and delivered to the router and then in 
turn to the intermediate host from where the message is sent to the final destination. 
This chapter also deals with the message receiving operation and it explains how the 
message from  the Internet reaches the intermediate host and then to the router from  
where it is dispatched to its final destination, the midrange host.
5.1 ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SERVICES
Office Vision is a software package in AS/400 used for most common office tasks 
like mail, word processing, calendar etc. M ail in Office Vision (sometimes referred as
69
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Office) consists o f handling and sending messages, notes, and documents to and from 
other users. M ail can be received and sent either as a printed copy or by using the 
electronic mail of the system, the electronic mail being preferred by most of the users.
5.1.1 E xisting types of messaging 
Messages
Messages are the basic means of communicating on the AS/400, not only from one 
user to another but from the system to a user and from system to system. .A message is 
usually a few lines of text sent immediately from one place to another. The maximum 
length of a message is 256 characters. Messages are placed in the receiver’s mail log 
whether or not the user is signed on. A mail log is a record of all the electronic and 
printed mail that a user héis sent or received. When the user signs on, all the messages 
can be displayed. Messages are sent to a queue or to the mail log or both. In general, 
mail and messages sent through Office go to the mail log. A ll other messages, such éis 
messages from the system, are directed to the user’s message queue. .A distribution 
list can be used to send a message to a group of user names, locations, and addresses.
N otes
The primary difference between a note and a message is that messages cannot be filed, 
printed, or manipulated whereas a note can be. Very closely related to the message 
function, notes are prompted for ease of use and they also can use a distribution list. 
Notes, unlike messages, can have other attributes.
Personal Only the recipient can view them.
H ig h  P r io r ity  Note is highlighted in the users’ mail log.
S tand ard iza tion  Shell document provides the correct format.
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The note allows recording of the authors, a project reference, the date an action 
is due, etc. Notes aiso allow tracking so that status information is always available 
about notes sent to other users. A memo slip can be attached to notes and documents 
sent through Office.
When a note (or any mail except a message) is received, it may be deleted, filed, 
printed, or answered.
Sending documents
Like messages and notes, documents can be easily sent from one user to another. This 
function reduces paper, photocopying, distribution, etc. When a document is received 
it céin be filed, acknowledged, etc. As with notes, a memo slip can be attached to a 
document to clarify any points regarding the document without creating an additional 
document.
The process of sending notes, mail and documents is accommodated through the 
Systems Network Architecture Distribution Services (SNADS).
Handling mail
Notes and documents (but not messages) can be revised, once received by the user. In 
this way, responses and corrections are handled in the system, reducing paper work. 
Notes and mail can be forwarded to another user and replies can be requested and sent 
through the mail system. Mail reports can be produced and productivity regarding 
in-basket mail increased.
5.1.2 Limitations
.All the above discussed means of communications has a potential drawback which is 
clearly its inability to communicate across different platforms. For example, a mail in
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the form of notes in a AS/400 system can only be sent to another user in the same 
system or an user in another AS/400 system, which is physically networked with it. 
This is true even when the AS/400 system is able to connect to a computer of different 
platform, still AS/400 cannot exchange mail due to the difference in the platform.
Because of this limitation, a separate system has to be maintained for mail com­
munication. This system can be integrated in case of a programmable work station 
(typically a PC connected to a AS/400 host) but this is not possible in case of a 
non-progrzimmable terminal like a dumh terminal. This is again true for any other 
functions like file transfer, remote login etc.
This bottleneck can be further analyzed for its root cause as follows. M ajority  
of the operating systems rely on Simple Mail Transfer Program (SMTP) and basic 
T C P /IP  services for their mall handling services. This requires the remote system 
trying to exchange messages with the local system to incorporate the basic T C P /IP  
services in their operating system support or as an external program offering the 
T C P /IP  support. In contrast to this scenario, AS/400 does not support the T C P /IP  
protocol for any of the services it offers. Instead it uses a proprietary protocol called 
LU 6.2 to communicate with a limited non-midrange/non-mainframe platforms like 
IB M  OS/2. Because of this difference in support services, an .AS/400 can never 
truly communicate with computers other than midrange and mainframe. This does 
not mean that .AS/400 cannot offer these services because a proxy service can be 
developed to emulate these services, which already exists for file transfer and cli­
ent/server computing. However, these are truly dependent on the specific system it 
is written for and never be implemented globally.
Unless it is possible to integrate OS/400, the operating system for AS/400, with 
all the above services, AS/400 cannot be linked to the Internet Gateway.
This situation demands a necessity to have a dedicated router to support these
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communication services. The solution provided by this project, as explained earlier, 
is limited to the exchange of mail between AS/400 and other platforms. However, 
bcised on this underlying logic, every other service can be incorporated.
5.2 FUNDAMENTALS OF MESSAGE ROUTER
The fundamental idea of the message router can be explained as below:
•  While composing message in AS/400, the default message function is used in­
stead of the email function. The message function configures the message with 
an extra line for the accommodation of the final destination address.
The “SNDMSG” command with “Internet” as the pass-on parameter invokes the 
message function and brings up the customized format using the internet.cfg file.
•  After typing the message and the destination email id, the message is sent with 
the default router id usasstAnet, as the local destination.
•  Each message sent is received by the router using the rcvmsg.exe command and 
then copied to the intermediate routing host. The intermediate routing host is 
an U N IX  system, which can validate each user on the .AS/400 with the same 
login id.
•  From the intermediate host, each message is sent with appropriate ids in the 
“From: ” and “to: ” fields to the desired destination using the regular however 
customized U N IX  sendmail program. However this can be programmed for 
frequent intervals rather than on continuos basis for .Asynchronously Supported 
hosts.
•  The receiving of the mail messages works similarly but in the reverse order. 
When a message arrives at the intermediate U N IX  host, it is forwarded to the
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router ais a file. The router collects the messages and then sends the mail to the 
corresponding user through a special operation, as explained in detail later.
The above operations are described later in detaul in this chapter.
The router is, as explained before, a personal computer running Windows operating 
system on top of Disk Operating System(DOS). It is connected to the AS/400 eis well 
as to the PC LAN by the Token Ring topology. The “PC Support” software is run on 
this PC.
“Message function” in AS/400 is different from the “Office Vision”, the suggested 
messaging package for AS/400. The difference between the Office Mail and the Mes­
sage Function is reedly a matter of the capacity to pziss through external networks. 
In other words, the Office Vision has an added advantage because of the flexibility to 
communicate with the users in the other compatible systems (like a few IB M  main­
frame computers) while the message function is often used to communicate within the 
same host.
Because of the unique feature of the message function, this project utilizes the 
message function to compose a message intended for the Internet. Like any other 
special command in AS/400, the message function can also be customized using the 
configuration file. In essence, every time message function is invoked with an extra 
parameter like “sndmsg Internet”, the configuration file called “Intemet.cfg” is used 
to customize the form window to be filled by the user for sending the message.
5.3 MESSAGE COMPOSITION
Whenever the user wants to send a message to Internet community, he/she enters 
the message command with an external parameter word, Internet. This keyword 
distinguishes between the local message function and the Internet messaging function. 
Upon entering the command, a window pops up which appears similar to figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Send a Message.
Once the message is typed and sent, the message joins a message queue for the 
user “usassist Jnet” . Every user has a queue irrespective of whether he/she is logged 
in or not. The operating system checks for the active queue of the user and appends 
the message to the queue. Since the router is also a typical workstation, the user 
“uszissist Jnet” is always logged in to monitor the incoming and outgoing messages.
5.4 HANDLING OF OUTGOING MESSAGE BY 
THE ROUTER
When the message is appended to the active message queue, it is automatically picked 
by the router monitor program. The code for the monitor program is listed in the
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section 6.1. This code is now run on the router. The first program runneT.bat runs 
the timemsg.bat every ‘t ’ minutes, where ‘t ’ cam be any numeric value between 1 and 
1439. W hen the timemsg.bat is run, the message is fetched from the .AS/400 by the 
Tcvmsg command and then copied to the local directory as a text file called mymsg.pcs. 
The parameter “D ” in the command line instructs the AS/400 to delete the messages 
after the copying is done. Once the file is in the local directory, it is simply copied 
to the intermediate U N IX  host using the ftp protocol. The /e tc /rh osts  file in the 
intermediate host contains the ID  and the machine to validate upon request during 
the ftp transfer. This checks on the privileges issue during the transfer.
5.5 FUNCTION OF INTERMEDIATE HOST
The message file which hais been imported into the intermediate U N IX  host is stored 
as a single input file to be processed. The m ail^ort.send  program in the U N IX  host is 
run often at frequent intervals to check the arrival of the mymsg.pcs file and when the 
mymsg.pcs is available, it is processed immediately to dispatch the outgoing messages. 
.A brief idea of the function of m ail^ ortsen t program is explained in the figure 5.2.
The message file is opened and the “From: ” and the “To: ” addresses are read. 
The multiple “To: ” addresses are also handled as it is accepted with the help of the 
delimiter. After the “From: ” and “To: ” addresses au'e copied, the program searches 
for the beginning of the message, any text in the subject line is also considered as a part 
of the message. The escape sequences used for the Beginning O f the Message(BOM), 
Beginning O f the Attachment (BO A), and the End O f the Message(EOM) are shown 
below.
+[[ Beginning of message (BOM)
[[“" Beginning of attachment (BOA)
-[["" End of message (EOM)
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Figure 5.2 Flowchart explaining the function of mailjsort-send program.
Each message and the attachment, if available, are read and printed to a outfile 
ajid they are sent immediately. If  there is a problem in sending they are also written in 
an error log file. .4fter sending one message, the program selects the next message to
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process, and this cycle is repeated till the end of the message file is reached. However 
the program never exits, unless otherwise terminated. The program waits for ' f  
seconds, as calculated below, before restarting the process again.
CRON Job It XX:00 ioiliitioa
Write the dynamic value of t 
to sample file
If the dynamic value 
\  < 1800 /
Set dynamic value of 1=1800
Read the log
Calculate É e  average 
number of messagesAnin
t = 60Ainmher of messages per min
Calculate the dynamic time
Figure 5.3 Calculation of the Dynamic Interval
5.6 CALCULATION OF TIME INTERVAL
The time “t” in seconds, can be calculated by the following formula
1
t  =
num berof m essages /  m in
*60
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where average number of messages per minute is calculated from the log file values 
representing the total message sent in the past one hour period. This value o f ’t ’ 
is cadculated dynamically to adjust the waiting time in the message sending cycle 
program. The dynamic calculation of the delay t im e ’t ’ is explained as follows:
A U N IX  type CRON job is set to execute at every hour to find the total number 
of messages sent during the past interval, which is calculated by reading from the 
message sent log file and using the formula given above. This dynamic value o f ’t ’ is 
written to a file, which is read by the message sending program. I f  the value calculated 
is less than the tmin value (usually set to 1800 seconds), then the calculated t value is 
discarded and tmin is used instead. Figure 5.3 explains the procedure of calculating 
the dynamic interval time period.
The message sepeiration and sending operation is explained below in detail.
When the m aiLsort^end  program is run, it reads the input message file. As ex­
plained earlier, the input message file is a single data file which consists of one or 
more messages appended to one another. Each message has a “To: ” and “From: ’’ 
components, a message part and an attachment part, if available. Each “To:” address 
is separated from one another by as a delimiter. The starting of the message is 
indicated by the escape sequence Beginning of Message (B O M ). The End of Message 
(EO M ) sequence is appended to the End of the Message, however if  there is an attach­
ment, it is then preceded by the Beginning of .Attachment (BO.A) escape sequence. 
When the program is run, it first looks for one or more “To:” addresses separated 
by Also “From: ” address is separated and stored in different variables. After 
this address stripping, the program then searches for the Beginning of Message(BOM), 
Beginning of Attachment(BOA) and the End of Message(EOM) in the specified order. 
The whole string between a Beginning of Message sequence and an End of Message 
sequence or the Beginning of Attachment, where applicable, is read as a single string
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and stored as a file ^send^ouf. I f  there is a attachment, then the attachment is also 
stripped from the input data files and appended to the file “̂ send-ouf. Each message 
is handled separately to make the process more tolerant even if  one of the messages 
aborts. For Example, if an error similar to one of these commonly encountered errors 
“unknown user” or “host not found” occurs while sending a message, then process of 
sending this message is aborted, but the sending of messages continues with the next 
message. Also, error handling and logging becomes more elegant because of individual 
message processing.
The “From” variable constitutes the address of the sender, which is typically the 
AS/400 login ID where «is the shell variable “Too” is a string in which all the destin­
ation addresses are stored with space replacing the delimiter between the “To:” 
addresses.
The whole process of sending messages can be accomplished through the following 
steps.
•  A shell is created from the lowest level of the shell by “exec” command in the 
intermediate U N IX  host where the actual command is
S exec login SFromm
. This command creates a shell owned by the user sending the message. This 
simplifies the handling of the undelivered messages or other similar problems.
•  The “maiLsend” program is invoked to send the message. The following com­
mand accomplishes this task.
$ /usr/h in /m aiLsend SToo <  send-out
The code listing for the “mail^end” program is given in the chapter 6 (Section 
6.3).
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•  The status of the “maii-send” program is logged now either to the logfile or to 
the error log depending upon the result of the status query.
•  Upon successful send, the contents of the “sendjout” is cleared for security 
purposes.
These steps are repeated until all the messages are sent or the end of file is reached 
in processing the input datafile.
Significance of executing the sending script in a login shell, created with the user 
sending the message as the owner, lies in the fact that the process of appending the 
whole address including the domain name is eliminated and also any error message 
related to the message being sent, is automaticcilly forwarded to the user.
5.7 RECEIVING MESSAGES
The process of receiving mail messages from the Internet works similar to the sending 
process. However there are a few differences between both the procedures. The 
major difference is that the creation of a user owned shell to handle errors while 
sending messages is not required when receiving messages. Also the messages are 
already received by the local intermediate U N IX  host, and this simplifies the receiving 
procedure and as well as the software design. However the m ajor step involved in 
receiving is that it includes the procedure of delivering these received messages to the 
corresponding user in the AS/400 host.
The main step in receiving messages is sorting the received messages and splitting 
into individual messages as the messages to be sent to a user are usually appen­
ded to one single file in the U N IX  system «is they arrive. The receiving process in 
accomplished as detailed in the steps below:
•  The valid user IDs are stored in the file users.dat. This file has all the valid user
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IDs corresponding to the AS/400 host as well as the intermediate U N IX  host. 
This file should also be updated as a new user profile is created in the AS/400.
•  The receivejmail^ort program is run at predetermined intervals of time sugges­
ted by the results of the calculation of dynamic time interval aa explained earlier 
in section 5.4.
No
L>oolc fo r  the beg&mnmng 
o f  the m esstg e
easmge to the
Inc by Ient no
No
Y ea
any more use
No
Stop
Figure 5.4 Flowchart explaining the function of mailjsort.receive program.
•  When receivejmail^ort program is run. it checks the availability of mail for 
every user defined in users.dat I f  there is a mail file for a particular user it is
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processed to split the composite mail file into individual messages, ein unique 
file, with the name same «is the login ID  of the user, is created for every user 
with the count of the messages processed for that user as the content. Each mail 
file is stored in an individual file with the name same as the login ID followed 
by a number specifying the message number being processed. For example, if 
an user named user has ’m ’ messages, after processing the file for this user 
receive-maiLsort will create a file called user.dot with the message count ’m ’ 
stored as the content. A lso ’m ’ files are created each storing the corresponding 
mail message, user 1.dot has the first mail message, “user2.dat” has the second 
message and so on. The last message file for the user will be userm.dat. This 
procedure maices the delivery process easier. This whole procedure is repeated 
until all the user IDs are processed. Any error occurred during the process is 
logged. The flowchart shown in figure 5.4 explains this procedure.
•  The next step is moving all the files generated in the above step to the router.
•  Now the processed messages have to be sent to the .^.5/400 host. This is ac­
complished by the program receiver (Section 6.6). This program checks for the 
availability of the message count data in the file with the name same as the 
login ID . I f  there is no such file, the programs moves to the next user ID . The 
flowchart shown in figure 5.5 explains this procedure.
•  If a file has been located for the user in the above step, then the count of messages 
is read from that file and the index of the message processing loop is set to this 
value. This eliminates the unwanted cycles of message processing, since the 
index gets a dynamic value each time an user ID  is processed.
•  Finally, each message file is sent to the corresponding user in the .45/400 by 
using the msg function.
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Figure 5.5 Flowchart explaining the function of receiver program.
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Chapter 6
SOFTWARE LISTING
6.1 ROUTER MONITOR
Program Name 
Language 
Operating System 
Portability/Special Comment
Router Monitor
DOS SHELL C O M M A N D  LA N G U A G E - BATCH F IL E  
Disk Operating System (DOS) with Windows/0S2 
This program is also run cis a shell script at the 
Intermediate U N IX  host with little modification for 
moving the received messages to the router.
R U N N E R .B A T :: 
C:\PCS\TIMEMSG 2 
T IM E M S G .B A T
I:\RCVMSG MYMSG.PCS 10 
IF ERRORLEVEL 20 GOTO EXIT 
FTP usassist.com 
prompt off 
put mymsg.pcs 
bye 
; ERROR 
EXIT
85
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6.2 MAIL_SEND_SORT
Program Name 
Language 
Operating System 
Portability/Special Comment
mail_send_sort.c
C
U N IX
Portable among many U N IX  Operating Systems.
This program dispatches the outgoing mail to Internet.
#include<stdio.h>
#include<string.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#define max.too 800 
#def ine maz.fromm 5 
tdefine majc.message 1000 
fdefine max_attache 1000 
#define address.delimiters "
int error.id, noms=0;
char *RESULT, *RESULT1, *RESULT3, *T0 ,*T01, *T02, REAL.TD [max_t oo] , 
TOO[maz_too] ,FROM [8] , MESSAGE [max.message] ; 
int nom=0,lines=0,got_to=0, 
got_from=0,got_bom=0, 
got_boa=0,got_eom=0;
void main (int airgc, char *argv [] )
{
FILE *data, *time_value;
char c,t[4] ,INLN_BUFFER[max_message] ;
if((data = fopen(argv[l],"r")) == NULL){ 
error_id=l;
error.handle(error.id) ;
>
else {
while(!feof(data)) {
if (fgets (INLN.BUFFER, 80, data) == NULL) error_handle(2) ; 
else {
if (!((RESULT = strstr(INLN.BUFFER,"To:")) == NULL)) { 
stmcat (TOO, RESULT+3, strlen ( INLN.BUFFER) ) ;
>
else
if (!((RESULT = strstr(INLN.BUFFER,"From:")) == NULL)) {
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stmcat (FROM.RESÜLT+5,strlen(INLN.BUFFER)) ; 
got.from=l;
}
else
if(!got.from) {
RESULTl=stmcat(TOO. INLN.BUFFER,strlen(INLN.BUFFER) ) ;
}
if (! ((RESULT = strstr (INLN.BUFFER, " [[— ")) == NULL)
&& (got.from) 44 (got.bom)) {
got.boa=l;
}
if (((RESULT = strstr(INLN.BUFFER,"[[""")) == NULL)
44 (got.from) 44 (got.bom) 44 (got.boa)) { 
stmcat (MESSAGE, INLN.BUFFER, strlen (INLN.BUFFER) ) ;
}
if (! ((RESULT = strstr(INLN_BUFFER."+[[“"")) == NULL) 44 
(got.from) 44 !(got.bom) 44 !(got.eom)) { 
got.bom=l;
}
else if ((got.bom) 44 !(got.boa) 44 (got.from) 44
((RESULTl = strstr(INLN.BUFFER,"-[[— ")) == NULL)) { 
stmcat (MESSAGE, INLN.BUFFER, strlen (INLN.BUFFER) ) ;
}
else if ('.((RESULT = strstr(INLN.BUFFER,"-[[“""))
== NULL) 44 (got.bom) 44 (got.from)) { 
got.eom=l; 
send.messageO ;
>
}
}
fclose(data); 
}
int send.messageO 
{
FILE *tofile, *nom, *toer, *fromer, *content ;
if ((tofile = fopenCmail2send.dat" ,"w")) == NULL) error.handle(4) ; 
else {
TO=strtok(TOO,address.delimiters);
while(TO != NULL) {
stmcat (REAL.TO, " " , 1) ;
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s trncat (REAL.TO, TO, strlen (TO)) ;
TO = strtok(NULL,address.delimiters) ;
}
fprintf (tofile,"%s\n",MESSAGE) ; 
fclose(tofile);
>
toer = fopen("toer.dat","w"); 
fprintf(toer,"%s\n",REAL.TO); 
fclose(toer);
fromer = fopen("fromer.dat","w") : 
fprintf(fromer,"%s\n",FROM); 
fclose(fromer);
content = fopenCmail2send.dat" ,"w") ; 
fprintf (content, "%s\n" ,MESSAGE) ; 
fclose(content);
printf (" %s\n%s\n%s\n" ,REAL.TO,FROM,MESSAGE) ; 
noms++;nom = fopen("nom.dat","w") ;
fprintf (nom, "%d" , noms) ;f close (nom) ; printf ("%d", noms) ;
strncpy(TOO,"\0",1);
strncpy(FR0M,"\0",l);
strncpy(MESSAGE,"\0",1);
strncpy(REAL.TO,"\0",1);
got.from=0;got.boa=0;
got.to=0;got.bom=0;
got.eom=0;return ;
}
int error.handle(int error.id)
{
FILE *err; err = f open ( " errorlog. txt ", " a" ) ;
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if (error.id == 0) {
fprintf (err,"Error in opening the messages data file\n") ; 
return(0);
>
else if (error.id == 1) {
fprintf (err, "Error in opening the input messages data file\n") ; 
return(0) ;
}
else if (error.id == 2) { 
fprintf(err,
"Completed a cycle of operation in processing the 
input data file\n");
return(0) ;
}
else if (error.id == 3) {
fprintf (err, "Error in opening the mail2send.dat file\n") ; 
return(0) ;
}
else if (error.id == 4) {
fprintf(err,"Error in opening the input messages data file\n"); 
return(0) ;
}
else if (error.id == 5) {
fprintf(err,"Error in opening the input messages data file\n"); 
return(0) ;
}
else
fprintf(err,"An undefined or unknown error has occured\n");
6.3 MAILJSEND
Program Name 
Language 
Operating System
mail_send.c
C
U N IX
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Portability/ Special Comment:: Portable among many U N IX  Operating Systems.
This program is called for actual sending of the mail.
* The following program is modified for this project , however the
* following copyright applies for this whole source code
* Copyright (c) 1983, 1995 Eric P. Allman
* Copyright (c) 1988, 1993
* The Regents of the university of California.
* All rights reserved.
* Any redistribution or copying should retain the above
* copyright notice. Modified Sourcecode by Amuthan Kannan
* for Academic Purpose only.
♦define .DEFINE 
♦include "mail.send.h"
♦if NAMED.BIND 
♦include <resolv.h>
♦endif
* ifdef lint 
char edata, end;
* endif /* lint */
int NextMailer; /* "free" index into Mailer struct */ 
char *FullName; /* sender's full name */
ENVELOPE BlankEnvelope ; /* a "blank" envelope */
ENVELOPE MainEnvelope; /* the envelope around the basic letter */ 
ADDRESS NullAddress = /* a null address */
{ NULL, "" >;
cheu: *CommandLineArgs ; /* command line aurgs for pid file */ 
bool Warn.Q.option = FALSE; /* waurn about Q option use ♦/ 
char **SaveArgv ; /* argument vector for re-execing */
/*
** Pointers for setproctitle.
** This allows "ps" listings to give more useful information.
*!
char **Argv = NULL; /* pointer to argument vector */ 
char *LastArgv = NULL; /* end of argv */
static void obsoleteO ;
♦ifdef DAEMON
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♦ifndef SMTP
ERROR %%%% Cannot have daemon mode without SMTP %%%% ERROR 
♦endif /* SMTP */
♦endif /* DAEMON */
♦define MAXCONFIGLEVEL 6 /* highest config version level known */ 
int
main(argc, argv, envp) 
int argc; 
char **argv; 
char **envp;
{
register char *p; 
char **av;
extern char Version □  ; 
char *ep, *from ; 
typedef int (*fnptr)() ;
STAB *st; 
register int i ; 
int j ;
bool queuemode = FALSE; /* process queue requests */
bool safecf = TRUE;
bool warn_C_flag = FALSE;
char warn.f.flag = '\0';
static bool reenter = FALSE ;
struct passwd *pw;
struct Stat stb;
struct hostent *hp;
char jbuf[MAXHOSTNAMELEN]; /* holds MyHostName */
static char mamebuf [MAXNAME] ; /* holds RealUserName */
extern int DtableSize;
extern int optind;
extern int opterr;
extern time.t convtimeO;
extern void intsigO ;
extern struct hostent *myhostname();
extern char *arpadate() ;
extern char *getauthinfo();
extern char *getcfname();
extern char *optarg;
extern char **environ;
extern void sigusrlO;
extern void sighupO;
extern void initmacros  P((ENVELOPE *));
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/ *
** Check to see if we reentered.
** This would normally happen if e.putheader or e.putbody 
** were NULL when invoked.
♦ /
if (reenter)
{
syserr("main: reentered!"); 
abort () ;
}
reenter = TRUE;
/♦do machine-dependent initializations ♦/ 
init_md(argc, argv);
♦ifdef SIGUSRl
/* arrange to dump state on user-1 signal */ 
setsignal(SIGUSRl, sigusrl);
♦endif
/♦in 4.4BSD, the table can be huge; impose a reasonable limit ♦/ 
DtableSize = getdtsizeO; 
if (DtableSize > 256)
DtableSize = 256;
/ ♦
♦♦ Be sure we have enough file descriptors.
♦♦ But also be sure that 0, 1, k 2 are open.
* /
i = open("/dev/null", O.RDWR, 0);
if (fstat(STDIN.FILENO, &stb) < 0 errno != EQPNOTSUPP)
(void) dup2(i, STDIN.FILENÜ);
if (fstat(STDOUT.FILENO, &stb) < 0 66 errno != EQPNOTSUPP)
(void) dup2(i, STDOUT.FILENO);
if (fstat(STDERR.FILENO, 6stb) < 0 66 errno != EQPNOTSUPP)
(void) dup2(i, STDERR.FILENO);
if (i != STDIN.FILENO 66 i != STDOUT.FILENO 66 i != STDERR.FILENO) 
(void) close(i);
i = DtableSize; 
while (— i > 0)
{
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if (i '.= STDIN.FILENO 64 i != STDOUT.FILENO 66 i != STDERR.FILENO) 
(void) close(i) ;
}
errno = 0;
♦ifdef LOG
♦ ifdef LOG.MAIL
openlogC'sendmail", LOG.PID, LOG.MAIL);
♦ else
openlogC'sendmail", LOG.PID) ;
♦ endif 
♦endif
tTsetnp(tTdvect, sizeof tTdvect, "0-99.1");
/* set up the blank envelope */
BlankEnvelope.e.puthdr = putheader;
BlankEnvelope.e.putbody = putbody;
BlankEnvelope.e.zfp = NULL;
STRUCTCOPY(NullAddress, BlankEnvelope. e.from) ;
CurEnv = 6BlemkEnvelope;
STRUCTCOPY (NullAddress, MainEnvelope. e.from) ;
/*
** Set default values for variables.
** These cannot be in initialized data space.
*/
setdefaults(6BlankEnvelope);
RealUid = getuidO ;
RealGid = getgidO ;
pw = sm.getpwuid(RealUid); 
if (pw != NULL)
(void) strcpy(rnamebuf, pw->pw_name); 
else
(void) sprintf(rnamebuf, "Unknown UID %d" , RealUid);
RealUserName = mamebuf ;
/* save command line arguments */ 
i = 0;
for (av = argv; *av != NULL; ) 
i += strlen(*av++) + 1 ;
SaveArgv = (char **) xalloc(sizeof (char *) * (argc + 1));
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CommzmdLineArgs = xalloc(i);
p = CommamdLineArgs;
for (av * argv, i = 0; *av != NULL; )
{
SaveArgv [i++] = newstr(*av) ; 
if (av != argv)
♦ P + +  =  '  ' ;
strcpy(p, *av++); 
p += strlen(p);
}
SaveArgv [i] = NULL;
/* Handle any non-get opt able constructions. */ 
obsolete(argv);
/ *
** Do a quick prescem of the surgument list.
* /
#if defined( osf ) I I defined(_AIX3)
♦ define OPTIONS "B:b:C:cd:e:F:f:h:IiM:mnO:o:p:q:r:sTtvX;x" 
♦endif
♦if defined(Sony.news)
♦ define OPTIONS "B :b :C:cd:E:e:F:f :h:IiJ:M:mnO:o :p :q:r: sTtvX: " 
♦endif
♦ifndef OPTIONS
♦ define OPTIONS "B:b;C:cd;e;F:f;h:IiM;mnO;o:p:q:r:sTtvX: " 
♦endif
opterr = 0;
while ((j = getopt(argc, argv, OPTIONS)) != EOF)
{
switch (j)
{
case 'd': 
tTflag(optarg);
setbuf(stdout, (char *) NULL); 
break;
}
}
opterr = 1;
if (tTd(0, D )
{
int 11;
extern char *CompileOptions □  ;
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printf("Version %s\n Compiled with:". Version); 
av = CompileOptions;
11 = 7;
while (*av != NULL)
{
if (11 + strlen(*av) > 63)
{
putchar('\n');
11 = 0;
}
if (11 == 0)
{
putchar('\t'); 
putchar('\t');
>
else
putchar(' '); 
printf ("*/,s", *av) ;
11 += strlen(*av++) + 1;
}
putchar('\n') ;
}
if (tTd(0, 10))
{
int 11;
extern char ♦QsCompileOptionsD ;
printf(" OS Defines :", Version); 
av = OsCompileOptions ;
11 = 7;
while (*av != NULL)
{
if (11 + strlen(*av) > 63)
{
putchar('\n') ;
11 = 0;
>
if (11 == 0)
{
putchar('\t') ; 
put char C\t ') ;
}
else
putchar(' ');
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printf("Xs", *av);
11 += strlen(*av++) + i;
}
putchar('\n');
♦ifdef .PATH.UNIX
printf ("Kemel symbols : \t%s\n", _PATH_ÜNIX) ;
♦endif
printf (" Config file:\t%s\n", getcfnameO) ;
printf(" Pid file:\t%s\n", PidFile);
>
InChannel = stdin;
OutChannel = stdout;
/ *
** Move the environment so setproctitle can use the space at 
** the top of memory.
*!
for (i = 0; envp[i] != NULL; i++) 
continue;
environ = (char **) zalloc(sizeof (char *) * (i + 1) ) ; 
for (i = 0; envp[i] != NULL; i++) 
environ [i] = newstr(envp[i] ) ; 
environ[i] = NULL;
/* and prime the child environment ♦/ 
setuserenv("AGENT", "sendmail");
/*
** Save start and extent of argv for setproctitle.
*!
Argv = argv; 
if (i > 0)
LastArgv = envp[i - l] + strlen(envp[i -1]); 
else
LastArgv = argv [argc - l] + strlen(argv [argc - l] ) ;
if (setsignal(SIGINT, SIG.IGN) != SIG.IGN)
(void) setsignal(SIGINT, intsig);
(void) setsignal(SIGTERM, intsig);
(void) setsignal(SIGPIPE, SIG.IGN);
QldUmask = umask(022);
DpMode = MD.DELIVER;
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FullName = getenvC'NAME") ;
#if NAMED.BIND 
if (tTd(8, 8))
{
res.initO ;
.res. opt ions 1= RES.DEBUG;
}
♦endif
ermo = 0; 
from = NULL;
/* initialize some macros, etc. */
initmacros(CurEnv);
init.vendor.macros(CurEnv);
/* version */
define('v', Version, CurEnv);
/* hostname */
hp = myhostname(jbuf, sizeof jbuf); 
if (jbuf[0] != '\0')
{
struct utsname utsname; 
if (tTd(0, 4))
printf("canonical name: %s\n", jbuf);
define('w', newstr(jbuf), CurEnv); /* must be new string */ 
defineCj ', newstr(jbuf), CurEnv) ; 
setclassCw', jbuf) ;
p = strchr(jbuf, '.'); 
if (p != NULL)
{
if (p[l] != '\0')
{
defineCm', newstr(&p[l]) , CurEnv) ;
>
while (p != NULL strchr(6p[l] , '.') != NULL)
{
*P = '\0';
setclass('w', jbuf);
*P++ = '.'; 
p = strchr(p, '.');
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}
>
if (uname(tutsname) >= 0) 
p = utsnaime. nodename; 
else 
{
if (tTd(0. 22))
printf ("uname failed (%s)\n" , errstring(ermo)) ; 
makelower(j bnf);
P = jbuf;
>
if (tTd(0, 4))
printf(" UUCP nodename: %s\n", p);
p = newstr(p);
def ine( 'k ', p , CurEnv);
setclassC'k', p) ;
setclassC'w', p) ;
}
if (hp != NULL)
{
for (av = hp->h_aliases; av != NULL kk *av != NULL; av++)
{
if (tTd(0. 4))
printf ("\ta.k.a. : */,s\n", *av) ; 
setclass('w', *av);
}
if (hp->h_addrtype == AF.INET kk hp->h_length == INADDRSZ) 
{
register int i;
for (i = 0; hp->h_addr_list[i] != NULL; i++)
{
char ipbuf[100]; 
sprintf(ipbuf, "[%s]",
inet_ntoa(*((struct in.addr *) hp->h_addr_list[i]))); 
if (tTd(0, 4))
printf("\ta.k.a.: %s\n", ipbuf); 
setclass('w', ipbuf);
>
}
>
/* probe interfaces and locate any additional names */
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1oad.if.names0  ;
/* current time ♦/
define('b', arpadate((char ♦) NULL), CurEnv);
/*
** Find our real host name for future logging. 
♦ /
p = getauthinfo(STDIN.FILENO); 
define('_', p, CurEnv);
/*
** Crack argv.
* /
av = argv;
p = strrchr(*av, '/'); 
if (p++ == NULL) 
p = *av;
if (strcmp(p, "newaliases") == 0)
GpMode = MD.INITALIAS;
else if (strcmp(p, "mailq") == 0)
OpMode = MD.PRINT;
else if (strcmp(p, "smtpd") == 0)
DpMode = MD.DAEMGN;
optind = 1;
while ((j = get opt (argc, argv, OPTIONS)) != EOF) 
{
switch (j)
{
case 'h': /* operations mode */ 
switch (j = *optarg)
{
case MD.DAEMGN:
# ifdef DAEMON
if (RealUid != 0) { 
usrerr("Permission denied"); 
exit (EX.USAGE);
}
(void) unsetenvC'HGSTALIASES");
# else
usrerr("Daemon mode not implemented");
ExitStat = EX.USAGE;
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break;
# endif /* DAEMON */ 
case MD.SMTP:
# ifndef SMTP
usrerrC'I don't speak SMTP") ;
ExitStat = EX.USAGE; 
break;
# endif /* SMTP ♦/ 
case MD.DELIVER: 
case MD.VERIFY: 
case MD.TEST: 
case MD.INITALIAS: 
case MD.PRINT: 
case MD.ARPAFTP:
OpMode = j ; 
break;
case MD.FREEZE: 
usrerrC"Frozen configurations unsupported");
ExitStat = EX.USAGE; 
break;
default :
usrerr("Invalid operation mode %c", j);
ExitStat = EX.USAGE; 
break;
}
break;
case 'B': /* body type */
CurEnv->e.bodytype = optarg; 
break;
case 'C' : /* select configuration file (already done) */ 
if (RealUid != G) 
warn.C.flag = TRUE;
ConfFile = optarg; 
endpwent();
(void) setgid(RealGid);
(void) setuid(RealUid); 
safecf = FALSE; 
breedc;
case 'd': /* debugging —  already done */ 
break;
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case 'f': /* from address */ 
case 'r': /* obsolete -f flag */ 
if (from != NULL)
{
usrerr("More than one \"from\" person");
ExitStat - EX.USAGE; 
break;
}
from = newstr(denlstring(optarg, TRUE, TRUE)); 
if (strcmp(RealUserName, from) != 0) 
wam.f .f lag = j  ; 
break;
case 'F': /* set full name */
FullName = newstr(optarg); 
break;
case 'h': /* hop count */
CurEnv->e.hopcount = strtol(optarg, &ep, 10); 
if (*ep)
{
usrerr("Bad hop count (%s)", optarg);
ExitStat = EX.USAGE; 
break;
}
break;
case 'n': /* don't alias */
NoAlias = TRUE; 
break;
case 'o': /* set option ♦/ 
setoption(*optarg, optarg + 1, FALSE, TRUE, CurEnv); 
break;
case 'O': /* set option (long form) */ 
setoption(' ', optarg, FALSE, TRUE, CurEnv); 
break;
case 'p': /* set protocol */ 
p = strchr(optarg, ':'); 
if (p != NULL)
{
*p++ = '\0';
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if (*p != '\0')
{
ep = xalloc(strlen(p) + 1); 
cleanstrcpyCep, p, MAXNAME); 
define('s', ep, CurEnv);
}
>
if (*optarg != '\0')
{
ep = xalloc(strlen(optarg) + 1); 
cleanstrcpy(ep, optarg, MAXNAME); 
define('r', ep, CurEnv);
}
break;
case 'q': /* run queue files at intervals */
# ifdef QUEUE
(void) unsetenv("HOSTALIASES");
FullName = NULL; 
queuemode = TRUE; 
switch (optarg[0])
{
case 'I';
QueueLimitId = newstr(ioptarg[1]); 
break;
case 'R':
QueueLimitRecipient = newstr(&optarg[1] ); 
break;
case 'S':
QueueLimitSender = newstr(fcoptarg[l]); 
break;
default :
Queuelntvl = convtime(optarg, 'm'); 
break;
}
# else /* QUEUE */
usrerr("I don't know about queues");
ExitStat = EX.USAGE;
# endif /* QUEUE */ 
break;
case 't': /* read recipients from message */
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QrabTo = TRUE; 
break;
case 'X': /* traffic log file */ 
endpwent(); 
setgid(RealGid); 
setuid(RealUid);
TrafficLogFile = f open (optarg, "a") ; 
if (TrafficLogFile == NULL)
{
syserrCcannot open %s" , optarg) ; 
break;
>
♦ifdef HASSETVBUF
setvbuf(TrafficLogFile, NULL, _IOLBF, 0) ;
♦else
setlinebuf(TrafficLogFile) ;
♦endif
break;
/* compatibility flags */
case ' c ' :  /* connect to non-local mailers */
case ' i ' :  / *  don't let dot stop me * /
case 'm': /* send to me too */
case 'T'; /* set timeout interval */
case v' : /* give blow-by-blow description */ 
setoption(j, "T", FALSE, TRUE, CurEnv); 
break;
case 'e': /* error message disposition */
case 'M': /* define macro */
setoption(j, optarg, FALSE, TRUE, CurEnv); 
break;
case 's': /* save From lines in headers */ 
setoption('f', "T", FALSE, TRUE, CurEnv); 
break;
♦ ifdef DBM
case 'I': /* initialize alias DBM file */ 
OpMode = MD.INITALIAS; 
break;
♦ endif /* DBM */
♦ if defined( osf ) | I defined(.AIXS)
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case 'x': /* random flag that OSF/1 t AIX mailx passes */ 
break;
# endif
# if defined(Sony.news) 
case 'E':
case 'J': /* ignore flags for Japanese code conversion 
impremented on Sony NEWS */ 
break;
# endif
default :
ExitStat = EX.USAGE;
finis();
break;
}
}
av += optind;
/ *
** Do basic initialization.
** Read system control file.
** Extract special fields for local use.
*!
/* set up ${opMode} for use in config file */
{
char mbuf[2];
mbuf[0] = DpMode; 
mbuf [1] = '\0';
define(MID.OPMODE, newstr(mbuf), CurEnv);
>
#if XDEBUG
checkfdO12("before readcf");
♦endif
vendor.pre.defaults(CurEnv); 
readcf (getcfnameO , safecf, CurEnv) ; 
vendor.post.defaults(CurEnv) ;
/* suppress error printing if errors mailed back or whatever */ 
if (CurEnv->e.errormode != EM.PRINT)
HoldErrs = TRUE;
/* set up the $=m class now, after .cf has a chance to redefine $m */
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expamd("\201in", jbuf, sizeof jbuf, CurEnv); 
setclass('m', jbuf);
if (tTd(0, D )
{
printf ("\ n = = = = = = = =  SYSTEM IDENTITY (after readcf) ============") ;
printf ("\n (short domain name) $w = ");
xput s (macvalue ( ' w ', CurEnv) ) ;
printf("\n (canonical domain name) $j = ");
xput s(macvalue('j ', CurEnv));
printf("\n (subdomain name) $m = ");
xput s(macvalue('m', CurEnv));
printf("\n (node name) $k = ") ;
xputs(macvalue('k', CurEnv));
printf (" \n===================================
================\n\n" ) ;
>
/*
** Initialize name server if it is going to be used.
* /
#if NAMED.BIND
if (UseNameServer && ! bitset(RES.INIT, .res. options) ) 
res.initO ;
# ifdef RES.NDALIASES
.res.options |= RES.NDALIASES ;
# endif 
♦endif
/ *
** Do more command line checking —  these are things that 
** have to modify the results of reading the config file.
♦ /
/* process authorization weurnings from command line */ 
if (warn.C.flag)
auth.waming(CurEnv, "Processed by %s with -C %s",
RealUserName, ConfFile);
if (wam.f.flag != '\0' kt !wordinclass(RealUserName, 't')) 
auth.waming (CurEnv, "%s set sender to %s using -%c",
RealUserName, from, warn.f.flag); 
if (Wam.q.option)
auth.waming (CurEnv, "Processed from queue %s", QueueDir) ;
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/* check body type for legality ♦/ 
if (CurEnv->e_bodytype == NULL)
/* nothing */ ;
else if (strcasecmp (CnrEnv->e_bodytype, "7BIT") ==0)
SevenBitInput = TRUE;
else if (strcaisecmp(CurEnv->e_bodytype, "8BITMIME") == 0)
SevenBitInput = FALSE; 
else
usrerr("Illegal body type %s", optarg);
/* Enforce use of local time (null string overrides this) */ 
if (TimeZoneSpec == NULL) 
unsetenv("TZ") ;
else if (TimeZoneSpec[0] != '\0') 
setuserenv("TZ", TimeZoneSpec); 
tzsetO ;
/* check for sane configuration level */ 
if (ConfigLevel > MAXCONFIGLEVEL)
{
syserr("Warning: .cf version level (%d) exceeds program 
functionality (%d)",ConfigLevel, MAXCONFIGLEVEL) ;
if (MeToo)
BlankEnvelope.e_flags |= EF.METOO;
switch (OpMode)
{
case MD.DAEMON:
/* remove things that don't make sense in daemon mode */ 
FullName = NULL;
GrabTo = FALSE;
/* arrainge to restart on hangup signal */
setsignal(SIGHUP, sighup);
break;
case MD.INITALIAS:
Verbose = TRUE;
/* fall through... */
default :
/* arrange to exit cleanly on hangup signal */ 
setsignal(SIGHUP, intsig);
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break;
}
/* full names can't have newlines */
if (FullName != NULL kt strchr(FullName, '\n') != NULL)
FullName = newstr(denlstring(FullName, TRUE, TRUE));
/* do heuristic mode adjustment */ 
if (Verbose)
{
/* turn off no connect option */ 
setoption('c', "F", TRUE, FALSE, CurEnv);
/* turn on interactive delivery */ 
setoption('d', TRUE, FALSE, CurEnv);
}
if (ConfigLevel < 3)
{
UseErrorsTo = TRUE;
}
/* set options that were previous macros */ 
if (SmtpGreeting == NULL)
{
if (ConfigLevel < 7 44 (p = macvalue('e', CurEnv)) != NULL)
SmtpGreeting = newstr(p) ;
else
SmtpGreeting = "\201j Sendmail \201v ready at \201b" ;
}
if (UnixFromLine == NULL)
{
if (ConfigLevel < 7 66 (p = macvalue('l', CurEnv)) != NULL)
UnixFromLine = newstr(p);
else
UnixFromLine = "From \201g \201d";
}
/* our name for SMTP codes */ 
expand("\201j", jbuf, sizeof jbuf, CurEnv);
MyHostName = jbuf;
if (strchr(jbuf, '.') == NULL)
message ("WARNING : local host name (%s) is not qualified; 
fix $j in config file", jbuf);
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/* make certain that this name is part of the $=w class */ 
setclass('w', MyHostName) ;
/* the indices of built-in mailers */
St = stab ("local", ST.MAILER, ST.FIND) ; 
if (st != NULL)
LocalMailer = st->s_mailer;
else if (OpMode != MD.TEST I I ! warn.C.flag)
syserr("No local mailer defined");
St = stab ("prog", ST.MAILER, ST.FIND) ; 
i f  (s t “  NULL)
syserr("No prog mailer defined");
else
{
ProgMailer = st->s_mailer;
clrbitn (M.MUSER, ProgMailer->m.flags) ;
}
st = stab("*file*", ST.MAILER, ST.FIND) ; 
if (st == NULL)
syserr("No *file* mailer defined"); 
else 
{
FileMailer = st->s_mailer;
clrbitn(M.MUSER, FileMailer->m.flags) ;
>
st = stab("*include*", ST.MAILER, ST.FIND) ; 
if (st == NULL)
syserr("No *include* mailer defined"); 
else
InclMailer = st->s.mailer ;
if (ConfigLevel < 6)
{
/* heuristic tweaking of local mailer for back compat ♦/ 
if (LocalMailer != NULL)
{
setbitn(M_ALIASABLE, LocalMailer->m.f lags) ; 
setbitn (M.HASPWENT, LocalMailer->m_flags) ; 
setbitn (M.TRYRULESET5, LocalMailer->m.f lags) ; 
setbitn(M_CHECKINCLUDE, LocalMailer->m.flags) ; 
setbitn(M.CHECKPRDG, LocalMailer->m.flags) ; 
setbitn(M.CHECKFILE, LocalMailer->m.flags) ;
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setbitn(M.CHECKUDB, LocalMailer->m_flags) ;
}
if (ProgMailer != NULL)
setbitn (M.RUNASRCPT, ProgMailer->m_flags) ;
if (FileMailer != NULL)
setbitn (M.RUNASRCPT, FileMailer->m_f lags) ;
/* propogate some envariables into children */ 
setuserenvC'ISP", NULL) ; 
setuserenvC'SYSTYPE", NULL) ;
}
/* MIME Content-Types that cannot be transfer encoded */ 
setclass('n', "multipart/signed");
/* MIME message/* subtypes that can be treated as messages */ 
setclass('s', "rfc822");
/* MIME Content-Transfer-Encodings that can be encoded */ 
setclass('e', "7bit") ; 
setclass('e', "8bit"); 
setclass('e', "binary");
/* operate in queue directory */
if (OpMode != MD.TEST && chdir(QueueDir) < 0)
{
syserr("cannot chdir(%s)", QueueDir);
ExitStat = EX.SOFTWARE;
}
# ifdef QUEUE
if (queuemode 66 RealUid != 0 66
bit set(PRIV.RESTRICTQRUN, PrivacyFlags) )
{
struct stat stbuf;
/* check to see if we own the queue directory */
if (stat(".", fcstbuf) < 0)
syserr("main: cannot stat %s", QueueDir);
if (stbuf.st.uid != RealUid)
{
/* nope, really a botch */
usrerr ("You do not have permission to process the queue") ; 
exit (EX.NOPERM);
}
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}
# endif /* QUEUE */
/* if we've had errors so far, exit now */ 
if (ExitStat != EX.OK kt OpMode != MD TEST)
{
endpwent(); 
setuid(RealUid); 
exit(ExitStat);
>
#if XDEBUG
checkfdO 12("before mainO initmaps") ;
♦endif
I*
** Do operation-mode-dependent initialization.
* /
switch (OpMode)
{
case MD.PRINT:
/* print the queue */
♦ifdef QUEUE 
dropenvelope(CurEnv); 
printqueueO ; 
endpwent0  ; 
setuid(RealUid); 
exit(EX.OK);
♦else /* QUEUE */
usrerr("No queue to print");
finis 0  :
♦endif /* QUEUE */
case MD.INITALIAS:
/* initialize alias database */ 
initmaps(TRUE, CurEnv); 
endpwent0  ; 
setuid(RealUid); 
exit(EX.OK);
case MD.DAEMON : 
case MD.SMTP:
/* don't open alias database —  done in srvrsmtp */ 
break;
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default ;
/* open the alias database */ 
initmaps(FALSE, CurEnv) ; 
break;
}
if (tTd(0, 15))
/* print configuration table (or at least part of it) */ 
if (tTd(0, 90)) 
printrulesO ;
for (i = 0; i < MAXMAILERS; i++)
{
if (Mailer[i] != NULL) 
printmailer (Mailer Ci] ) ;
}
}
/*
** Switch to the main envelope.
* /
CurEnv = newenvelope(AMainEnvelope, CurEnv);
MainEnvelope.e_flags = BlankEnvelope.e_flags;
/*
** If test mode, read addresses from stdin aind process.
♦ /
if (OpMode == MD.TEST)
{
char buf[MAXLINE]; 
void intindebug0  ;
if (isatty(fileno(stdin)))
Verbose = TRUE;
if (Verbose)
<
printf("ADDRESS TEST MODE (ruleset 3 NOT automatically invoked)\n"); 
printf("Enter <ruleset> <address>\n");
}
if (setjmp(TopFrame) > 0) 
printf("\n");
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(void) setsignal(SIGINT, intindebug); 
for (;;)
{
extern void testmodeline P((char *, ENVELOPE *) ) ;
if (Verbose) 
printf("> ");
(void) fflush(stdout);
if (f gets (buf, sizeof buf, stdin) == NULL) 
finis 0  ;
p = strchr(buf, '\n'); 
if (p != NULL)
♦p = '\0';
if (!Verbose)
printf("> %s\n", buf);
testmodeline(buf, CurEnv);
>
>
# ifdef QUEUE 
/*
** If collecting stuff from the queue, go start doing that 
* /
if (queuemode 66 OpMode != MD.DAEMGN kk Queuelntvl == 0)
{
(void) uns et env( ' ' HOSTALIASES"); 
runqueue(FALSE); 
finisO ;
}
# endif /* QUEUE ♦/
/*
** If a daemon, wait for a request.
** getrequests will always return in a child.
** If we should also be processing the queue, start 
** doing it in background.
** We check for any errors that might have happened 
** during startup.
* /
if (OpMode == MD.DAEMGN I I Queuelntvl != 0) 
char dtype[200];
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if (!tTd(99, 100))
{
/* put us in background */ 
i = forkO ; 
if (i < 0)
syserr("daemon: cannot fork"); 
if (i != 0) 
exit(O) ;
/* disconnect from our controlling tty */ 
disconnect(2, CurEnv);
}
dtype[0] = '\0'; 
if (OpMode == MD .DAEMON) 
strcat(dtype, "+SMTP"); 
if (Queuelntvl != 0)
{
strcat (dtype, "+queueing<0") ;
strcat(dtype, pintvl(Queuelntvl, TRUE));
}
if (tTd(0, D)
strcat(dtype, "+debugging");
♦ifdef LOG
syslog(LGG_INFO, "starting daemon (%s): %s", Version, dtype + 1);
♦endif
♦ifdef XLA
xla.creat e.f ile();
♦endif
♦ ifdef QUEUE 
if (queuemode)
runqueue(TRUE); 
if (OpMode != MD.DAEMGN) 
for (;;) 
pause0  ;
}
♦ endif /* QUEUE */ 
dropenvelope(CurEnv);
♦ifdef DAEMON 
getrequests0  ;
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/* at this point we are in a child: reset state */
(void) newenvelope(CnrEnv, CurEnv);
/ *
** Get authentication data 
* /
p = getauthinfo(fileno(InChannel)) ; 
define('_', p, CurEnv);
#endif /* DAEMON */
>
# ifdef SMTP 
/ *
** If running SMTP protocol, start collecting auid executing 
** commamds. This will never return.
* /
if (QpMode == MD.SMTP I I GpMode == MD.DAEMON) 
smtp(CurEnv);
# endif /* SMTP */
if (OpMode == MD.VERIFY)
{
CurEnv->e_sendmode = SM_ VERIFY;
CurEnv- > e _err ormo de = EM_QUIET;
PostMasterCopy = NULL;
}
else
{
/* interactive —  all errors are global */
CurEnv->e_flags 1= EF.GLGBALERRSIEF LGGSENDER;
>
/ *
** Do basic system initialization and set the sender 
* /
initsys(CurEnv) ;
setsender(from, CurEnv, NULL, FALSE); 
if (macvalue('s', CurEnv) == NULL) 
define('s', RealHostName, CurEnv);
if (*av == NULL kk IGrabTo)
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{
CurEnv->e.flags |= EF.GLGBALERRS;
usrerrC"Recipient names must be specified");
/* collect body for UUCP return */ 
if (GpMode != MD.VERIFY)
collect(InChannel, FALSE, FALSE, NULL, CurEnv); 
finisO ;
>
/ *
** Sc2in argv and deliver the message to everyone.
* /
sendtoargv(av, CurEnv);
/* if we have had errors sofar, arramge a meaningful exit stat */ 
if (Errors > 0 && ExitStat == EX.OK)
ExitStat = EX.USAGE;
/ *
** Read the input mail.
* /
CurEnv->e.to = NULL;
if (GpMode != MD.VERIFY I I GrabTo)
{
CurEnv->e.flags |= EF.GLGBALERRS;
collect(InChannel, FALSE, FALSE, NULL, CurEnv);
}
errno = 0; 
if (tTdd, D )
printf("From person = \"%s\"\n", CurEnv->e.from.q.paddr);
/ *
** Actually send everything.
** If verifying, just ack.
* /
CurEnv->e.from.q.flags 1= QDGNTSEND; 
if (tTdd, 5))
{
printf("main: QDGNTSEND ");
printaddr(&CurEnv->e.from, FALSE);
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}
CurEnv->e.to = NULL; 
sendall(CurEnv, SM.DEFAULT);
/ *
** All done.
** Don't send return error message if in VERIFY mode. 
* /
finis0  ;
}
void
intindebug()
{
longjmp(TopFrame, l); 
>
I*
** FINIS —  Clean up and exit.
* *
** Parameters;
** none 
* *
** Returns:
** never 
* *
** Side Effects:
** exits sendmail 
*!
void
finisO
{
if (tTd(2, D)
{
extern void printenvflagsO ;
printf("\n====finis : stat %d e_id=%s e_flags=", 
ExitStat,
CurEnv->e_id == NULL ? "NOQUEUE" : CurEnv->e_id); 
printenvflags(CurEnv);
}
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if (tTd(2, 9)) 
printopenfds(FALSE) ;
/* clean up temp files */
CurEnv->e.to = NULL; 
dropenvelope(CurEnv);
/* flush any cached connections */ 
mci.flush(TRUE, NULL);
# ifdef XLA
/* clean up extended load average stuff */ 
xla_all_end();
# endif
/* and exit */
# ifdef LOG
if (LogLevel > 78)
syslog(LOG_DEBUG, "finis, pid=%d", getpidO) ;
# endif /* LOG */
if (ExitStat == EX.TEMPFAIL I I CurEnv->e_errormode == EM.BERKNET) 
ExitStat = EX.OK;
/* reset uid for process accounting */ 
endpwent0  ; 
setuid(RealUid);
exit(ExitStat);
>
/ *
** INTSIG —  clean up on interrupt 
* *
** This just arranges to exit. It pessimises in that it 
** may resend a message.
* *
** Parameters:
** none.
* *
** Returns :
** none.
* *
** Side Effects:
** Unlocks the current job.
♦ /
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void
intsigO
{
FileName = NULL; 
unlockqueue(CurEnv);
#ifdef XLA 
xla_all_end();
*endif
/* reset uid for process accounting */ 
endpwent0  ; 
setuid(RealUid);
exit(EX.OK);
>
/ *
** INITMACROS —  initialize the macro system 
* *
** This just involves defining some macros that are actually 
** used internally as metasymbols to be themselves.
* *
** Parameters:
** none.
* *
** Returns:
** none.
* *
** Side Effects:
** initializes several macros to be themselves.
*!
struct metamac MetaMacrosD =
{
/* LHS pattern matching characters */
MATCHZANY, MATCHANY, MATCHONE,
MATCHCLASS, MATCHNCLASS,
/* these are RHS metasymbols */
CANONNET, 'fl', CANONHOST, CANONUSER,
CALLSUBR,
/* the conditional operations */
CONDIF, 'I', CONDELSE, CONDFI,
/* the hostname lookup characters */
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HOSTBEGIN, HOSTEND,
LOOKUPBEGIN, LOOKUPEND,
/* miscellaneous control characters */
'k'. MACRGDEXPAND,
'\Q'
} ;
#define HACBINDING(name, mid) \
stab(name, ST.MACRQ, ST.ENTER)->s_macro = mid; \
MacroName[mid] - name;
void
initmacros(e) 
register ENVELGPE *e;
{
register struct metamac *m; 
register int c; 
char buf[5];
extern char *MacroName[256] ;
for (m = MetaMacros; m->metaname != '\0'; m++)
{
buf [0] = m->metaval ; 
buf[1] = '\0';
define(m->metaname, newstr(buf), e) ;
}
buf[0] = MATCHREPL; 
buf [2] = '\0';
for (c = 'O'; c <= '9'; c++)
{
buf [1] = c;
define(c, newstr(buf), e);
>
/* set defaults for some macros sendmail will use later */ 
define('n', "MAILER-DAEMON", e) ;
/* set up external names for some internal macros */ 
MACBINDINGC'opMode", MID.OPMGDE);
/♦XXX should probably add equivalents for all short macros here XXX*/ 
}
/ *
*♦ DISCONNECT —  remove our connection with any foreground process
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* *
** Psarameters :
** droplev —  how "deeply" we should drop the line. 
** 0 —  ignore signals, mail back errors, make sure
** output goes to stdout.
** 1 —  also, make stdout go to transcript.
** 2 —  also, disconnect from controlling terminal
** (only for daemon mode).
** e —  the current envelope.
* *
** Returns:
** none 
* *
** Side Effects:
** Trys to insure that we aire immune to vagaries of 
** the controlling tty.
♦ /
void
disconnect(droplev, e) 
int droplev; 
register ENVELOPE *e;
{
int fd;
if (tTd(52, D )
printf ("disconnect : In %d Out %d, e='/,x\n", 
fileno(InChannel), fileno(OutChannel), e) ; 
if (tTd(52, 100))
{
printf("don't\n"); 
return;
}
/♦be sure we don't get nasty signals ♦/
(void) setsignaKSIGINT, SIG.IGN) ;
(void) setsignaKSIGQUIT, SIG.IGN) ;
/♦ we can't communicate with our caller, so.... */ 
HoldErrs = TRUE;
CurEnv->e_errormode = EM.MAIL;
Verbose = FALSE;
Disconnected = TRUE;
/♦ all input from /dev/null ♦/
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if (InChannel != stdin)
{
(void) fclose(InChannel);
InChannel = stdin;
}
(void) freopen("/dev/null", "r", stdin);
/* output to the transcript */ 
if (OutChannel != stdout)
{
(void) f close (OutChannel) ;
OutChannel - stdout;
}
if (droplev > 0)
{
if (e->e_xfp == NULL)
fd = open("/dev/null", O.WRGNLY, 0666);
else
fd = fileno(e->e_xfp);
(void) fflush(stdout); 
dup2(fd, STDOUT.FILENO) ; 
dup2(fd, STDERR.FILENO) ; 
if (e->e_xfp == NULL) 
close(fd) ;
}
/* drop our controlling TTY completely if possible */ 
if (droplev > 1)
{
(void) setsidO; 
ermo = 0;
}
#if XDEBUG
checkfdO12("disconnect") ;
#endif
# ifdef LOG
if (LogLevel > 71)
syslog(LOG_DEBUG, "in background, pid='/,d", getpidO);
# endif /* LOG */
ermo = 0;
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static void 
obsolete(argv) 
char *argv□  ;
{
register char *ap; 
register char *op;
while ((ap = *++argv) != NULL)
{
/* Return if "— " or not an option of any form. */ 
if (ap[0] != II ap[l] == '-') 
return;
/* skip over options that do have a value */ 
op = strchr(OPTIONS, ap[l]);
if (op != NULL *++op == kk ap[2] == '\0' kk 
ap[l] != 'd' kk 
#if defined(sony.news)
apCl] != 'E' kk apCl] != 'J' kk 
#endif
argvCl] != NULL kk argv[l] [0] != '-')
{
argv++;
continue;
}
/* If -C doesn't have an argument, use sendmail.cf. */
#define  DEFPATH "sendmail.cf"
if (ap[l] == 'C' kk ap[2] == '\0')
{
♦argv = xalloc(sizeof ( DEFPATH) + 2) ;
argv[0][0] - 
argv[0] [1] = 'C';
(void)strcpy(4argv[0][2],  DEFPATH);
>
/* If -q doesn't have an argument, run it once. ♦/
if (ap[1] == 'q' kk ap[2] == '\0')
♦argv = "-qO";
/* if -d doesn't have an argument, use 0-99.1 ♦/
if (ap[l] == 'd' kk ap[2] == '\0')
♦argv = "-dO-99.1";
# if def ined(s ony.news)
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/* if -E doesn't have an aurgnment, use -EC */
if (ap[l] == 'E' 44 ap[2] == '\0')
♦argv = "-EC";
/♦ if - J  doesn't have an argument, use -JJ  ♦ /
if (apCl] == ' J '  44 ap[2] =- '\0')
♦argv =
# endif 
>
>
/ ♦
♦♦ AUTH_WARNING —  specify authorization warning 
* *
♦♦ Parameters;
♦♦ e —  the current envelope.
♦♦ msg —  the text of the message.
♦♦ args —  arguments to the message.
* *
♦♦ Returns:
♦♦ none.
♦ /
void
#ifdef __STDC__
auth.waming(register ENVELOPE *e, const char *msg, ...) 
#else
auth_waming(e, msg, va.alist) 
register ENVELOPE *e; 
const char ♦msg; 
va.dcl 
#endif 
{
char buf[MAXLINE];
VA.LOCAL.DECL
if (bitset (PRIV.AUTHWARNINGS, PrivacyFlags))
{
register char *p;
static chair hostbuf [48] ;
extern struct hostent ♦myhostnameO ;
if (hostbuf[0] == '\0')
(void) myhostname(hostbuf, sizeof hostbuf);
(void) sprintf(buf, "%s: ", hostbuf);
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p = &buf[strlen(buf)]:
VA.START(msg); 
vsprintfCp, msg, ap) ;
VA.END;
addheader("X-Authentication-Waming", buf, 4e->e_header) ;
#ifdef LOG 
if (LogLevel > 3)
syslog(LOG_INFO, "%s: Authentication-Warning: %s", 
e->e_id == NULL ? " [NOQUEUE] " : e->e_id, buf) ;
#endif
>
>
/ ♦
** SETUSERENV —  set an environment in the propogated environment 
* *
** Parameters:
** envar —  the name of the environment variable.
** value —  the value to which it should be set. If 
** null, this is extracted from the incoming 
** environment. If that is not set, the call 
** to setuserenv is ignored.
* *
** Returns :
** none.
♦ /
void
setuserenv(envar, value) 
const char *envar; 
const char *value;
{
int i;
char **evp = UserEnviron; 
char *p;
if (value == NULL)
{
value = getenv(envar); 
if (value == NULL) 
return ;
>
i = strlen(envar);
p = (char *) Xalloc(strlen(value) + i + 2) ; 
strcpy(p, envar);
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p[i++] =
strcpyCftpCi] , value) ;
while (*evp != NULL 44 stmcmp(*evp, p, i) != 0) 
evp++;
if (*evp != NULL)
{
*evp++ = p;
}
else if (evp < 4UserEnviron [MAXUSERENVIRON] )
{
*evp++ = p;
♦evp = NULL;
}
/♦ make sure it is in our environment as well ♦/ 
if (putenv(p) < 0)
syserr("setuserenv: putenv(%s) failed", p);
>
/♦
♦♦ DUMPSTATE —  dump state 
* *
♦♦ For debugging.
♦ /
void
dumpState(when) 
char ♦when;
{
#ifdef LOG
register char ♦] = macvalue('j', CurEnv);
syslog(LOG_DEBUG, " dumping state on %s: $j = % s  ",
when,
j == NULL ? "<NULL>" : j); 
if (j != NULL)
{
if (!wordinclass(j, 'w')) 
syslog(LOG_DEBUG, "♦♦♦ $j not in $=w ♦♦♦");
}
syslog(LOG.DEBUG, "CurChildren = %d", CurChildren);
syslog(LQG_DEBUG, " open file descriptors: ") ;
printopenfds(TRUE);
syslog(LOG.DEBUG, " connection cache :  ");
mci_dump_all(TRUE);
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if (RewriteRules[89] != NULL)
{
int stat;
register char **pvp; 
char ♦pv[MAXATOM + 1] ;
pv[0] = NULL;
stat = rewrite(pv, 89, 0, CurEnv);
syslog(LOG.DEBUG, " ruleset 89 returns stat %d, p v : ---",
stat);
for (pvp = pv; *pvp != NULL; pvp++) 
syslog(LOG.DEBUG, "%s", *pvp);
}
syslog(LOG.DEBUG, " end of state dump — ");
#endif
>
void
sigusrlO
{
dumpstate ("user signal") ; 
}
void
sighupO
{
#ifdef LOG 
if (LogLevel > 3)
syslog(LOG_INFO, "restarting %s on signal", SaveArgv[0]); 
#endif
releasesignal(SIGHUP); 
execv(SaveArgv[0] , (ARGV.T) SaveArgv); 
fifdef LOG 
if (LogLevel > 0)
syslog(LOG.ALERT, "could not exec %s: %m", SaveArgv[0]) ;
#endif
exit(EX.OSFILE);
}
/ ♦
** TESTMODELINE —  process a test mode input line 
* *
** Parameters :
** line —  the input line.
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** e —  the current environment.
** Syntax:
** # a comment
** X process X as a configuration line
** =X dump a configuration item (such as mailers)
** $X dump a macro or class
** /X try an activity
** X normal process through rule set X
♦ /
void
testmodeline(1ine, e) 
char ♦line;
ENVELOPE %e;
{
register char ♦p; 
char ♦q;
auto char ♦delimptr; 
int mid; 
int i, rs;
STAB ♦map; 
char ♦♦s;
struct rewrite ♦rw;
ADDRESS a;
static int tryflags = RF.COPYNONE; 
char exbuf[MAXLINE];
extern bool invalidaddr P((char ♦, char ♦));
extern char ♦crackaddr  P((char ♦));
extern void dump.class  P((STAB ♦, int));
extern void tremslate.dollars __P((char ♦));
switch (line[0])
{
case 
case 0 : 
return;
help("-bt"); 
return ;
case '.': /♦ config-style settings ♦/ 
switch (line[l])
{
case 'D':
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mid = macid(41ine[2] , fcdelimptr) ;
if (mid == '\0')
return;
translate.dollars (delimptr) ; 
define(mid, newstr(delimptr), e); 
break ;
case 'C':
if (line[2] == '\0') /* not to call syserr() */ 
return;
mid = macid(&line[2] , ftdelimptr) ; 
if (mid == '\0') 
return;
translate.dollars (delimptr) ;
expand(delimptr, exbuf, sizeof exbuf, e);
p = exbuf;
while (*p != '\0')
{
register char *wd; 
cheur delim;
while (*p != '\0' 44 isascii(*p) 44 isspace(*p))
P++;
wd = p;
while (*p != '\0' 44 !(isascii(*p) 44 isspace(*p)))
P++;
delim = *p;
*p = '\0';
if (wd[0] != '\0')
setclass(mid, wd);
*p = delim;
>
break;
case '\0': 
printf("Usage: .[DC]macro value(s)\n"); 
break;
default :
printf("Unknown \".\" command %s\n", line); 
break;
>
return ;
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case /* conf ig-style settings */
switch (lined])
{
case 'S': /* dump rule set */ 
rs = strtorwset(tline[2], NULL, ST.FIND); 
if (rs < 0) 
return;
rw = RewriteRules[rs]; 
if (rw == NULL) 
return; 
do
{
putchar('R'); 
s = rw->r_lhs; 
while (*s != NULL)
{
xputs(*s++); 
putchar(' ');
>
putchar('\t') 
putchar('\t') 
s = rw->r_rhs; 
while (*s != NULL)
{
xputs(*s++); 
putchar(' ');
}
putchar('Xn') ;
> while (rw = rw->r_next); 
break;
case 'M : 
for (i = 0; i < MAXMAILERS; i++)
{
if (Mailer[i] != NULL) 
printmailer(Mailer[i]);
}
break;
case '\0': 
printf("Usage: =Sruleset or =M\n"); 
break;
default :
printf ("Unknown \"=\" command 7,s\n", line) ;
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break;
>
return;
case : /* set command-line-like opts */ 
switch (lined])
{
case 'd': 
tTflag(41ine[2]); 
break;
case '\0':
printf ("Usage: -d{debug arguments}\n") ; 
break;
default :
printf ("Unknown \"-\" command %s\n", line) ; 
break;
}
return;
case '$': 
if (lined] == '=')
{
mid = macid(41ine[2], NULL); 
if (mid != '\0') 
stabapply(dump_class, mid); 
return ;
}
mid = macid(&line[l], NULL);
if (mid == '\0')
return;
p = macvalue(mid, e); 
if (p == NULL) 
printf("Undefined\n"); 
else 
{
xputs(p); 
printf("\n");
}
return ;
case '/': /* miscellaneous commands */ 
p = feline[strlen(line)];
while (— p >= line fefe isascii (*p) fefe isspace(*p))
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♦P = '\0';
p = strpbrkCline, " \t"); 
if (p != NULL)
{
while (isascii (*p) fefe isspace(*p))
*p++ = '\0';
}
else 
P =
if (lineCl] == '\0')
{
printf ("Usage: / [canon | map I mx I parse I try I tryflags] \n" ) ; 
return;
}
if (strcasecmp(feline[l] , "mx") == 0)
#if NAMED.BIND
/* look up MX records */
int nmx;
auto int rcode;
char ♦mxhosts[MAXMXHOSTS + 1];
if (*p == '\0')
{
printf("Usage: /mx address\n") ; 
return;
}
nmx = getmxrr(p, mxhosts, FALSE, fercode); 
printf ("getmxrr (7s) returns %d value(s) :\n", p, nmx); 
for (i = 0; i < nmx; i++) 
printf("\t%s\n", mxhosts[i]) ;
#else
printf("No MX code compiled in\n");
#endif
}
else if (strcasecmp(feline[1], "canon") == 0)
{
auto int rcode = EX.OK; 
char host[MAXHOSTNAMELEN];
if (*p == '\0')
{
printf("Usage: /canon address\n"); 
return;
}
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strcpyChost, p);
getcanonname(host, sizeof(host), HasWildcardMX, ftrcode); 
printf("getcanonname(7s) returns 7s (7d)\n", 
p, host, rcode);
}
else if (strcasecmp(feline[1], "map") == 0)
{
auto int rcode = EX.OK;
if (*p == '\0')
{
printf ("Usage: /map mapname key\n") ; 
return ;
}
for (q = p; *q != '\0' fefe !isspace(*q); q++)
continue;
if (*q == '\0')
{
printf ("No key specif ied\n") ; 
return;
}
♦q++ = '\0';
map = stab(p, ST.MAP, ST.FIND); 
if (map == NULL)
{
printf("Map named \"7s\" not found\n", p); 
return ;
}
printf("map.lookup: 7s (7s) ", p, q); 
p = (*map->s_map.map_class->map.lookup)
(femap->s_map, q, NULL, fercode); 
if (p == NULL)
printf("no match (7d)\n", rcode); 
else
printf("returns 7s (7d)\n", p, rcode);
>
else if (strcasecmp(feline[l], "try") == 0)
{
MAILER *m;
STAB *s;
auto int rcode = EX.OK;
q = strpbrk(p, " \t"); 
if (q != NULL)
{
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while (isascii(*q) kk isspace(*q))
♦ q + +  =  ' \ 0 ' ;
}
if (q == NULL II *q == '\0')
{
printf("Usage; /try mailer address\n"); 
return;
}
s = stab(p. ST.MAILER, ST.FIND); 
if (s == NULL)
{
printf("Unknown mailer %s\n", p); 
return ;
}
m = s->s.mailer;
printf("Trying %s %s address %s for mailer %s\n", 
bitset(RF.HEADERADDR, tryflags) ? "header" : "envelope", 
bitset(RF.SENDERADDR, tryflags) ? "sender" : "recipient",
q ,  p ) ;
p = remotename(q, m, tryflags, fercode, CurEnv); 
printf("Rcode = %d, addr = %s\n", 
rcode, p == NULL ? "<NULL>" : p) ;
}
else if (strcasecmp(felineCl] , "tryflags") == 0)
{
if (*p == '\0')
{
printf("Usage: /tryflags [HhlEe] [SsiRr]\n"); 
return ;
}
for (; *p != '\0'; p++)
{
switch (*p)
{
case 'U': 
case 'h': 
tryflags 1= RF.HEADERADDR; 
break;
case 'E': 
case 'e': 
tryflags fe= "RF.HEADERADDR; 
break;
case 'S':
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tryflags |= RF.SENDERADDR; 
break;
case 'R': 
case 'r': 
tryflags fe= "RF.SENDERADDR; 
break;
>
}
}
else if (strcasecmp(feline[l] , "parse") == 0)
{
if (*p == '\0')
{
printf ("Usage: /pairse addressXn") ; 
return;
}
q = crackaddr(p);
printf("Cracked address = ");
xputs(q);
printf("\nParsing %s %s addressXn",
bitset(RF.HEADERADDR, tryflags) ? "header" : "envelope", 
bitset(RF.SENDERADDR, tryflags) ? "sender" : "recipient"); 
if (parseaddr(p, fea, tryflags, 'XO', NULL, e) == NULL) 
printf("Cannot parseXn");
else if (a.q.host != NULL fefe a.q.host[0] != 'XO') 
printf("mailer %s, host %s, user %sXn", 
a .q.mailer->m.name, a.q.host, a.q.user); 
else
printf("mailer %s, user %sXn", 
a .q.mailer->m.name, a .q.user);
}
else
{
printf("Unknown X"/X" command %sXn", line);
}
return ;
}
for (p = line; isascii(*p) fefe isspace(*p); p++) 
continue;
q = P:
while (*p != 'XO' fefe !(isascii(*p) fefe isspace(*p)))
P++;
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if (*p == '\0')
{
printf("No address!\n"); 
return;
}
*P = '\0';
if (invalidaddr(p + 1, NULL)) 
return; 
do 
{
register char ♦♦pvp; 
char pvpbuf[PSBUFSIZE];
pvp = prescan(++p, pvpbuf, sizeof pvpbuf,
fedelimptr, NULL); 
if (pvp == NULL) 
continue;
p = q;
while (♦p != '\0')
{
int stat;
int rs = strtorwset(p, NULL, ST.FIND);
if (rs < 0) 
break ;
stat = rewrite(pvp, rs, 0, e); 
if (stat != EX.OK)
printf("== Ruleset %s (%d) status %d\n", 
p, rs, stat);
while (♦p != '\0' kk ♦p+t != ',') 
continue;
>
> while (♦(p = delimptr) != '\0');
}
void
dump.class(s, id) 
register STAB ♦s; 
int id;
{
if (s->s.type != ST.CLASS) 
return ;
if (bitnset(id k Oxff, s->s.class)) 
printf("%s\n", s->s.name);
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6.4 MAILJSEND SUPPORT LIBRARY
Prograxn Name
Language
Operating System
Portabili ty/  Special Comment
mail^end.h
C
U N IX
This is aji include library file for the program maiLsend.c
# ifdef .DEFINE
# define EXTERN
# else /* .DEFINE */
# define EXTERN extern
# endif /* .DEFINE */
# include <unistd.h>
# include <stddef.h>
# include <stdlib.h>
# include <stdio.h>
# include <ctype.h>
# include <setjmp.h>
# include <string.h>
# include <time.h>
# include <ermo.h>
# ifdef EX.OK
# undef EX.OK /* for SVr4.2 SMP */
# endif
# include <sysexits.h>
# include "conf.h"
# include "useful.h"
# ifdef LOG
# include <syslog.h>
# endif /* LOG */
# ifdef DAEMON
# include <sys/socket.h>
# endif
# if NETUNIX
# include <sys/un.h>
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# endif
# if NETINET
# include <netinet/in.h>
# endif
# if NETISO
# include <netiso/iso.h>
# endif
# if NETNS
# include <netns/ns.h>
# endif
# if NETX25
# include <netccitt/x25.h>
# endif
/* forward references for prototypes */ 
typedef struct envelope ENVELOPE; 
typedef struct mailer MAILER;
/♦
** Data structure for bit maps.
* *
** Each bit in this map cam be referenced by an ascii character.
** This is 256 possible bits, or 32 8-bit bytes.
♦ /
#define BITMAPBYTES 32 /* number of bytes in a bit map */
#define BYTEBITS 8 /* number of bits in a byte */
/* internal macros */
«define .BITWORD(bit) ((bit) / (BYTEBITS * sizeof (int)))
«define .BITBIT(bit) (1 «  ((bit) % (BYTEBITS * sizeof (int))))
typedef int BITMAP[BITMAPBYTES / sizeof (int)];
/* test bit number N */
«define bitnset(bit, map) ((map)[_BITWORD(bit)] & _BITBIT(bit)) 
/* set bit number N */
«define setbitn(bit, map) (map) [.BITHORD(bit)] 1= .BITBIT(bit)
/* clear bit number N */
«define clrbitn(bit, map) (map) [_BITWORD(bit)] &= "_BITBIT(bit)
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/* clear am entire bit map */
«define clrbitmap(map) bzero((char *) map, BITMAPBYTES) 
/ *
** Address structure.
** Addresses are stored internally in this structure.
♦ /
struct address 
{
char *q_paddr ; /* the printname for the address */ 
char *q_user; /* user name */
char *q_ruser; /* real user name, or NULL if q.user */
char *q_host; /* host name */
struct mailer *q_mailer; /* mailer to use */
u.long q.flags ; /* status flags, see below */
uid.t q.uid; /* user-id of receiver (if known) */
gid.t q.gid; /* group-id of receiver (if known) */
char *q.home; /* home dir (local mailer only) */
char *q.fullname; /* full name if known */
struct address *q_next ; /* chain */
struct address *q_alias ; /* address this results from */
char *q.owner; /* owner of q_alias */ 
struct address *q_tchain; /* temporary use chain */
char *q.orcpt; /* ORCPT parameter from RCPT TO: line */
char ♦q.status; /* status code for DSNs */ 
char *q.fstatus; /* final status code for DSNs */ 
char *q.rstatus; /* remote status message for DSNs */ 
time.t q.Statdate; /* date of status messages */ 
char *q.statmta; /* MTA generating q.rstatus */ 
short q.specificity; /* how "specific" this address is */ 
};
typedef struct address ADDRESS;
« define QDONTSEND 0x00000001
« define QBADADDR 0x00000002
« define QGOODUID 0x00000004
« define QPRIMARY 0x00000008
« define QQUEUEUP 0x00000010
« define qSENT 0x00000020
« define QNOTREMOTE 0x00000040
« define QSELFREF 0x00000080
« define QVERIFIED 0x00000100
« define QBOGUSSHELL 0x00000400
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# define QUNSAFEADDR 0x00000800 
» define QPINGONSUCCESS 0x00001000 
« define QPIN60NFAILURE 0x00002000
# define QPINGONDELAY 0x00004000
# define QHASNOTIFY 0x00008000 
« define QRELAYED 0x00010000
# define QEXPANDED 0x00020000
# define QDELIVERED 0x00040000
# define QDELAYED 0x00080000
# define QTHISPASS 0x80000000
# define NÜLLADDR ((ADDRESS *) NULL)
/* functions */ 
extern ADDRESS
♦parseaddr P((char *, ADDRESS *, int, int, char **, ENVELOPE *));
extern ADDRESS
♦recipient __P((ADDRESS *, ADDRESS **, int, ENVELOPE *)); 
extern chair
♦♦prescan P((char ♦, int, charO , int, chair ♦♦, u.char ♦));
extern int
rewrite P((char ♦♦, int, int, ENVELOPE ♦));
extern char
♦remotename P((char ♦, MAILER ♦, int, int ♦, ENVELOPE ♦));
extern ADDRESS
♦getctladdr  P((ADDRESS ♦));
extern bool
sameaddr __P((ADDRESS ♦, ADDRESS ♦)); 
extern bool
emptyaddr P((ADDRESS ♦));
extern void
printaddr  P((ADDRESS ♦, bool));
extern void
cataddr P((char ♦♦, char ♦♦, char ♦, int, int));
extern int
sendtolist __P((char ♦, ADDRESS ♦, ADDRESS ♦♦, int, ENVELOPE ♦));
/ ♦
♦♦ Mailer definition structure.
♦♦ Every mailer known to the system is declared in this 
♦♦ structure. It defines the pathname of the mailer, some 
♦♦ flags associated with it, and the argument vector to 
♦♦ pass to it. The flags are defined in conf.c 
* *
♦♦ The argument vector is expanded before actual use. All 
♦♦ words except the first are passed through the macro
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** processor.
♦ /
struct mailer 
{
char *m_name ; /* symbolic name of this mailer */ 
char *m_mailer ; /* pathname of the mailer to use */ 
char *m_mtatype; /* type of this MTA */ 
char *m_addrtype; /* type for addresses */ 
char *m_diagtype; /* type for diagnostics */
BITMAP m.flags; /* status flags, see below */
short m.mno; /* mailer number internally */
short m_nice; /* niceness to run at (mostly for prog) */
char **m_argv; /* template argument vector */
short m_sh_rwset; /* rewrite set: sender header addresses */
short m_se_rwset; /* rewrite set: sender envelope addresses */
short m_rh_rwset; /* rewrite set: recipient header addresses */
short m_re_rwset; /* rewrite set: recipient envelope addresses */
chzur *m_eol; /* end of line string */
long m_maxsize; /* size limit on message to this mailer */
int m.linelimit ; /* max # characters per line */
char *m_execdir ; /* directory to chdir to before execv */
uid_t m_uid; /* UID to run as */
gid_t m_gid; /* GID to run as */
char *m_def charset ; /* default character set */
>;
/* bits for m_flags */
# d e fin e M.ESMTP ' a '
« d e fin e M.ALIASABLE 'A'
» d e fin e M.BLANKEND 'b'
# d e fin e M.NOCOMMENT ' c '
# d e fin e M.CANONICAL 'C'
# d e fin e M.NOBRACKET ' d '
» d e fin e M.EXPENSIV ' e '
# d e fin e M.ESCFROM 'E'
« d e fin e MLFOPT ' f  '
# d e fin e M_NO_NULL_FROM 'g '
« d e fin e M.HST.UPPER ']h '
» d e fin e M.PREHEAD 'H'
# d e fin e M.UDBENVELOPE ' i '
« d e fin e M_INTERNAL 'I
« d e fin e M.UDBRECIPIENT ' j '
# d e fin e M.NQLOOPCHECK ' k '
# d efin e M.LOCALMAILER ' 1 '
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# define M.LIMITS 'L'
# define M.MUSER 'm'
# define M.NHDR 'n'
» define M.MANYSTATUS N
» define M.RUNASRCPT ' o '
# define M.FROMPATH 'p'
# define M_ROPT 'r'
# define M.SECURE.PORT 'R'
« define M.STRIPQ s'
« define M_SPECIFIC_UID 'S
# define M_USR_UPPER 'u'
# define M.ÜGLYÜUCP 'U'
# define M.CONTENT.LEN 'v'
» define M.HASPWENT 'w'
» define M.XDOT X'
« define M_EBCDIC '3'
» define M.TRYRULESETB '5'
« define M.7BITS '7'
» define M_8BITS '8'
» define M.MAKE8BIT '9'
» define M.CHECKINCLUDE ';
« define M_CHECKPROG 'I'
# define M.CHECKFILE '/'
# define M.CHECKUDB 'fi'
EXTERN MAILER *Mailer[MAXMAILERS+l];
EXTERN MAILER *LocalMailer;
EXTERN MAILER *ProgMailer;
EXTERN MAILER *FileMailer;
EXTERN MAILER *InclMailer;
/*
** Header structure.
** This structure is used internally to store header items 
* /
struct header 
{
char *h_field; /* the name of the field */ 
char *h_value; /* the value of that field */ 
struct header *h_link; /* the next header */ 
u.short h_flags ; /* status bits, see below */
BITMAP h_mflags; /* m_flags bits needed */
};
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typedef struct header HDR;
/*
** Header information structure.
** Defined in conf.c, this struct declares the header fields 
** that have some magic meaning.
♦ /
struct hdrinfo 
{
char *hi_field; /* the name of the field */ 
u_short hi.flags; /* status bits, see below */
};
extern struct hdrinfo Hdrinfo □  ;
/* bits for hjflags and hi_flags */
# define H_EOH 0x0001 /* this field terminates header */
# define HJRCPT 0x0002 /* contains recipient addresses */
# define H_DEFAULT 0x0004 /* if another value is found, drop this */
# define H.RESENT 0x0008 /* this address is a "Resent-..." address */
# define H.CHECK 0x0010 /♦ check h.mflags against m.flags */
# define H.ACHECK 0x0020 /* ditto, but always (not just default) */
# define H.FORCE 0x0040 /* force this field, even if default */
# define H_TRACE 0x0080 /* this field contains trace information */
# define H_FROM 0x0100 /* this is a from-type field */
# define H.VALID 0x0200 /* this field has a validated value */
# define H_RECEIPTTO 0x0400 /* this field has return receipt info */
# define H_ERRORSTO 0x0800 /* this field has error address info */
# define H_CTE 0x1000 /* this field is a content-transfer-encoding */
# define H.CTYPE 0x2000 /* this is a content-type field */
# define H_STRIPVAL 0x4000 /* strip value from header (Bcc:) */
/*
** Information about currently open connections to mailers, or to 
** hosts that we have looked up recently.
♦ /
# define MCI struct mailer_con_info 
MCI
short mci.flags: /* flag bits, see below */ 
short mci_ermo; /* error number on last connection */ 
short mci_herrno; /* h_errno from last DNS lookup */ 
short mci_exitstat; /* exit status from last connection */
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short mci.state; /* SMTP state */
long mci.mazsize; /* max size this server will accept */
FILE *mci_in; /* input side of connection */
FILE ♦mci_out; /* output side of connection */ 
int mci.pid; /* process id of subordinate proc */ 
char *mci_phase; /* SMTP phase string */
struct mailer *mci_mailer; /* ptr to the mailer for this conn */ 
char *mci_host; /* host name */
char *mci_status ; /* DSN status to be copied to addrs */ 
time.t mci_lastuse; /* last usage time */
};
/* flag bits */
#define MCIF_VALID 0x0001 /* this entry is valid */
#define MCIF.TEMP 0x0002 /* don't cache this connection */ 
#define MCIF_CACHED 0x0004 /* currently in open cache */
«define MCIF.ESMTP 0x0008 /* this host speaks ESMTP */
«define MCIF_EXPN 0x0010 /* EXPN command supported */
«define MCIF_SIZE 0x0020 /* SIZE option supported */
«define MCIF.8BITMIME 0x0040 /* B0DY=8BITMIME supported */ 
«define MCIF_7BIT 0x0080 /* strip this message to 7 bits */ 
«define MCIF.MULTSTAT 0x0100 /* MAIL11V3: handles MULT status */ 
«define MCIF_INHEADER 0x0200 /* currently outputing header */ 
«define MCIF_CVT8T07 0x0400 /* convert from 8 to 7 bits */ 
«define MCIF_DSN 0x0800 /* DSN extension supported */
«define MCIF_8BIT0K 0x1000 /* OK to send 8 bit characters */ 
«define MCIF_CVT7T08 0x2000 /* convert from 7 to 8 bits */ 
«define MCIF.INMIME 0x4000 /* currently reading MIME header */
/* states */
«define MCIS_CLOSED 0 /* no traffic on this connection */
«define MCIS.GPENING 1 /* sending initial protocol */
«define MCIS_QPEN 2 /* open, initial protocol sent */
«define MCIS_ACTIVE 3 /* message being sent */
«define MCIS.QUITING 4 /* running quit protocol */
«define MCIS.SSD 5 /* service shutting down */
«define MCIS.ERRGR 6 /* I/G error on connection */
/* functions */
extern MCI *mci_get  P((char *, MAILER *));
extern void mci.cache  P((MCI *));
extern void mci.flush  P((bool, MCI *));
/♦
** Envelope structure.
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** This structure defines the message itself. There is usually 
** only one of these —  for the message that we originally read 
** and which is our primary interest —  but other envelopes can 
** be generated during processing. For example, error messages 
** will have their own envelope.
* /
struct envelope 
{
HDR *e_header; /* head of header list */
long e.msgpriority; /* adjusted priority of this message */ 
time.t e.ctime; /* time message appeared in the queue */ 
char *e_to; /* the target person */ 
chzur *e_receiptto; /* return receipt address */
ADDRESS e_from; /* the person it is from */
char *e_sender; /* e_from. q.paddr w comments stripped */
char **e_fromdomain; /* the domain peirt of the sender */
ADDRESS *e_sendqueue; /* list of message recipients */
ADDRESS *e_errorqueue; /* the queue for error responses */
long e.msgsize; /* size of the message in bytes */
long e.flags; /* flags, see below */
int ejnrcpts; /* number of recipients */
short e.class; /* msg class (priority, junk, etc.) */
short e_hopcount ; /* number of times processed */
short e.nsent; /* number of sends since checkpoint */
shor. e.sendmode; /* message send mode */
short e_errormode; /* error return mode */
short e.timeoutclass; /* message timeout class */
void (*e_puthdr)__P((MCI *, HDR *, ENVELOPE *));
/* function to put header of message */
void (*e_putbody) P((MCI *, ENVELOPE *, char *));
/* function to put body of message */
struct envelope *e_paxent; /* the message this one encloses */ 
struct envelope *e_sibling; /* the next envelope of interest */ 
chsur *e_bodytype; /* type of message body */
FILE *e_dfp; /* temporary file */
char *e_id; /* code for this entry in queue */
FILE *e_xfp; /* transcript file */
FILE *e_lockfp; /* the lock file for this message */ 
char *e_message; /* error message */ 
char *e_statmsg; /* stat msg (changes per delivery) */ 
chair *e_msgboundary ; /* MIME-style message part boundary */ 
char *e_origrcpt; /* original recipient (one only) */ 
chaur *e_envid; /* envelope id from MAIL FROM: line */ 
char *e_status; /* DSN status for this message */
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time_t e_dtime; /* time of last delivery attempt */ 
int e_ntries; /* number of delivery attempts */ 
dev_t e_dfdev; /* df file's device, for crash recov */ 
ino_t e_dfino; /* df file's ino, for crash recovery */ 
char *e_macro [256] ; /* macro definitions */
/* values for e_flags */
«define EIF.DLDSTYLE 0x0000001 /* use spaces (not commas) in hdrs */ 
«define EF_INQUEUE 0x0000002 /* this message is fully queued */ 
«define EF_NO_BODY_RETN 0x0000004 /* omit message body on error */ 
«define EIF.CLRQUEUE 0x0000008 /* disk copy is no longer needed */ 
«define EF.SENDRECEIPT 0x0000010 /* send a return receipt */
«define EF.FATALERRS 0x0000020 /* fatal errors occured */
«define EF.KEEPQUEUE 0x0000040 /* keep queue files always */
«define EF.RESPONSE 0x0000080 /* this is an error or return receipt */ 
«define EF.RESENT 0x0000100 /* this message is being forwarded */ 
«define EF.VRFYONLY 0x0000200 /* verify only (don't expand aliases) */ 
«define EF.WARNING 0x0000400 /* waurning message has been sent */ 
«define EF.QUEUERUN 0x0000800 /* this envelope is from queue ♦/ 
«define EF_GLOBALERRS 0x0001000 /♦ treat errors as global */
«define EF_PM_NOTIFY 0x0002000 /* send return mail to postmaster */ 
«define EF_METOG 0x0004000 /* send to me too */
«define EF_LQGSENDER 0x0008000 /* need to log the sender */
«define EF.NORECEIPT 0x0010000 /* suppress all retum-receipts */ 
«define EF_HAS8BIT 0x0020000 /♦ at least one 8-bit char in body */ 
«define EF_NL_NOT_EOL 0x0040000 /* don't accept raw NL as EOLine */ 
«define EF_CRLF_NOT_EOL 0x0080000 /* don't accept CR-LF as EOLine */ 
«define EF_RET_PARAM 0x0100000 /* RCPT command had RET argument */ 
«define EF_HAS_DF 0x0200000 /* set when df file is instantiated */ 
«define EF_IS_MIME 0x0400000 /* really is a MIME message */
«define EF_DONT_MIME 0x0800000 /* never MIME this message */
EXTERN ENVELOPE ♦CurEnv; /* envelope currently being processed */
/* functions */
extern ENVELOPE *newenvelope P((ENVELOPE *, ENVELOPE *));
extern void dropenvelope  P((ENVELOPE *));
extern void clearenvelope  P((ENVELOPE *, bool));
extern void putheader P((MCI *, HDR *, ENVELOPE *));
extern void putbody P((MCI *, ENVELOPE *, char *));
struct priority 
{
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char *pri_name; /* external name of priority */ 
int pri_val; /♦ internal value for same */
>;
EXTERN struct priority Priorities[MAXPRIORITIES];
EXTERN int NumPriorities; /* pointer into Priorities */
struct rewrite 
{
char **r_lhs; /* pattern match */ 
char **r_rhs; /* substitution value */ 
struct rewrite *r_next;/* next in chain */
} ;
EXTERN struct rewrite *RewriteRules [MAXRWSETS] ;
/ *
** Special characters in rewriting rules.
** These are used internally only.
** The COND* rules are actually used in macros rather than in 
** rewriting rules, but are given here because they 
** czuinot conflict.
♦ /
/* left hand side items */
# define MATCHZANY ((u_char)0220) /* match zero or more tokens */
# define MATCHANY ((u_chaür)0221) /* match one or more tokens */
# define MATCHONE ((u_char)0222) /* match exactly one token */
# define MATCHCLASS ((u_char)0223) /* match one token in a class */
# define MATCHNCLASS ((u_char)0224) /* match anything not in class */
# define MATCHREPL ((u_char)0225) /* replacement on RHS for above */
/* right hand side items */
# define CANONNET ((u_chear)0226) /* canonical net, next token */
# define CANONHOST ((u_char)0227) /* canonical host, next token */
# define CANONUSER ((u_char)0230) /* canonical user, next N tokens */
# define CALLSUBR ((u_char)0231) /* call another rewriting set */
/* conditionals in macros */
# define CONDIF ((u_chax)0232) /* conditional if-then */
# define CONDELSE ((u_char)0233) /* conditional else */
# define CGNDFI ((u_char)0234) /* conditional fi */
/* bracket characters for host name lookup */
# define HOSTBEGIN ((u_char)0235) /* hostname lookup begin */
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# define HOSTEND ((u_char)0236) /* hostname lookup end */
/* bracket characters for generalized lookup */
# define LOOKUPBEGIN ((u_char)0205) /* generalized lookup begin */
# define LOOKUPEND ((u_char)0206) /* generalized lookup end */
/* macro substitution character */
# define HACROEXPAND ((u_char)0201) /* macro expansion */
# define HACRODEXPAMD ( (u_char)0202) /* deferred macro expansion */
/♦to make the code clearer ♦/
# define MATCHZERO CANONHOST
/♦ external <==> internal mapping table ♦/ 
struct metamac 
{
char metaname ; /♦ external code (after $) ♦/ 
u_char metaval; /♦ internal code (as above) ♦/
>;
/♦ values for macros with external names only ♦/
# define MID.OPMODE 0202 /♦ operation mode ♦/
/♦ functions ♦/
extern void expand  P((char ♦, char ♦, size.t, ENVELOPE ♦));
extern void define__ P((int, char ♦, ENVELOPE ♦));
extern char ♦macvalue  P((int, ENVELOPE ♦));
extern char ♦macname  P((int));
extern int macid  P((char ♦, char ♦♦));
/ ♦
♦♦ Name canonification short circuit.
* *
♦♦ If the naune server for a host is down, the process of trying to 
♦♦ csmonify the name can heing. This is similar to (but alas, not
♦♦ identical to) looking up the name for delivery. This stab type
♦♦ caches the result of the name server lookup so we don't hang 
♦♦ multiple times.
♦ /
«define NAMECANON struct _namecanon
NAMECANON
{
short nc.errno; /♦ cached errno ♦/ 
short nc.herrno; /♦ cached h_ermo ♦/
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short nc.stat; /* cached exit status code ♦/
short nc_flags; /* flag bits */
char *nc_cname; /♦ the canonical name */
>;
/* values for nc_flags */
«define NCF.VALID 0x0001 /* entry valid */
/ *
** Mapping functions 
* *
** These allow arbitrary mappings in the config file. The idea 
** (albeit not the implementation) comes from IDA sendmail.
* /
« define MAPCLASS struct .mapclass 
« define MAP struct _map
« define MAXMAPACTIONS 3 /* size of map.actions array */
/*
** An actual map.
♦ /
MAP
{
MAPCLASS *map_class ; /♦ the class of this map */
char ♦map.mname; /* name of this map */
long map.mflags ; /* flags, see below */ 
char *map_file; /* the (nominal) filename */
ARBPTR.T map.dbl; /* the open database ptr */
ARBPTR.T map_db2; /* am "extra" database pointer */
chair *map_keycolnm; /* key column naune */
char *map_valcolnm; /* value column name */
u.char map.keycolno ; /* key column number */
u.char map.valcolno ; /* value column number */
char map.coldelim; /* column delimiter */
char ♦map.app; /* to append to successful matches */
char *map_domain; /* the (nominal) NIS domain */
char *map.rebuild; /* program to run to do auto-rebuild */
time.t map.mtime; /* last database modification time */
short map.specificity; /* specificity of alaases */
MAP *map.stack[MAXMAPSTACK] ; /* list for stacked maps */
short map.retum[MAXMAPACTIONS] ; /* return bitmaps for stacked maps */ 
} ;
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/* bit values for map.mflags */
# define MF.VALID 0x00000001
# define MF.INCLNULL 0x00000002
# define MF.OPTIDNAL 0x00000004
# define MF.NOFOLDCASE 0x00000008
# define MF.MATCHONLY 0x00000010
# define MF.OPEN 0x00000020
# define MF.WRITABLE 0x00000040
# define MF.ALIAS 0x00000080
# define MF.TRYONULL 0x00000100
# define HF.TRYINULL 0x00000200
# define MF.LOCKED 0x00000400
# define MF.ALIASWAIT 0x00000800
# define MF.IMPL.HASH 0x00001000
# define MF.IMPL.NDBM 0x00002000
# define MF.UNSAFEDB 0x00004000
# define MF.APPEND 0x00008000
# define MF.KEEPQUOTES 0x00010000
/* indices for map.actions */
# define MA.NDTFDUND 0 /* member map returned "not found" ♦/
# define MA.UNAVAIL 1 /* member map is not available */
# define MA.TRYAGAIN 2 /* member map returns temp failure */
/*
** The class of a map —  essentially the functions to call 
♦ /
MAPCLASS
{
char *map_cname; /* name of this map class ♦/ 
char *map_ext; /* extension for database file */ 
short map.cf lags ; /* flag bits, see below */
bool (*map_parse) P((MAP *, char ♦));
/* argument parsing function */
char *(*map_lookup) P((MAP *, char *, char **, int *) ) ;
/* lookup function */
void (*map_store) P((MAP *, char *, char *)) ;
/* store function */
bool (*map_open) P((MAP *, int));
/* open function */
void (*map_close) P((MAP *));
/* close function */
} ;
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/* bit values for map.cflags */
«define MCF.ALIASOK 0x0001 /* can be used for aliases ♦/ 
«define MCF.ALIASONLY 0x0002 /♦ usable only for aliases */ 
«define MCF.REBUILDABLE 0x0004 /* can rebuild alias files */ 
«define MCF.OPTFILE 0x0008 /* file name is optional */
/* functions */
extern char *map_rewrite P((MAP *, char *, int, char *♦));
extern MAP *makemapentry P((char *));
/*
** Symbol table definitions 
* /
struct symtab 
{
char *s_name ; /♦ name to be entered */ 
char s.type; /♦ general type (see below) */ 
struct symtab *s_next; /* pointer to next in chain */ 
union 
{
BITMAP sv.class; /* bit-map of word classes */
ADDRESS *sv_addr; /* pointer to address header */
MAILER *sv_mailer; /* pointer to mailer */ 
chair *sv_alias; /* alias */
MAPCLASS svjmapclass; /* mapping function class */
MAP sv.map; /* mapping function */ 
char ♦sv.hostsig; /* host signature */
MCI sv.mci; /* mailer connection info ♦/
NAMECANON sv.namecanon; /* canonical name cache */ 
int sv.macro; /* macro name => id mapping */ 
int sv.ruleset; /* ruleset index */
} s.value;
>;
typedef struct symtab STAB;
/* symbol types */
« define ST.UNDEF 0 /* undefined type */
« define ST.CLASS 1 /* class map */
« define ST.ADDRESS 2 /* an address in parsed format */
« define ST.MAILER 3 /* a mailer header */
« define ST.ALIAS 4 /* an alias */
« define STJMAPCLASS 5 /* mapping function class */
« define ST.MAP 6 /* mapping function */
« define ST.HOSTSIQ 7 /* host signature */
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# define ST.NAMECANON 8 /* cached canonical name */
# define ST.MACRO 9 /* macro name to id mapping */
# define ST.RULESET 10 /* ruleset index */
# define ST.MCI 16 /* mailer connection info (offset) */
# define s.class s.value.sv.class
# define s.address s.value.sv.addr
# define s.mailer s.value.sv.mailer
# define s.alias s.value.sv_alias
# define s.mci s.value.sv.mci
# define s.mapclass s.value.sv.mapclass
# define s.hostsig s.value.sv.hostsig
# define s.map s.value.sv_map
# define s.neunecemon s.value. sv.namecemon
# define s.macro s.value.sv.macro
# define s.ruleset s.value.sv.ruleset
extern STAB ♦stab  P((char ♦, int, int));
extern void stabapply  P((void (♦)(STAB ♦, int), int));
/♦ opcodes to stab ♦/
# define ST.FIND 0 /♦ find entry ♦/
# define ST.ENTER 1 /♦ enter if not there ♦/
/ ♦
♦♦ STRUCT EVENT —  event queue.
* *
♦♦ Maintained in sorted order.
* *
♦♦ We store the pid of the process that set this event to insure 
♦♦ that when we fork we will not take events intended for the parent, 
♦ /
struct event 
{
time.t ev.time; /♦ time of the function call ♦/
void (♦ev.func) P((int));
/♦ function to call ♦/
int ev.arg; /♦ argument to ev.func ♦/
int ev.pid; /♦ pid that set this event ♦/
struct event ♦ev.link; /♦ link to next item ♦/
>;
typedef struct event EVENT;
EXTERN EVENT ♦EventQueue; /♦ head of event queue ♦/
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/* functions */
extern EVENT *setevent  P((time.t, void(*)(), int));
extern void clrevent  P((EVENT ♦));
/*
** Operation, send, error, and MIME modes 
* *
** The operation mode describes the basic operation of sendmail. 
** This can be set from the command line, and is "send mail" by 
** default.
* *
** The send mode tells how to send mail. It can be set in the
** configuration file. It's setting determines how quickly the
** mail will be delivered versus the load on your system. If the 
* *  - V  (verbose) flag is given, it will be forced to SM.DELIVER 
** mode.
* *
** The error mode tells how to return errors.
♦ /
EXTERN char QpMode; /* operation mode, see below */
«define MD.DELIVER 'm' /* be a mail sender ♦/
«define MD.SMTP 's' /♦ run SMTP on standard input */
«define MD.ARPAFTP 'a' /* obsolete ARPANET mode (Grey Book) */ 
«define MD.DAEMON 'd' /* run as a daemon ♦/
«define MD.VERIFY 'v' /* verify: don't collect or deliver */ 
«define MD.TEST 't' /* test mode: resolve addrs only */
«define MD.INITALIAS 'i' /* initialize alias database */
«define MD.PRINT 'p' /* print the queue */
«define MD.FREEZE z' /* freeze the configuration file */
/* values for e.sendmode —  send modes */
«define SM.DELIVER 'i' /* interactive delivery */
«define SM.FORK 'b' /* deliver in background */
«define SM.QUEUE 'q' /* queue, don't deliver */
«define SM.DEFER 'd' /* defer map lookups as well as queue */ 
«define SM.VERIFY 'v' /* verify only (used internally) */
/* used only as a parameter to sendall */
«define SM.DEFAULT '\0' /* unspecified, use SendMode */
/* values for e.errormode —  ezuror handling modes */
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«define EM.PRINT 'p' /* print errors */
«define EM.MAIL 'm' /* mail back errors */
«define EM_WRITE 'w' /♦ write back errors */
«define EM.BERKNET 'e' /* special berknet processing */ 
«define EM.QUIET 'q' /* don't print messages (stat only) */
/* MIME processing mode */
EXTERN int MimeMode;
/* bit values for MimeMode */
«define MM.CVTMIME 0x0001 /* convert 8 to 7 bit MIME */
«define MM.PASS8BIT 0x0002 /* just send 8 bit data blind */
«define MM_MIME8BIT 0x0004 /* convert 8-bit data to MIME */
/* queue sorting order algorithm */
EXTERN int QueueSortOrder;
«define QS.BYPRIORITY 0 /* sort by message priority */
«define QS.BYHGST 1 /* sort by first host name */
/* how to handle messages without any recipient addresses */
EXTERN int NoRecip ientAct ion;
«define NRA.NO_ACTION 0 /* just leave it as is */
«define NRA_ADD_TO 1 /* add To: header */
«define NRA_ADD_APPARENTLY_TO 2 /* add Apparently-To: header */ 
«define NRA_ADD_BCC 3 /* add empty Bcc : header */
«define NRA_ADD_TO_UNDISCLOSED 4 /* add To: undisclosed: ; header */
/* flags to putxline */
«define PXLF.NOTHINGSPECIAL 0 /♦ no special mapping */ 
«define PXLF.MAPFROM 0x0001 /* map From, to >From_ */ 
«define PXLF.STRIP8BIT 0x0002 /* strip 8th bit *e 
/ *
** Additional definitions 
♦ /
/ *
** Privacy flags
** These are bit values for the PrivacyFlags word. 
♦ /
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«define PRIV.PÜBLIC 0
«define PRIV.NEEDMAILHELO 0x0001
«define PRIV.NEEDEXPNHELO 0x0002
«define PRIV.NEEDVRFYHELO 0x0004
«define PRIV.NOEXPN ' 0x0008
«define PRIV.NOVRFY 0x0010
«define PRIV.AUTHWARNINGS 0x0020
«define PRIV.NORECEIPTS 0x0040
«define PRIV.RESTRICTMAILQ 0x1000
«define PRIV.RESTRICTQRÜN 0x2000
«define PRIV.GOAWAY OxOfff
/* struct defining such things */
struct privai 
{
chair *pv_name ; /* name of privacy flag */ 
int pv.flag; /* numeric level */
};
/*
** Flags passed to remotename, paurseaddr, allocaddr, and buildaddr. 
* /
«define RF.SENDERADDR 0x001 /* this is a sender address */
«define RF.HEADERADDR 0x002 /* this is a header address */
«define RF.CANONICAL 0x004 /* strip comment information */
«define RF.ADDDGMAIN 0x008 /* OK to do domain extension */
«define RF.CGPYPARSE 0x010 /* copy parsed user & host */
«define RF.COPYPADDR 0x020 /* copy print address */
«define RF.COPYALL (RF.CÜPYPARSEIRF.COPYPADDR)
«define RF.CGPYNGNE 0
/ *
** Flags passed to safefile.
* /
«define SFF.ANYFILE 0 /* no special restrictions */
«define SFF.MUSTGWN 0x0001 /* user must own this file */
«define SFF.NGSLINK 0x0002 /* file cainnot be a symbolic link */ 
«define SFF.RGGTGK 0x0004 /* ok for root to own this file */
«define SFF.RUNASREALUID 0x0008 /* if no ctladdr, run as real uid */ 
«define SFF.NGPATHCHECK 0x0010 /* don't bother checking dir path */
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«define SFF.SETUIDOK 0x0020 /* setuid files are ok */
«define SFF.CREAT 0x0040 /* ok to create file if necessaory */
«define SFF.REGDNLY 0x0080 /* regular files only */
/* flags that are actually specific to safefopen */
«define SFF.OPENASROOT 0x1000 /* open as root instead of rral user */
/*
** Flags passed to mime8to7.
* /
«define M87F_0UTER 0 /* outer context */
«define M87F_N08BIT 0x0001 /* cam't have 8-bit in this section */ 
«define M87F_DIGEST 0x0002 /* processing multipart/digest */
/ *
** Regular UNIX sockaddrs acre too small to handle ISO addresses, so 
** we are forced to declare a supertype here.
♦ /
union bigsockaddr 
{
struct sockaddr sa; /* general version */
«if NETUNIX
struct sockaddr.un sunix; /* UNIX family */
«endif 
«if NETINET
struct sockaddr.in sin; /* INET family */
«endif 
«if NETISO
struct sockaddr.iso siso; /* ISO family */
«endif 
«if NETNS
struct sockaddr.ns sns; /* XNS family */
«endif 
«if NETX25
struct sockaddr.x25 sx25; /* X.25 family */
«endif
} ;
«define SOCKADDR union bigsockaddr
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«define VENDOR.BERKELEY 1 /* Berkeley-native configuration file t/ 
«define VENDOR.SUN 2 /* Sun-native configuration file */
«define VENDOR.HP 3 /* Hewlett-Packard specific config syntauc */
EXTERN int VendorCode; /* vendor-specific operation enhancements */ 
/*
** Global variables.
* /
EXTERN bool FromFlag;
EXTERN bool MeToo;
EXTERN bool IgnrDot;
EXTERN bool SaveFrom;
EXTERN bool Verbose;
EXTERN bool GrabTo;
EXTERN bool SuprErrs;
EXTERN bool HoldErrs;
EXTERN bool NoConnect;
EXTERN bool SuperSafe;
EXTERN bool ForkQueueRuns;
EXTERN bool AutoRebuild;
EXTERN bool CheckAliases;
EXTERN bool NoAlias;
EXTERN bool UseNameServer;
EXTERN bool UseHesiod;
EXTERN bool SevenBitInput ;
EXTERN bool HasEightBits;
EXTERN time.t SafeAlias;
EXTERN FILE ♦InChannel;
EXTERN FILE ♦OutChannel;
EXTERN char ♦RealUserName;
EXTERN uid.t RealUid;
EXTERN gid.t RealGid;
EXTERN uid.t DefUid;
EXTERN gid.t DefGid;
EXTERN char ♦DefUser;
EXTERN int GldUmask;
EXTERN int Errors ;
EXTEFlN int ExitStat;
EXTERN int LineNumber;
EXTERN int LogLevel;
EXTERN int FileMode;
EXTERN int QueueLA;
EXTERN int RefuseLA;
EXTERN int CurrentLA;
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EXTERN long QueueFactor;
EXTERN time.t Queueintvl;
EXTERN char *HelpFile;
EXTERN char *ErrMsgFile;
EXTERN char ♦StatFile;
EXTERN char ♦QueueDir;
EXTERN char *FileName;
EXTERN chaur ♦SmtpPhase;
EXTERN char ♦MyHostName;
EXTERN char ♦RealHostName;
EXTERN SOCKADDR RealHostAddr; 
EXTERN char *CurHostName;
EXTERN jmp.buf TopFrame; 
EXTERN bool QuickAbort;
EXTERN bool LogüsrErrs;
EXTERN bool SendMIMEErrors; 
EXTERN bool MatchGecos;
EXTERN bool UseErrorsTo; 
EXTERN bool TryNullMXList; 
EXTERN bool InChild;
EXTERN bool Disconnected; 
EXTERN bool ColonOkInAddr; 
EXTERN bool HasWildcardMX; 
EXTERN char SpaceSub;
EXTERN int PrivacyFlags; 
EXTERN char *ConfFile;
extern chair *PidFile;
extern ADDRESS NullAddress; 
EXTERN long WkClassFact; 
EXTERN long WkRecipFact; 
EXTERN long WkTimeFact;
EXTERN char *UdbSpec;
EXTERN int MaxHopCount;
EXTERN int ConfigLevel;
EXTERN char *TimeZoneSpec;
EXTERN char *ForwardPath;
EXTERN long MinBlocksFree; 
EXTERN char *FallBackMX; 
EXTERN long MaxMessageSize; 
EXTERN time.t MaxHostStatAge; 
EXTERN time.t MinQueueAge; 
EXTERN time.t DialDelay; 
EXTERN char *SafeFileEnv;
EXTERN char *HostsFile;
EXTERN int MaxQueueRun;
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EXTERN int MaxChildren;
EXTERN int CurChildren;
EXTERN char ♦SmtpGreeting;
EXTERN char *ünixFromLine ;
EXTERN char *OperatorChars;
EXTERN bool DontInitGroups;
EXTERN int MaxAliasRecursion;
EXTERN int MaucRuleRecursion;
EXTERN char *MustQuoteChars;
EXTERN char ♦ServiceSwitchFile;
EXTERN char *DefaultCharSet ;
EXTERN int DeliveryNiceness;
EXTERN char *PostMasterCopy ;
EXTERN int Checkpointinterval;
EXTERN bool DontPruneRoutes ;
EXTERN bool DontExpandCnames ;
EXTERN int MaxMciCache;
EXTERN time.t MciCacheTimeout;
EXTERN time.t MciInfoTimeout ;
EXTERN char *QueueLimitRecipient;
EXTERN char *QueueLimitSender;
EXTERN chair *QueueLimitId;
EXTERN FILE *TrafficLogFile;
EXTERN char *UserEnviron [MAXUSERENVIRON + 1] ;
extern int ermo;
EXTERN struct 
{
/* RFC 1123-specified timeouts [minimum value] */
time.t to.initial; /* initial greeting timeout [5m] */
time.t to.mail; /* MAIL command [5m] */ 
time.t to.rcpt; /* RCPT command [5m] */ 
time.t to.datainit; /* DATA initiation [2m] */ 
time.t to.datablock; /* DATA block [3m] */ 
time.t to.datafinal ; /* DATA completion [10m] */ 
time.t to.nextcommand; /* next command [5m] */
/* following timeouts are not mentioned in RFC 1123 */ 
time.t to.rset; /* RSET command */ 
time.t to.helo; /* HELD command */ 
time.t to.quit; /* QUIT command */
time.t to.miscshort ; /* mise short commands (NOOP, VERB, etc) */
time.t to.ident; /* IDENT protocol requests */
time.t to.fileopen; /* opening : include; and .forward files */
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/* following are per message */
time.t to.q.retnm[MAXTOCLASS] ; /* queue return timeouts */ 
time.t to.q.waming[MAXTOCLASS] ; /* queue warning timeouts */ 
} TimeOuts;
/* timeout classes for return and warning timeouts */
# define TOC.NORMAL 0 /* normal delivery */
# define TOC.URGENT 1 /* urgent delivery */
# define TOC.NONURGENT 2 /* non-urgent delivery */
/ *
** Trace information 
* /
/* trace vector and macros for debugging flags */ 
EXTERN u.char tTdvect[100];
# define tTd(flag, level) (tTdvect[flag] >= level)
# define tTdlevel(flag) (tTdvect[flag] )
/*
** Miscellaneous information.
♦ /
/*
** Some in-line functions 
♦ /
/* set exit status */
«define setstat(s) { \
if (ExitStat == EX.OK I I ExitStat == EX.TEMPFAIL) \ 
ExitStat = s; \
}
/* make a copy of a string */
«define newstr(s) strcpy(xalloc(strlen(s) + 1), s) 
«define STRUCTCOPY(s, d) d = s
/*
** Declarations of useful functions 
♦ /
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extern char ♦xalloc  P((int));
extern FILE *dfopen  P((char *, int, int));
extern char *sfgets P((char *, int, FILE *» time.t, char *)) ;
extern char *queuename P((ENVELOPE *, int)) ;
extern time.t curtime  P(());
extern bool transienterror  P((int));
extern char *fgetfolded  P((char *, int, FILE *));
extern char *usemame P(0);
extern char *pintvl  P((time.t, bool));
extern char *anynet.ntoa  P((SOCKADDR *));
extern bool shouldqueue  P((long, time.t));
extern bool lockfile  P((int, char *, char *, int));
extern char *hostsignature P( (MAILER *, char *, ENVELOPE *)) ;
extern void openxscript  P((ENVELOPE *));
extern void closexscript  P ((ENVELOPE ♦));
extern char ♦shortenstring  P((const char ♦, int));
extern bool usershellok  P((char ♦, char ♦));
extern void commaize P((HDR ♦, chair ♦, bool, MCI ♦, ENVELOPE ♦));
extern char ♦hvalue P((char ♦, HDR ♦));
extern char ♦defcharset  P((ENVELOPE ♦));
extern bool wordinclass  P((char ♦, int));
extern char ♦denlstring  P((char ♦, bool, bool));
extern void makelower P((char ♦));
extern void rebuildaliases  P((MAP ♦, bool));
extern void readaliases  P((MAP ♦, FILE ♦, bool, bool));
extern void finis P(0);
extern void setsender P((char ♦, ENVELOPE ♦, char ♦♦, bool));
extern FILE ♦safefopen  P((char ♦, int, int, int));
extern void xputs  P((const char ♦));
extern void logsender  P ((ENVELOPE ♦, char ♦));
extern void smtprset  P((MAILER ♦, MCI ♦, ENVELOPE ♦));
extern void smtpquit  P ((MAILER ♦, MCI ♦, ENVELOPE ♦));
extern void setuserenv  P((const char ♦, const char ♦));
extern void disconnect P((int, ENVELOPE ♦)):
extern void putxline  P((char ♦, MCI ♦, int));
extern void dumpfd  P((int, bool, bool));
extern void makemailer  P((char ♦));
extern void putfromline  P((MCI ♦, ENVELOPE ♦));
extern void setoption  P((int, char ♦, bool, bool, ENVELOPE ♦));
extern void setclass  P((int, char ♦));
extern void inittimeouts  P((char ♦));
extern void logdelivery  P((MAILER ♦, MCI ♦, const char ♦,
ADDRESS ♦, time.t, ENVELOPE ♦));
extern void giveresponse P((int, MAILER ♦, MCI ♦> ADDRESS ♦,
time.t, e n v e l o p e ♦));
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extern const char +errstring  P((int));
extern sigfun'-.t setsignal P((int, sigfunc.t));
extern struct hostent ♦sm.gethostbyname  P((char ♦));
extern struct hostent ♦sm.gethostbyaddr P((cher *, int, int));
extern struct passwd *sm_getpwnam  P((char *));
extern struct passwd *sm_getpwuid  P((UID_T));
#ifdef XDEBUG
extern void checkfd012  P((char *));
«endif
/* ellipsis is a different case though */
«ifdef __STDC__
extern void auth.warning(ENVELOPE *, const char ♦, .• •) ;
extern void syserr(const char *, ...);
extern void usrerr(const char *, ...);
extern void message(const char *, ...);
extern void nmessage(const char *, ...);
«else
extern void auth.warningO ;
extern void syserr() ;
extern void usrerr0  ;
extern void message 0  ;
extern void nmessage0  ;
«endif
#if IHASSNPRINTF
# ifdef __STDC__
extern void snprintf(char *, size.t, char *, ...); 
extern void vsnprintf (chair *, size.t, char *, va.list) ;
# else
extern void snprintf(); 
extern void vsnprintf();
# endif 
«endif
6.5 MAIL_RECEIVE_SORT
Program Name 
Language 
Operating System 
Portability/Special Comment
mail_receivejsort.c
C
U N IX
This program collects the received messages and 
then splits into individual messages for each user.
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#include<stdio.h>
#include<string.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
«define maz.too 800 
«define maz.fromm 5 
«define max.message 1000
int error.id, noms=0;
char ♦RESULT,♦RESULTl,♦RESULTS, ♦TO,♦TOI,♦T02,REAL.TO [max.too] ,
TOO[max.too] ,FROM[8] ,MESSAGE[max.message] ,userl[50] ,user2[50] , 
tern [50] , INLN.BUFFERl [max.message] ; 
int nom=0;
void main (int argc, chair ♦argvD)
{
FILE ♦data, ♦mail.file;
char INLN.BUFFER [max.message] ;
if((data = fopen(argv[l],"r")) == NULL) { 
error.id=l ;error.handle(error.id) ;
>
else {
while(!feof(data)) {
fgets(INLN.BUFFER,10,data);
stmcpy(user2, "\0", 1) ;
strncpy(userl,"\0",1) ;
sscanf(INLN.BUFFER,"%s",&tem);
strncpy(userl,tem,strlen(tem)) ;
sprintf (user2, "/var/spool/mail/*/.s" ,userl) ;
mail.file=fopen(user2,"r");
while(!feof(mail.file)) {
fgets (INLN.BUFFERl ,80,mail.f ile) ;
if (!((RESULT = Strstr(INLN.BUFFERl,"Received From:")) 
== NULL)) {
strncat (MESSAGE,RESULT, strlen (INLN.BUFFERl ) ) ; 
split.messageO ; 
nom = nom+1;
}
else {
strncat (MESSAGE, RESULT, strlen (INLN.BUFFERl ) ) ; 
printf("check2");
>
>
fclose(mail.file);
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fclose(data);
>
}
int split.messageO 
{
while(nom) {
FILE *usertofile, *contenttofile ; 
char userSCll], content2[11] ; 
sprintf(usera,"%s",INLN.BUFFERl); 
sprintf(content2,"%s%d. dat",INLN.BUFFERl.nom); 
if((usertofile = fopen(user2,"w")) == NULL) 
error.handle(4); 
else {
fprintf(usertofile,"%d\n",nom);
>
contenttofile=fopen(content2,"w"); 
fprintf(contenttofile,"%s\n",MESSAGE); 
stmcpy (MESSAGE, " \ 0 ", 1 ) ; 
fclose(usertofile); 
fclose(contenttofile); 
return ;
}
}
int error.handle (int error id)
■C
FILE *err; err = fopenCerrorlog.txt", "a") ; 
if (error.id == 0) {
fprintf(err,"Error in opening the messages data file\n"); 
return(0);
}
else if (error.id == 1) {
fprintf(err,"Error in opening the input messages data file\n"); 
return(0);
>
else if (error.id == 2) {
fprintf(err,"Major Error: User data table corrupted\n"); 
return(0);
}
else if (error.id == 3) {
fprintf(err,"Error in opening the mail2send.dat file\n"); 
return(O);
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}
else if (error.id == 4) {
fprintf(err."Error in opening the input messages data file\n"); 
retum(O) ;
>
else if (error.id == 5) { -
fprintf(err,"Error in opening the input messages data file\n"); 
retum(O) ;
>
else
fprintf(err,"An undefined or unknown error has occured\n");
>
6.6 RECEIVER
Program Name :: receiver.c
Language :: C
Operating System D 0 S /W IN D 0 W S /0 S 2
Portability/Special Comment :: This program dispatches the received messages to the loca
#include<stdio.h>
#include<string.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<sys/types.h>
•define mar.too 800 
•define ma%_fromm 5 
•define max_message 10
int error.id, mail.count,noms=0;
char *RESULT,*RESULT 1,*RESULT3,*T0,outfile[l 1] ,outfilel[ll] ,*T02, 
REAL.TO[max.too], TOO[max.too].user[ 1 5 ],MESSAGE[max.message] ; 
int nom=0;
void main(int argc, char *argv0)
{
FILE *data, *mail.file;int j ;
chare, *ch, INLN.BUFFER[majc.message] , INLN.BUFFERl [max.message] ; 
char temClO] ;
if ((data = fopen(argv[l],"r")) == NULL) { 
error.id=l;
error.handle(error.id);
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}
else { 
while(!feof(data)) {
fgets(INLN.BÜFFER,10,data); 
sscanf (INLN_BUFFER,"*/.s" .fttem) ; 
strncpy(user,tem,strlen(tern));
if ((mail.f ile = f open (user, "r")) == NULL) { 
error_handle(2);
}
else {
fscanf(mail.file,"%d",&mail_count) ; 
for(j=mail_count; j > 0; j— ) {
sprintf (outf ile, "%s%d.dat",user, j) ; 
sprintf(outfilel,"msg %s %s",user,outfile); 
system(outfilel); 
stmcpy (outf ile, "\0", 1) ;
}
fclose(mail_file) ; 
mail_count=0;
>
}
>
f close(data);
>
int error.handle(int error.id)
{
FILE ♦err;
err = fopenC'errorlog.txt","a") ; 
if (error.id == 0) { 
fprintf(err,"Error in opening the messages data file\n"); 
return(0);
>
else if (error.id == 1) { 
fprintf(err,"Error in opening the input messages data file\n"); 
return(0);
}
else if (error.id == 2) {
fprintf(err,"Major Error: User data table corrupted\n"); 
return(0);
>
else if (error.id == 3) {
fprintf(err,"Error in opening the file%s \n",user);
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return(0);
}
else if (error.id == 4) {
fprintf (err, "Error in opening the input messages data f ile\n") ; 
return(0);
>
else if (error.id == 5) {
fprintf(err,"Error in opening the input messages data file\n"); 
return(0);
}
else
fprintf(err,"An undefined or unknown error has occured\n");
}
6.7 SENDER
Program Name 
Language 
Operating System 
Portability/Special Comment :
: sender.c 
: Unix Shell script 
: U N IX
: This program sends an one message at a time when called 
from mail_send_sort.c
#! /bin/sh 
rm done
exec login 'cat fromer'
mail.send 'cat toer' < mail2send.dat
touch done
6.8 SAMPLER
Program Name 
Language 
Operating System 
Portability/Special Comment :
: sampler.c
: C
: U N IX
: This program dynamically calculates the time interval 
between the consecutive mail sending/receiving operations
#include<stdio.h> 
1include<string. h> 
#include<math.h>
mainO
{
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}
FILE *invall, ♦inval2, ♦outvall;
int tdy, tdynamic, current.value, msg.sent;
invall = fopenC'nom.dat" ,"r") ; 
inval2 = fopen("time.sample.dat","r") ,•
fscanf(invall,"%d",4current.value) ; 
fscanf (inval2,"*/,d",tosg.sent) ;
tdynamic=current.value*60/msg.sent ;
if(tdynamic > 1800) tdy = 1800; 
else tdy = tdynamic;
fclose(invall);fclose(inval2); 
outvail = fopen("time.sample","w");
fprintf(outvail,"%d",tdy); 
printf("%d\n",tdy);
fclose(outvall);
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